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Xerxes ... sent a messenger to Persia with 
news of his present misfortune at Salamis, 
How there is nothing mortal that accomplishes 
a course more swiftly than do these messengers, 
by the Persians' skilful contrivance.  It is 
said that as many days as there are in the 
whole journey, so many are the men and horses 
that stand along the road, each horse and man 
at the interval of a day's journeyi and these 
are stayed neither by snow nor rain nor heat 
nor darkness from accomplishing their appointed 
course with all speed, 

--Herodotus, Book VIII, 
Chap, 98 (Godley translation). 

A necessity wes perfect 
we could plan in certai 
must be the generals' h 
must be faultless, leav 
Morale, if built on kno 
ignorance* When we kne 
should be comfortable, 
in the service of rews 

"inteilißence", so that 
nty.  The chief agent 
eadj a.r.d. his understanding 
ing no room for chance. 
wledge, was broken by 
w all about the enemy we 
We must take more pains 

than any regular staff» 

—T. E. Lawrence, The Seven 
Pillars of Wisdom, Chapter 33, 

% 
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PREFACE 

This paper is an outgrowth of the author's earlier Foreign 

Press Monitoring by Communist Laaderships (draft, April 195U), 

I had intended to incorporate the very scattared data on press 

monitoring during the early guerrilla insurrectionary phases of 

aspiring Communist regimes in that paper.  However, as more 

materials were uncovered on Communist and other guerrilla com- 

munications than originally expected, I thought it useful to 

collate and analyze these in the present separate paper. 

The fact that the communications aspect of current guerrilla 

operations are largely concealed under the cloak of close security 

tends to restrict this paper to historical case studies. Never- 

theless , its contemporary value is suggested by the fact that 

to find sufficient occasional publicity in current operation- 

to suggest that they form significantly pervasive and persistent 

patterns. 

Many excellent books and articles are scattered through the 

proliferating literature on guerrilla operationsc  Few, however, 

make more than a tentative examination of the data relevant to 

communications.  The best of the early efforts were case stuCiua. 

each being a detailed account of a specific operation in a par- 

ticular place during a narrowly limited period.  Among such 

7 

certain strong common elements in the cases collected here seem 
- 
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examplary works I would include those by Spencer Chapman, Vladimir 

Dedijer, and Edgar Snow.  The current trend is to investigate seme 

of the similarities cutting across specific events, places and times 

so as to yield generalizations that can produce an operationally 

useful "doctrine" of guerrilla or counter-guerrilla war. 

The spottiness of the available documentation, the narrow 

linguistic competence of the author, and the pressure of other com- 

mitments, renders this paper only an exploratory effort.  It is hoped 

that other persons, qualified to control the bibliography of the 

individual regions, will be stimulated to systematically collect data 

toward a cross-case study of which the present one pretends to no 

more than a demonstration of its feasibility and utility. 

Among the numerous other case studies that could have been 

profitably undertaken or expanded and for which unclassified docu- 

mentation or personal interview data are fairly available to Western 

scholars would be the following! 

Chinese Nationalist Guerrillas (SACO, etc.), WW II 

French Maquis, WW II 

Palestine, 1945-49 

Greek Communist Guerrillas, 19H1-49 

The Philippine Hukbalahap Rebiilion, post-WW II 

Kenyan Mau Hau Uprising, 1952-56 

Cyprus, 1955-59 
Hungarian Revolution, November 1956 

A special, somewhat parallel case is my Guerrillas in the 
Spanish Civil War, 1936-1939 (Cambridge, Mass.:  M.l.T., C.I.S. , 

Mav 1957). 
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In the absence of an agreed terminology, I will apply 

"guerrilla" to any armed movement, operation, or personnel 

operating from bases w thin a country in opposition to established 

regular military (and police) authority.  Such a portmanteau 

definition thus deliberately encompasses such related items as 

guerrilla organizations, insurgent forces, and revolutionary 

undergrounds. 

Such a broad definition deviates somewhat from Chinese Com- 

munist usage.  While they too distinguish "regular" troops from 

"guerrillas," they consider their Red Army—and its direct 

descendants, the Eiphth Route Army and the People's Liberation 

Army—to be "regulars" and its armed auxiliaries to be "guer- 

rillas." Their term whicn is usually translated "guerrilla" 

is yu-chi-tui i^f |j? ßfc » literally means "roving and attack 

corps,"roving to avoid annihilation and attacking to annihilate 

the enemy.  Their distinction between yu-chi-chan i&f f* 5?V» 

"guerrilla war" and yun-tung-chan -f fjj g^', "war of movement," 

is mainly one between small local independently operating groups 

and larger units coordinated over time and geography. 

I would gratefully receive from readers any additional 

published references to, or personal reminiscences of, specific 

guerrilla communications use or equipment.  Such information 

need not be restricted to the particular case studies presented 

2 Edgar Snow, The Battle for Asia (New York:  Random House, 
19U1), p. 343. 
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here.  Indeed, I •* aid welcome both contradictory data for the 

given c«»se studies and similar data for deviant types of cases. 

I would also appreciate information on both counter-communications 

operations or techniques and international channels of arms 

supply to guerrillas. 

i 



I.  GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

This paper is a preliminary survey of the manner by which s«lected 

guerrilla organizations have obtained and transmitted information and 

orders.  This survey is undertaken in an attempt to identify any com- 

mon patterns of structure, function, or development of guerrilla com- 

munications.  Thus, it focuses on the organization, purposes and 

effectiveness, and types or categories of information used in guer- 

rilla command neti and communication networks,  rather than with tnc 

specific content of messages. 

The basic theme of this paper is the commonality of certain key 

factors present in case studies of guerrilla operations. The key 

factors examined here are the communications systems and command nets 

used by guerrilla organization as well as the pattern of development 

that these systems and nets undergo.  The conclusions and recommenda- 

tions presented on the basis of the analysis of these factors are 

confined mainly to those aspects of counter-insurgency that may te 

termed counter-intelligence and counter-communications. 

The conclusions reached are general, and the contingent recom- 

mendations formulated are prescriptive, despite certain dangers of 

historical generalizations and prescriptive policy recunmandations, 

For example, I tend to share the misgivings of Newsweek*s former 

Sv Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Dictionary (JD) (Washing- 
ton, D.C: 1962) for the definitions of1 these terms as recent- 
ly  standardized in the U.S. armed services. 
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Southeast Asia bureai' chief who argues for the general inapplicability 

of the Chinese Communist experience to guerrilla operations in Sovth 
2 

Vietnam.  Indeed, Mao himself recognized this problem in one of his 

very works that  i'  c often '^aken as a model to be applied in other 

3 times and climas. 

Although this paper takes as its earliest case the rise of the 

Chinese Communists in the 1920^, it is recognized that much rele- 

vant parallel mate-lal is contained in even earlier instances of 
, 14 

unJerground, guerrilla, and insur^e.it operations.  Nevertheless, the 

1920's marked a sharp break with the guerrilla past as the result of 

three types of technological innovation:  aircreft, more efficient 

"Robert S. Elegant, "South Vietnam: The Theory," The Reporter 
v. U5, no. 8 (16 Apr. 1962), pp. 8-10. 

3 
Mao Tse-tung, Problems of Strategy of China's Revolutionary War 

(1936).  Official English translation In Selected Military I-'ritings of 
Mao Tse-Tung (Peking:  Foreign Lmguage Press, 1963), pp. 75-150. 
Originally written in December 1936.  Mao writes:  "China s revolutionary 
war...is waged in the specific environment of China and so has its own 
specific circumstances and nature distinguishing it both from war in 
general and from revolutionary war in general.  Therefoie.,.it has specific 
laws of its own." Op. cit., p. 76.  Specifically, Mao argues (pp. 76-77) 
that to apply without modification even the experience of the Soviet civil 
war is like "cutting the feet to fit the shoes,"  However Mao also recog- 
nized, in his Problems of War and Strategy  (6 Ncv. 1938) that the 8th 
Route Army's military experience was "precious," because they were one of 
only three (USSR and Spain) "proletarian" armies.  Op. cit., p. 274, 

Sef;, fcr examples. Concepts Division, The Role of Airpower in 
nuei'rilla Warfare (World War II) (Maxwell Air Forre Base, Alabama:  Air 
University. Aerospace Studies Institute, 1962, Chapter II (pp. 1-19), or 
any other historical survey of guerrilla warfare that incorporates the 
intelligence, communications, or command-and-control elements of such 
operations. 
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weapons, and electronic (radio) communications.  While major develop- 

ments ha^e continued down to the present in thfse three categories, 

they have not proven revolutionary:  a -clear historical continuity 

persists from, say, the early 1930's to the present. Hence any case 

studies of guerrilla movements dating from that time are acceptable 

candidates as case studies. 

Ihis paper also points out a rather serious omission in the 

literature, namely, the coinmon neglect of the historical background 

to a given guerrilla operation, which one can most generously explain 

on the basis that the authors are too absorbeo in a particular aspect 

of a particular case to make more than passing note of the orgariz*.- 

tion, recruitment, training,and even stockpiling of equipment with 

which the particular guerrilla phase being studied had begun.  For 

example, in the same way that the literature on the Emergency makes 

only passing reference to the World War II guerrilla antecedents in 

Malaya, the literature on the latter neglects the pre-war training, 

experience, and organization of the Malayan Communist Party as an 

underground movement.  This is not simply a result of a deficiency 

of historical sense by the authors but—to be quite fair--often 

reflects the shortage of readily available documentary sources for 

i 

Concepts Division (62), 10, 

The only significant exception to this general defect in the 
literature o* which I am aware is the excellent study on undergr. und 
movements by Dr. Andrew Holnar, which anticipated some of the conclu- 
sions of this paper.  See Andrew R. Molnar et. al.,  Undergrounds in 
Insurgent, Revolutionary, and Resistance Warfare (Washington, Ü.d,! 
Tlie American University, SpecFal Operations Research Office, 19631, 
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the pre-Ruerrilla stages.  By their very nature, underground movements 

do not publicize their inner workings*, and, similarly, the often 

rather detailed information available to the local Special Branch of 

the police is seldom made public. However, some data has become 

public and I suspect, that interested and persistent scholars could 

obtain public release of much material from police, military, and 

other governmental offices for at least borne of the early Communist 

underground and guerrilla activities. 

This paper will, by a device of format, attempt to supply 

analyses of both the developmental patterns and functional patterns 

of guerrilla communications;  the case studies being written to con- 

centrate on the historical dynamics, while Chapter II analyzes the 

static elements as well. 

I 
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II.     GENERAL  PATTERNS 

A.  INTRODUCTION 

Perhaps the single most striking point to emerge from any com- 

parative study of guerrilla operations is the large number of similari- 

ties between them.  These similarities or patterns are seen in such 

things as styles of organization, leadership and recruitment, paral- 

lels in organizational developnent, and techniques of intelligence, 

propaganda, and—most relevant for this papei—communication. 

As previously mentioned, this monograph is an outgrowth of a 

study of how and why the various Communirt states select and monitor 

the international news and information media as well as to whom and 

through what channels this information is disseminated within these 

states.  Because that topic was approached historically, consider- 

able data were quickly accumulated on such monitoring operations 

by Communist guerrillas and undergrounds in the early stages of the 

Communist movements, particularly in China.  These early data on 

China showed both certain differences and similarities with their 

Barton Whaley, Daily Monitoring of the Western Press in the 
Soviet Union and other Communist States (Cambridge, Mass,;  Massachusetts 
Institute of  Technology, Center for International Studies, Paper D/6U-139 
19 Mar, 1964).  A revised version of this study, titled Foreign Press 
Monitoring in Communist Countries is forthcoming as an M.I,T,-d,I.S, paper. 
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current practices as well as with those of other Communist states. 

These observations raised a question of whether or not any strong 

parallels nipht not exist in other Communist guerrilla lAOveir.ants, 

Initially, it was decided to compare the guerrilla communications 

of the Chinese Communists with those of another Communist guerrilla 

movement that ultimately succeeded to national power.  The example 

taken was that of Tito's Yugoslav Partisans in World War II, 

This choice proved a happy one because--despite their great 

differences in social, cultural, and political milieu—the communi- 

cations systems of both the Yugoslav and Chinese Communist guerrillas 

developed through virtually identical stages.  A pattern was evident. 

It was then decided to cast about for a third case-study to 

test the generality of this pattern of communications.  The post- 

World War II Communist insurgency in Malaya "as selected because, 

as an instance of guerrilla failure, it offered the greatest promise 

of providing a quite different communications picture.  While this 

proved to be true, a key point unexpectedly emerged,  Uamelyj the 

nature of communications used by the Malayan guerrillas was quite 

inappropriate for their intended strategic requirements.  They were 

only just barely adequate for mounting individual acts of terrorism 

or occasional isolated raids.  Yet this, despite the MCP's avowed 

hope of passing through the dazzling "stages" of revolution pro- 

pounded by Mao Tse-tung and their prior guerrilla experience against 

the Japanese in Malaya during World War II,  Thus further questions 

were raised that required a closer look at this early phase of MCP 
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guerrilla experience.  Again the unexpected:  These two phases, proved 

virtually identical in terms of the organization, tactics, and com- 

munications systems employed by the Malayan guerrillas. To read this 

earlier and quite separate event, and yet come away with an astonish- 

ing sense of de ja vu, forced the conclusion that the communicalIons 

system available to a guerrilla group imposes certain decisive on- 

straints on the types of  operations they can mount and hence on their 

ability to develop through the "classic" stages of successively reater 

and more threatening military power.  Thus the Malayan insurgency 

appeared to oe a clear "ase of arrested development stretched over 

two decades from 1941, 

At this point two tentative hypotheses were formulated:  1) t lat 

the development of a guerrilla organization is in large part dependent 

on the type of communications available to it, and 2) that—contrary 

to the too easy assumption by both many writers on and practitioners 

of gierrilla warfare—communications responsive to the policy and 

strategic needs of the guerrilla organization will not automatically 

appear. 

Given these above hypotheses and encouraged by the Malayan 

example of an arrested, impotent, and finally defeated incipient 

guerrilla movement, one may then ask what, if anything, can police 

and military authorities do either to inhibit the growth of insur- 

gency by preventing the insurgents from acquiring more advanced 

communications sytems or to begin to defeat an already powerful 

guerrilla organization by damaging its existing communications 
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systems? This problem is explored further in the text under the 

heading of "counter-coramunications warfare" where a number of possi- 

bilities and opportunities are supgested. 

At this point, it was decided to probe further into the his- 

tories of the three guerrilla movements already studied;  China, 

Yugoslavia, and Malaya.  A number of highly pertinent facts began 

to emerpe,  Tirst, it proved quite instructive to examine the 

communications systems used by the pre-guerrilla Communist clandes- 

tine underground organization. With few exceptions (such as A. 
2 

Molnar's useful preliminary study ), writers in the guerrilla war- 

fare field give no more than a perfunctory passing mention of the 

guerrilla's underground antecedents.  By so doing they nis^ the 

"obvious'' fact that it is precisely the communications system pos- 

sessed in this earlier phase that becomes the sole initial system 

available in the immediately succeeding active guerrilla phase.  And 

however adequate this system of couriers, radios, telephones, presses, 

or trained technicians may be to the running of a clandestine politi- 

cal and espionage network, it places severe initial limitations on 

the types of operations necessary for guerrilla organizations. 

Faced with a number of striking similarities and parallels 

among the three cases studied, it was decided next to add additional 

cases to verify whether or not and to what extent these preliminary 

Andrew A. Molnar, Undergrounds in Insurgent, Revolutionary, 
and Resistance Warfare (Washington, D.C:  The American University, 
Special Operations Research Office, 1963), 
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findings refresented general patterns, These cases were chosen to 

expand the range of types of guerrilla operations to include non- 

Coirununist instances--bcth successful and unsuccessful--such as 

Algeria and the Öetniks and two casas of behind the lines guerrillas 

(Soviet Partisans in the Spanish Civil War and in World War II), 

It was also thought proper to assign at least two of the case 

studies (Algeria and the Viet Minh) "blind" to independent re- 

searchers. 

I have concluded tentatively, on the basis of this expansion 

of the types of case studies, that the patterns observed earlier 

do, in fact, hold. 
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D,  PURPOSES 

The purposes that communications serve for Ruerrillas are 

many.  Four of these are discussed below, each of which raises 

special problems of channels for the guerrilla and of documentation 

for the researcher. These four categories were adopted as discus- 

sion points only; other rubrics would doubtless have proved as 

practical, 

1, Tactical Military Communications 

The bulk of guerrilla communications—as measured by either 

sheer frequency of messages or volume of wordage--is mainly con- 

cerned with tactical military and political policy matters:  com- 

mands to lower echelons and reports to higher echelons or lateral 

elements.  These communications are characterized by heavy or total 

dependence on word-of-mouth or written messages delivered by couriers. 

Only in the more advanced stages of guerrilla organization and opera- 

tion do we find telephone and radio used for this purpose.  For- 

tunately, there is sufficient documentation to reconstruct at least 

a broad picture of this type of operation in most individual case 

studies. 

2. Internil Political Communications 

The guerrilla's internal political ccmmunications take two 

main forms:  First, propaganda to the civilian population and lower 

level guerrillas or cadre.  This topic is excluded from this paper. 
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Second, the distribution of orders and information amonjt the leaders. 

This latter is an analogue of the formal and informal organizational 

structure of the underground and guerrilla nroups and is ot   immediate 

relevance to our topic. 

3,  International Communications 

The guerrilla's international communications also has two dis- 

tinguishable aspects:  incoming ana outgoing.  These two modes often 

can be further differentiated in terms of both message content and 

channel.  Except for the special case of communications among Com- 

munist parties discussed in Section U below, the outgoing communica- 
l 

tioi.s consist of propaganda and diplomacy and are only peripherally 

relevant topics here. 

It is clear that monitoring the foreign press and radio is a 

permanerL activity of established Communist regimes.  This seems 

to be treated as one of the essential functions of such regimes 
i 

and hence is organized at the earliest moment.  Indeed, it appears 

to be already incorporated in the organization of the clandestine 

Communist Party organization prior to seizure of effective govern- 

mental power.  For example, we know that the future leaders of the 

German Communist GDvernment were trained on just such material at 
i 

Comintern headquarters in Russia during World War II.  And we know 

that these materials accompanied the Soviet Army into Germany in 

3 191+U and, presumably, other Soviet occupied countries as well. 

3 
For details covering the U.S.S.R,, China, and East Europe 

see papers cited in f.n, 1, above. 

■ 
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K,     Communications with the External Directorate or Apparat 

Th« question of communications between a guerrilla organization 

being directed from outside the country where it in  operating and 

the external authority could, of course, be treated as a special 

case of international communications as discussed above.  However 

it poses sufficiently special problems of security—and therefore 

of documentation--as well as problems in jounter-communications to 

warrant separata treatment. 

Examples of external direction of a guerrilla movement are 

not limited to Communists,  "or example, the British exercised 

close control over some aspects of the guerrilla operations in 

Malaya during World War II,  They also achieved substantial coordi- 

nation with various local partisan groups in France, Greece, and Yu- 

goslavia.  Governments and political parties in exile have at times 

exercised such authority at a distance:  the Polish and Royal Yugo- 

slav Governments-in-Exile in London durinp World War II, the Cuban 

exile factions in Miami today, the Angolan rebels currently in the 

Congo, and the United States during World War II, both in the 

Philippines and with the Sino-American Cooperative Organization 

(SACO) operated by the OSS in China after April 1943. 

Such control may be direct or indirect, simple or complex, 

political or military, open or covert.  Thus the Royal Yugoslavs 

For a general study of the complete topic—not just 
its guerrilla aspect—see my Soviet Clandestine Communica 

tions Nets (Cambridee, Mass.:  M.I.T., Center for International 
Studies, (April 1967). 
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eventuaily effected direct radio touch with Mihailovic,  London's 

control over Its Advisory Missions in Greece and Yugoslavia passed 

throup^t the SOE station in Cairo.  Washington's control over the 

SACO operations in China was subject to joint administration with 

the Chinese Nationalists,  The Cominxern directed underground 

operations in Southeast Asia in 1930-31 via the Pan-Pacific Trade 

Union Secretariat located in Shanghai,  The Philippine World War II guer- 

rillas were coordinated through the regular military chain of com- 

mand from the Pentagon to MacArthur's Headquartai.« and thence 

to his subordinates. 

v^hen the governing body of an underground or guerrilla move- 

ment is located in another country, this of --ourse provides a 

secure base for policy conferences, staff planning, intelligence 

proceasing, group training, medical treatment, and even a merely 

refreshing change of scene.  However, this arrangement often 

suffers from two decisive communication^ deficiencies.  Firsx— 

information deficiencies--when distantly removed from the scene 

of action, the leaders can all too easily succumb to wishful think- 

ing or impractical scheming as did the Comintern in its efforts 

to manipulate revolutions in China and elsewhere in the 1920's 

. . .—■ .ü.I. ~ :-        .  -  .. ■:,,.■ rä3p" 
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or of the   'D to extend the Creat Purge to civil war Spain. 

Second—control deficiencies--whon the communications channels 

are primitive, the leaders' directives may reach the   intended 

echelon only after excessive delay as in the cases cited below 

where the full details--as opposed to summary versions-'-of the 

decisive Comintern decision in 1935 to revive the United Front 

policy did not reach the Chinese Communist leadership for 13 

months. 

A major problem of general relevance is seen most clearly 

In our data on the international communications of the Chinese 

Communist guerrillas, both regarding their specific links with 

Moscow and th:ir grneral links with otner countries and Com- 

munist parties.  The volume  : this traffic docuirdnted in this 

study is much greater than is generally accepted, even by such 

careful researchers as Robert forth, Charles McLane, and Allen 

.-.'hiting.  More international contacts existed through t. ,ellers 

and visitor? than is fully recognized; and—more significant--the 

Of course, this problem in the cond 
is not exclusively a Communist vice as witn 
surprise" or. learning from Wavell in the mi 
perate lavdward defenses of Singapore that 
were irrevocably designed to repulse an ass 
sea, an event that never materialized. Win 
Hinge of Fate (Boston: Houghton Mitflin, 1 
trary to general belief, the heaviest canno 
traverse; but, as Ceneral Wavell reported, 
was unsuited for the required counter-batte 
tional field artillery. 

uct of global 
ess Churchill' 
dst of plannin 
all heavy defe 
ault from the 
ston S. Church 
950) , pp. 47-5 
n did have all 
their flat tra 
ry fire agains 

operations 
s "painful 
g the des- 
nse works 
peaceful 
ill, Th£ 
0.  Con- 
-round 
jectory 
t conven- 

In addition to the case study below on the Chinese Communists 
tions Nets;  With Special Reference see my Soviet Clandestine Communica 

tn Cast Asia (April 1957) .    "'< . 
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volurae of direct and indirect clandestine communications traffic 

by courier and radio between the Chinese and Soviet Communist 
7 

leaders during the 1930's has been almost entirely overlooked. 

It has been usual even amonj^ those sources that argue most 

fiercely that the Chinese Communist movement was controlled from 

the Kremlin to find only scattered reference to direct communica- 

tions.  They argue that policy coordination was achieved entirely 

through infrequent and largely public statements of general policy 
p 

guidances.  One has to go back to the "Red Scare" literature of 

the 1920's to Tind massive, if suspect, evidence from people such 

as the pseudonymous Eugene Pick that the Chinese Reds were manip- 

ulated in minute detail by the interna+-^nal Communist conspiracy. 

Thus we are presented with the dilemma of how to resolve our 

data pointing to extensive and frequent communications and the 

current belief that Mao had early en pursued an independent policy» 
i 

On the surface, our finding supports the conclusions of the 

control-from-Moscow school,  Yet, the essential difference be- 

tween these two theories does not, in fact, hinge on the amassing 
I 

of data that demonstrate the volume or even the content of such 

international communications.  Even when extensive traffic can I 

7 
I am greatly indebted to Francis J, Rendall for bringing my 

attention several additional references tha^ support this unexpected 
and quite striking finding, one independently developed by him in 
his forthcoming fetudy of Sino-Soviet relations.1 book tentatively 
titled iUstory jf the Origins of the SiH6-Soviet Dispute. 

T'or example, Chiang K'ai-shsk's septuagentary account- of 
Sino-Soviet relations or the writings of Freda Utley, Irene Korbally 
Kuhn, or "Ypsilon," 

#*. 
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be proved--as I believe should now be accepted for the Chinese 

Communist movement even in their Yenan days—one must still prove 

that policy content coiiicides as well.  Here the evidence for 

Communist China is indeed contradictory:  ont can prove either 

case by merely overlooking the contrary evidence as was commonly 

done by the polemicists of the 19U0's and aarly ISSO's. 

The current scholarly consensus tends toward some mix of 

there viewpoints, recognizing that the Chinese Communist leader- 

ship sometimes adopted the Comintern or Moscow line, sometimes 

modified it, and sometimes diverged both sharply -nd wittingly 

from it.  The recent revelations from both Moscow and Peking have 

demonrtrated that much of the relevant evidence of differences 

between the Chinese Communists and the Soviet Union were success- 

fully concealed.  But even a proven coincidence of policy state- 

ments while clearly proving influence is still insufficient to prove 

outright control.  Verification of control can only come from two 

sources:  the direct evidence of revelations of the policy-makers 

themselves (or their closest staff advisers) and inferences drawn 

from their actions.  The former evidence--being in the most tightly 

guarded area of organizational secrecy--is usually slow to come to 

light and even then often in the form of highly biased self- 

justifying memoirs.  The latter—although drawing on the entirely 

visible signs of policy--suffers from the usual problems of trying 

to infer oolicies or motives from action or behavior. 
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C.  ORGAFIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Guerrilla organizations seldom ari?» "spontaneously." Their 

early leaders, organization, equipment, rind operational tech- 

niques are usually derived in whole, and alv;ays at least in part, 

9 from local conspiratorial underground movements.  These, m turn, 

often are supported or at least inspired rrom outside, as in the 

case of the Cypriot and Algerian as well as all Communist revolts. 

One class of exception to this generalization are those non- 

political guerrilla operations that developed from military units 

left behind the lines by the advance of an occupying army.  World 

War II examples are seen in the several U.S. Army guerrilla groups 

that operated in the Philippines and in the small British Army 

groups in Malaya and the Canton Delta,  Another exceptional class 

is comprised of those "special forces" operations set up during 

a conventional war to extend military operations behind the enemy's 

lines.  Examples here would include the NKVD's guerrillas in the 

Spanish Civil War, the KMT-U.S, Navy's Sino-American Cooperative 

Organization (SACO), and the Soviet Partisan groups in World War 

II, as well as the U,S, Special Forces in South Vietnam today. 

Both classes share vhe distinctive characteristic that they are 

created from and directed by an already existing regular mil-* iary 

or  para-military organization rather than a clandestine underground. 

9 Molnar (63), 

10 Brian Crozitr, The Rebels (Boston:  Beacon Press, 1960), 
pp, 126-158. 

"Other examples:  Wingate's Raiders in Burma in WWII; the 
South Vietnamese infiltration parties now in North Vietnam. 

1 

- 
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D.  MEDIA AMD EQUIPMENT 

Development of communications equipment for ^uerrilla ccmmand- 

and-control has usually passed through three rather distinct phases: 

1) from rourierc, 2) through telephone, 3) to radio,  This communica- 

tions developmant appears to parallel closely the three "stages" of 

guerrilla organizational and strategic development as propounded by 

12 Kao, Giap, and Guevara, 

1,  Couriers 

The use of couriers as a ineans of transmitting messages is 

such a comr. nplace that the literature often takes it for granted: 

messages merely "arrive" with the means unspecified.  This is per- 

haps justifiedi but, if for no reason other than placing it on the 

record and making explicit the obvious, we shall discuss briefly 

the origins, diffusion and uses of this system as well as its 

advantages and weaknesses in counter-communications warfare. 

The use of couriers is, of course, traceable to antiquity 

and seemingly came into being together with diplomacy, serving 

as its only communications channel.  The first recorded institu- 

tionalized use is that of the Royal Messenger of the Egyptian 

12 See, for example, their standard works and also Ernasto Che 
ruevara, "Guerrilla Warfare:  A Means,"  Peking Review, IQBU, Ho, 2 
(10 Jan, 196M), pp, 14-21,  [Complete English translation of the 
original article published in Sep, 1963 in Cuba Socialista,]  See 
p. 20 for hi" discussion of the "three stages," 
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Eißhteenth Dynasty (approx, 1570-130U B.C.) who was simultaneously 

the first courier and tf3 first diplomat.  Throughout the ancient 

and medieval epochs—East and West—diplomacy was largely confined 

to ad hoc deputations dispatched to negotiate on a specific matter, 

to transmit certain information, or to collect intelligence data 

on a particular situation.  The courier-diploma would return 

immediately upon completion of his assigned mission, the system 

of a resident ambassador transmitting his reports through a dip- 

lomatic courier being unknown.  As a consequence of this direct 

contact, and for reasons of security, oral transmission was pre- 

ferred to written.  Because of the hazards of the road and the 

dangers of interception, those messages that were written were 

usually concealed in ingenious ways:  Cyrus received letters con- 

cealed in the belly of a hare, Ovid and Herodotus mention secret 

messages inscribed on the bearer's skin, and the messengers them- 

selves often travelled incognito to avoid the spies of enemies-- 

organized espionage systems existing at least from the time of 

the Emperor Justinian in the 6th century. 

The modern diplomatic practice of maintaining permanent 

missions abroad was a Venetian innovation and dates only from 

the 15th century.  However, by the following century all the 

13 James West fall Thompson and Saul K. Padover, Secret Diplomacy 
(New edition. New York:  Frederick Ungar, 1953), po. 13-16.  thxs is 
a reprint of the unique study of the use in diplomacy of couriers, 
espionage, and cryptography from antiquity to the Napoleonic Wars, 
originally written by Thompson and Padover in 1937. 

- 
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maior Italian states had permanent representatives throughout 

Western Europe.  These permanent representatives began to send 

back not only intermittent political reports but news-letters as 

well, the latter often being published for public consumpticn-- 

lU the newspaper-surrogates of their time. 

The development of cryptic symbols to mask the full meaning 

of messages probably grew up with diplomacy itself.  The earliest 

recordad cipher--involving simple transposition of letters--was 

introduced by Julius Caesar, and shorthand was in existence from 

at lear/t the 6th century Papacy.  From the end of the 15th cen- 

tury the formerly simple--but effective—ciphers were gradually 

superseded by progressively more sophisticated cryptograms; and 

the use of such devices of concealment soon became ger.eral in 

diplomatic correspondence, many of these person?" ciphers success- 

fully resisting all but the most recent attempts to decipher. 

The important point that seems well-established by the re- 

searches of the late Professor Thompson and Dr. Padover--although 

they do not make this explicit—is that the various diplomatic 

techniques of couriers, clandestine transmission, and secret 

writings are traditions gradually perfected from antiquity to the 

present.  Although a great deal of personal ingenuity, invention, 

and improvisation entered into the specific details of the 

TU 
Thompson  and  Padover  (62),  pp.   27-29. 

15Thompson  and  Padover   (63),   pp.   253-263, 



application of a given technique at a given time, nevertheless the 

idea of the technique appears to be sonethinp that once invented 

was diffused to rther ustrs.  Our own data verify this conclusion, 

suggesting that these techniques often are not merely "self-evident" 

solutions that are "spontaneously" rediscovered. 

That couriers are a traditional communications device—and 

that oral messages are sometimes the preferred form in which they 

transmit even where illiteracy is not an obstacle—is seen spec- 

tacularly in the Chinese case.  As late as 1950-1952 during the 

Korean War, when the Chinese Communist Army had passed well beyond 

its guerrilla stages into that of a regular—if primitive—army, 

verbal messages transmitted by courier was still the principal 

means of passing military orders from the middle level echelons 

16 
to subordinate units, 

7,     Telephone 

The telephone has been commonly used by guerrillas as a 

communications medium.  Indeed, its use is often characteristic 

of the earlier stages in their development when it becomes, after 

couriers, the second medium to bt added to their repertoire of 

media,  (The special role of printed media is discussed below.) 

In some cases such as Yugoslavia, telephone was already used 

in the pre-guerrilla urban underground stage.  In that case the 

16 
See particularly Barton Whaley, Word-of-Mouth Communica- 

tion in the Chinese Communist Army (Washington, D,C,:  Special 
Operations Research Office, 1951}, 
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Yugoslav Communists had tapped into the regular commercial tele- 

phone network, usin^, it ,    to transmit their own intdrnal 

messages and occasionally to intercept communications of their 

opponents. 

During the stages of active guerrilla operations, 1ilephone 

played two kinds of role, both of which were used by the Chinese 

and Yugoslav Communists,  First, wire-tapping and infiltration 

of key technical personn " permitted continuinp, use of the enemy's 

commercial and field telephone systems.  Second, the guerrillas 

quickly and early developed their own field telephone networks 

to link subordinate units scattered in the countryside.  This 

latter "technological escalation" was effected by the simple 

expedient of seizing the nt  ed equipment from the enemy—capturing 

telephone instruments and portable switchboards and presumably 

the electrical generators or batteries in raids on command posts 

and detailing special guerrilla auxiliary bands to steal the un- 

protected wire strung between the enemy's posts.  These operations 

thus efficiently combined sabotage of the enemy's communications 

with supply of the guerrilla's own. 

The reasons that telephone so öfter, becomes the second media 

used are, of course, that it is an easily mastered technology 

and—as seen above--that the needed equipment can be easily seized. 
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3, Radio 

In the usual sequence of development of a puerrilla movement, 

radio does not appear until later stages.  The immediate reason 

for this circumstance is merely that the creation, operation, and 

maintenance of radio networks--even of the primitive portable 

field types—requires skilled technicians and access to sources 

of equipment supply and replacement.  Neither of these conditions 

have been met by any guerrilla movement yet studied, except be- 

latedly and after great effort.  In all cases—except that of the 

Malayan insurgents--this problem was recognized by the guerrillas 

to impose a major constraint on both ••■heir further organizational 

development and on their expansion of field operations.  And 

the single exception—the Malayan one—the complete lack of radio 

(or even field telephones) was clearly related to their failure 

to develop. 

4. Press 

Whereas ccjiiers, telephone, and radio generally appear in 

that order during the organizational elaboration and operational 

escalation of guerrilla movements, the guerrilla's use of the 

printed media occupies a special role.  The press—leaflets and 

clandestine newspapers—is usually restricted to two uses:  trans- 

mission of propaganda to the general populace and diffusion of 

general or detailed information to lower echelon party members. 

While this first use may--as with the Vietcong today--assume 

r 
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voluminous proportions, ^ts use for administration is generally 

only as a supplement or complement to the other media.  The reason 

is evident:  while a geographically static bureaucracy can main- 

tain secure control over the mass distribution of printed matter, 

closely press d mobile units operating more-or-less clandestinely 

within areas subjact to sudden enemy search cannot.  Consequently 

the use of printed matter to transmit secret information or orders 

is sharply limited in both volume and level of hierarchy.  The 

more secure verbal and electronic media must carry the bulk of 

such bureaucratic communications. 
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D.  COMMUNICATIONS PERSC 'EL 

A key problem in establishinK guerrilla co.Tmunications is 

the supply of trained operators.  TI.us, while the Chinese Red 

Army captured its first radios in July 19 30, 10 months passed 

before it was able to get trained operators despite the high 

priority effort to do so. 

Conversely, the Soviet Military Intelligence (GRU) network 

that operated in China in the late 1920's and 1930's under Richard 

Sorge had prolonged difficulty in locally acquiring a suitable 

radio transceiver even after it overcame its initial difficulties 

in obtaining a competent operator from Moscow.  This is a common 

problem for the guerrilla who seldom enjoys a regular source of 

resupply other than the booty taken from his antagonists.  But 

even then the training or recruiting of skilled .adio^ telegraph, 

or telephone operators imposes certain marked delays or burdens 

on the guerrilla organization.  The Chinese Communists, in par- 

ticular, early on established radio and communications schools 

that gradually succeeded in meeting their expanding demand for 

communications personnel. 

i 
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F.  INTELLIGENCi:, MONITORING, AND PROPAGANDA 

Intelligence is defined by the U.S. Department of Defense 

17 
as: 

The product resulting from the collection, evaluation, 
analysis, and interpretation of all available informa- 
tion which concerns one or more aspects of foreign 
nations or of areas of operations and which is immedi- 
ately or potentially significant tc military planning 
and operations. 

Despite the stress placed on military intelligence by military 

writers and theoreticians, this topic is virtually neglectsd in 

mcnographj, biographies, and memoirs of guerrilla warfare written 

by leaders (e.g., Mao Tse-tung), participants (e.g., French veterans 

of '''ietnam and Algeria), professional observers (e.g.. Captain Evans 

F. Carlson or Brigadier Fitzroy Maclean), theoreticians (e.g., 

18 Zawodny) cr researchers (e.g., Jureidini). 

17 
JD (2 July 1952).  This definition closely confO/'i-.ö to 

traditio. äT and international usage, including contemporary Soviet 
if one allows for their clumsy attempt to impute to "capitalist 
intelligence" which because of its  class nature" undertakes opera 
tions in blackmail, bribery, assassination and ether "such missions 
and techniques [which] are alien to Soviet intelligence."  V.D. Sokolovsky, 
Soviet Military Strategy (Lnglewood Cliffs;  Prentice-Hall, 196.'), 
pp. UU6-9. 

18 
A rare exception in the general literature is Otto Heilbrun, 

Partisan Warfare (London:  Allen and Unwin, 1952). Another is M^lnar (63). 
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Although the present study iä baöed on case studies of earlier 

guerrilla campaigns, I believe it has r^^evance for certain current 

as well os future types of such operations.  The person seeking 

tactical or policy guidance in his present counter-insurgency 

dilemmas should, cf course, satisfy himself that the current opera- 

tion engaging his attention does, in fact, closely match the types 

of cases presented here, particularly in those ways that ;ffer 

the types of communications vulnerabilities and the counter- 

communications strategies discussed below. 

1.  Vuinerduilitic; 

Each growing guerrilla movement appears to pass through a 

series of increasingly elaborate communications pi ises.  This com- 

munications e]iboration is simuxtaneously cause and effect of the 

growth of the organization and the widening of its objectives. 

It is signalled in two ways:  by ramification of the communica- 

tions nets and by sopnistication in communications media. 

Thus the communications nets elaborate from th<j primitive 

person-to-person chains of comnand and intelligence networks 

chaiscteristic of the underground movement preceding the guer- 

rilla phase, through ever larger and more complex and specialized 

networks, until—or if—the centers of national power are seized, 

when the typical guerrilla organization and its communications 

system are transformed into those characteristic of national civil 

bureaucracies. 
* 
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Similarly, the principal communications media themselves 

undergo increasing sophistication:  from the word-of-mouth courier 

system (only occasionally supplemented by radio transmitter or 

telephone) typical of the antecedent underground phase, through 

ever greater numbers of couriers and gradual shift to more rapid 

means of communications such as telephone,  and/or finally to 

extensive use of radio until—or if--victory brings control over 

the mass media systems of the deposed government. 

Two major generalizations can be made about puerrilla com- 

munications that suggest where they are most vulnerable.  First, 

the demands for such characteristics as speed, security, redundancy, 

accuracy, and volume that the guerrilla leadership puts on its 

existing communications facilities always exceed the capabilities 

of the then existing system:  witness the continuing and urgent 

efforts of the Eighth Route Army and the Yugoslav Partisans to 

accumulate telephone wires and receivers.  Witness also the ef- 

forts of all the guerrilla groups studied—except apparently the 

Malayans—to obtain radio transmitters and to train operators. 

fjote that it is only after the acquisition of such "modem" equip- 

ment and technicians that the puerrilla organization--no matter 

how large its active membership—can challenge its enemy with 

flexible, closely coordinated, armed attacKr.  Isolated acts of 

assassination, terrorism, or sabotage can be planned and success- 

fully carried through—even frequently—with a communications 
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19 system based solely on couriers;   and such elementary means can 

even effect the mounting of occasional set-piece combat operations 

20 with some chance of success.   But only teie->hcne, telegraph, 

or radio nets linking the leaders with at least the next lower 

echelon of command have the requisite speed to introduce flexible 

control in a fast-breaking operation once underway or to permit 

exploitation of ephemeral enemy weak-spots.  This is true whether 

or not the antagonist possesses as rapid or faster communications. 

For this reason, if no other, the size of planned guerrilla at- 

tacks is generally held below battalion strength until the guer- 

rillas cbtain a level of communications proficiency permitting 

effective control over an ongoing operation of such size.  Of 

course, the guerrilla could anticipate this problem of quite 

predictable future needs merely by prior stockpiling the equip- 

ment to be required and training in advance the technicians to 

operate and service it. 

Second, the level of sophistication of communications equip- 

ment possessed by guerrillas has invariably been less than that 

of their antagonists.  This situation also is not logically 

necessary.  We can anticipate circumstances arising in an e.^a 

of foreign supported "wars of national liberation" in which China 

or the Soviet Union or, conceivably, even the United States might 

19 As in the Malayan Emergency in its early phase. 

20 As with the Chinese Communists in 1928-30, or Algerian rebels 
in the 1950^. 
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provide larKe-scaie military aid missions to guerrilla forces. 

Nevertheless, I know of no past or present instance in which the 

guerrillas have not had to operate disadvanta^eously in terms 

of communications, facilities,  For example, I know ol no guer- 

rilla organization that had the faster outgoing communications, 

although it is usual for thsm to have more accurate, more de- 

tailed, or even faster intelligence feedback on developments 

as a result of the cooperation of large numbers of underground 

civilian spotters, as with the Cuban, Chinese, Vietmr.lnh, and 

Vietcong guerrillas. 

The ability of guerrilla organizations to obtain supplies 

of any sort differs widely among the several cases studied.  Some 

groups such as the post-war Malayan rebels were entirely depen- 

dent on wartime arms stockpiles and food from their civilian 

underground supporters.  The Spanish Civil War guerrillas were 

supplied by the Soviet expeditionary airforce.  The Yugoslav 

Partisans, Greek resistance fighters, and Malayan guerrillas in 

World War II could count on some resupply of arms and radios 

from British submarines and airplanes.  The Algerian rebels re- 

ceived such equipment smuprled over the Tunisian border.  The 

Chinese guerrillas depended on their civilian base for non- 

military supplies aad some small-arms manufacture and with few 

exceptions upon capture from the Nationalists or Japanese for 

rrheir military and communications equipment,  Ir general, mili- 

tary supplies may be acquired in many ways:  prior stockpiling, 
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purchase, theft, capture, manufacture, smuggling, or through 

regvlar military logistic channels.  It is quite significant, 

however, that although the number of means of supply is large, 

the specific means available to any giv^n organization are both 

severely limited and usually identifiable and hence theoretically 

well within the capabilities of the established authorities to 

investigate, hinder, or suppress,^ 

An unresearched aspect of guerrilla supply is the private 

commercial international—and intranational—arms trade.  What, 

for example, is the actual, available, and potential commercial 

trade in military communications equipment? Who is, or could 

become, a buyer or seller of such equipment?  Can such equip- 

ment easily flow through the usual international channels of 

arms or other commercial trade; and, if so, with waht constraints 

on secrecy, speed of delivery, manner of payment, vo' me, stan- 

dardization, ease of resupply or maintenance, and modernity? 

How does the underground or guerrilla client establish and main- 

tain contact with his potential purveyor of communications or 

arms equipment? What communications links and transportation 

channels are available? What are the legal prohibitions in 

various relevant countries? What police, postal, or customs 

controls exist or could be made effective to monitor, inhibit, 

21 
See also my Soviet and Chinese Clandestine Arms Aid (draft, 

19^5), for a census of Soviet and Chinese interventions in local wars 
and insurgencies that focuses on the clandestine mate'riel aid provided 
and the channels through which such aid is transmitted. 
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or suppress such trade?  Such controls could presumably be similar 

for both commercially or officially smuRgled arms as described 

above. 

This discussion has now brought us into the area of general 

questions of arms control:  the clandestine or overt supply of 

combat materiel by foreign governments to guerrillas and the 

unilateral efforts of guerrillas to acquire tneir requirements 

through local or international channels. 

In sum, the cases examined in this paper have exhibite a 

common pattern in which the underground and early terrorist 

phases are characterized by communications largely confined to 

couriers (backed sometimes by access to urban commercial media), 

and that of increasingly effective military operations by a 

corresponding increase in use of telephone and/or radio.  Although 

this has been the historical pattern, it is not a logically neces- 

sary one.  Any revolutionary underground that aims for active 

guerrilla status would be well advised to begin stockpiling com- 

municatiors equipment and personnel.  Similarly, the prospective 

counter-guerrilla, police, or civil affairs planner should be 

alert to any such stockpiling and be prepared to thwart it or, 

better, establish controls to prevent the clandestine, commer- 

cial, or geographical transfer of such equipment intc actual or 

potential guerrilla supply channels. 
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2.  Counter-communications Warfare 

Typically, the established regime has a pronounced superiority 

over the guerrillas in equipment and personnel that allows him 

faster communications, links him more directly to all subordinate 

echelons of civil and miJitary control, and gives him the capacity— 

whether he seizes it or not--to engage in sophisticated counter- 

communications operations: monitoring, deciphering, jamming, 

,. ,.    .31a direction-finding, etc. 

However, counter-communications is a game that the guerrilla 

as well as the government cvi  and usually does play.  While the 

authorities seek out the guerrillas* electronic communications 

with their more sophisticated electronic devices, the guerrilla 

can strive to discomfit their antagonist's transportation and com- 

munications.  Thus did the Chinese Eighth Route Army and Yugo- 

slavian Partisans tear up rails and steal telephone wires. Indeed 

the entire problem of thwarting supply of communications equipment 

discussed in the previous section could be viewed as an integral 

aspect of counter-communications war. 

The development of counter-communications techniques paralleled 

that of secret diplomatic and state communications from antiquity 

to the present.  Secret intelligence and police services existed 

at least as early as the 11th century in Islam; and the modern 

tradition in organization can be traced to the remarkable Joseph 

Fouche who established the most effective police-spy service in 

Europe, prompting the British to develop more effective countering 

21a For a convenient but only just adequate public summary of this 
highly secret topic see John M. Carroll, Secrets of Electronic Espionage 
(New Yorkj  Dutton, 1966). 
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techniques:  usinp Continental banking-houses rather than Napoleon's 

postal service for transnittinp letters, u^ing special twice-weekly 

22 coux'iers from Pans to London, etc. 

Without an adequate network of radio transmitters, an under- 

ground lacks cohesion.  Such transmitters can, of course, sometimes 

be discovered by the antaponist's anents; but more important to him 

are his raaio monitoring stations, manned by his "radio police," 

A detailed example is the work of the Herman listening service in 

France during World War IT: J 

In 19U2 a large central listening post was estab- 
lished at Charbonnieres, together with a directional- 
fiudinp station which registered all secret transmissions 
and their approximate location.  Three radio-telegraphic 
and radio-telephonic listening cars were dispatched 
into the region where the secret sending post was work- 
ing.  They were specially built cars, into which 
direction-finders were fitted.  The sendinp station 
which had been logged continued transmitting and the 
Charbonnieres central station steered the three 
direction-finding cars close in to the secret trans- 
mitter.  When the cars got fairly near to it they 
separated and, by taking simultaneously separate bear- 
ings, succeeded gradually in fixinp the location of 
the secret set within a radius of 100 to 300 yards. 

In open country, where there were only a few iso- 
lated farms, that was near enough for their purpose, 
but in thickly built-up areas it was insufficient. 
The crews of the police cars would then dismount and, 
with the use of small goniometric apparatus, find 
their way to the very aoor of the building in which 
the tran&mitter was placed.  The whole thing resembled 

22 Thompson and Padover (63), pp. 15, 202-204. 

23F. 0. Miksche, Secret Forces;  The Technique of Underground 
Movements (London:  Faber and Faber, 1950), pp. 160-161. 
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a game of hunt the thimble, in which the radio- 
goniometers showed when the seeker was "hot" or 
"cold." 

That this counter-communications search for urban transmit- 

ters was indeed a serious problem, even for the Germans with the 

most advanced radio detection available in the ISUQ's, is further 

illustrated by an almost identical account discussed below in the 

case on the World War II Greek underground.  Such cases can be 

multiplied.  For example, the Soviet Military Intelligence (GRU) 

network in Japan directed by Richard Sorge managed to operate un- 

molested for eight years, and although their frequent radio trans- 

missions were detected as early as 1938, the Japanese police were 

unsuccessful in their intensive efforts to locate the transmitter 

in Tokyo. 

The most secure arrangement is normally where the radio trans- 

mitter is located outside the area of the enemy's police or military 

control, as in a foreign country or guerrilla redoubt.  A loreign- 

based transmitter is, of course, rarely a practicable means of directing 

guerrilla operations although it is often ideal for "black" or "gray" 

stations,  that is, ones that attempt to pass as something slightly 

other than themselves (gray)--as in the case of Radio Free Yugoslavia, 

which purported to be a Yugoslav Partisan station while in fact trans- 

mitting from Tiflis under Comintern sponsorship—or pretend to be one 

of the enemy's own stations (black)—as the Communist Rote Kapellenet- 

24 
See Sefton Delmar, Black Boomerang (London:  Seeker S Warburg, 

1962), for an excellent but partisan account of Britain's World War II 
"black" radio and leaflet operations. 
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25 work became followmR its capture by the Nazis. 

Black radio is generally an example of counter-propaganda 

operations, but the Rote Kapelle was more--it was a highly suc- 

cessful instance of counter-intelligence or counter-communications, 

enabling the German intelligence to play its now famous Funkspiel 

or "Radio Game," feeding from 19H2 to i9im a constant flow of 

false or misleading intelligence reports to the Soviet Union from 

secretly captured Soviet GRU transmitters in Belgium, Holland, 

France, and Germany, 

Golonel Miksche summarizes the conditions for radio commu- 

nications for undergrounds during World War II along the following 

lines: In order to maintain liaison and transmit information, 

agreed broadcasting times, wavelengths, call signals, and codes 

are required.  The constant changing of these first three vari- 

ables serves to confuse the enemy's listening posts, and the 

periodic changing of codes makes it difficult for him to under- 

stand even those messages that are intercepted.  Also, the greater 

the number of sending stations that can be used serves also to 

frustrate or delay direction finding.  The risk of betrayal is 

minimized by avoiding—where technically feasible--direct radio 

intercommunications within the same sector but rather connecting 

all the internal stations through a central radio transmitter 
^ 

7 5 David J. Dallin, Soviet Espionage (London:  Oxford Univerv- 
sity Press, 1955), pp. 152-6, 166-8, 171-81, 234-72. 
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abroad, or at least outside the arm of the enemy's police(  In 

this manner, the entire liaison network is simultaneously isolated 

in iics several parts but centralized through a secure "switch- 

board," Although radio technique is now highly advanced and 

excellent portable long-distanc: equipment is available, tech- 

nical problems do arise.  In general, radio-telegraphy is more 

reliable than radio-telephony and the former's morse signals are 

less easily intercepted by the unintended listeners because it 

requires a narrower wave-band (one kilocycle against the six to 

seven required for voice transmission).  Voice transmission also 

suffers from the fact that the transmitting voice may be recog- 

nized, leading to the further risk of the station being identified 

26 
and facilitating pinpointing its location. 

Although radio has normally proved the best liaison medium, 

development of personal contacts, by parachute drop or other 

infiltration techniques, is often necessary.  Their advantages, 

such as direct conversations, are of marked importance.  Never- 

theless, they can have their drawbacks.  The difficulty of 

isolating such activities exposes underground members to the 

risk of betrayal.  For this reason, personal contact among in- 

dividuals known to each other should be avoided.  Furthermore, 

the inherent difficulties of liaison by radio often make contact 

by special agents necessary.  In this case, the persons most 

26 Miksche (50) , 118-119. 
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suitdble are ones whose jobs call for frequent journeys: railway- 

men, pootmen commercial travclleis, chauffeurs, journalists, etc. 

In this case the courier or ccntact work is normally composed of 

persons who are scranp.ers, recognizing one another only by secret 

2 7 prearranged signals such as code-words. 

27Miksche (50), 113-119; and Christopher Felix (pse:d.), 
A Short Course in the Secret War (New v'.rk:  Dutton, 125 3). 
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il. CONCLUSIONS 

In focusin? on the communications aspects of underground and 

guerrilla movements I do not mean to suggest that the success or 

failure of such movements necessarily depends on the nature or 

efficiency of the communications systems used.  As Tipton points 

out in her case stuay on pre-195H Vietnam, it is "the coordination 

and control of all aspects of the movement by means of a highly 

organized political unity" that takes clear priority in this 

matter.  Nevertheless, one of the main determinants of efficient 

coordination and control in any organization is a communications 

system appropriately responsive to the needs of the organization 

in passing orders, receiving reports, and exchanging information. 

Indeed, it is the central conclusion of this paper that an ap- 

propriate communications system is the principal determinant of 

the type of coordination and control that leäis to success in 

guerrilla organizations.  Thus both cases of failure studied 

(Cetmks and the MPRA) are associated with a combination of politi- 

cal errors and inappropriate communications systems, while most 

cases of guerrilla difficulties (particularly in the Kiangsi 

Soviet) are associated with ineffective or inappropriate com- 

munications.  Conversely, all cases of growth and long-range 

success are arfsociated with an appropriate and effective com- 

munications system. 

In sum, both the volume of guerrilla operations (and the 

degree of their coordination) at any given stage and the ability 
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to escalate to higher stapes of organizational complexity or 

operational scope is a function of the quantity and types of 

communications systems available.  The lesson for the aspiring 

guerrilla is that he should give very i. ^h—perhaps even highest-- 

priority to stockpiling and training specialized communicatiuns 

equipment and personnel well before their specific need arises. 

The corollary for the beleaguered counter-guerrilla soldier or 

policeman is that he should recognize that one of the guerrilla's 

greatest vulnerabilities is his communications system—particu- 

larly its equipment and technical p" •cnnel,  Consequently, any 

effort to anticipate the gutiirilla's communications requirements-- 

qualitative as well as quantitativ*—and thwart his rulfilling 

these has an excellent chance of directly affecting his opera- 

tional effecti'eness and future development.  Furthermore, a 

major effort to destroy the guerrilla's existing communications 

gear and technical personnel appears to be a promising means of 

forcing him back to earlier developmental stages—to de-escalate 

his overall operation. 
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III.  CHINESE COMMUNIST GUERRILLAS;  1920-19'49 

Among case studies of guerrilla communications, that of the 

Chinese Communists is the most fully documented, although the source.» 

are quite scattered.  A rather considerable literature exists covering 

the entire period from the early clandestine creation of the CCP under- 

ground in 1920, through gradual developff-jnt of a ^ -rrilla force in 

the 1930's and 1940's, to its final seizure of national power .»n 1S49, 

The relevant sources are quite varied, ranging from committed Communist 

sources to entirely uncritical anti-Coinmu..iit ones, from contemporary 

diary material to decades-later reminisc^nses, from deciöissified police, 

intelligence and other bureaucratic documents to  ^  e  mimoi.rs of private 

travellers and journalists, and from carefuMy documented research to 

unverifiable assertions.  Hecauc*e the sources are such a melange, it 

has been rece^Q*ry to report even the more ««ra» :»»ly relevant ones in 

♦he hope that sufficient overicip will give convincing verification. 

This chapter surveys this entire period and then offers some 

specuiations about future possibilities for guerrilla operations by 

the Chinese Communists, 

A.  FORMATION AND EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE CCP:  1920-1927 

The nucleus of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) was a number 

of rather separate small Marxist cells established in 1920 in the 

major urban centers of China as well as in Tokyo and Paris,  That 

Communism came to China as a militant conspiratorial movement is seen 

:s 
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lr. the elaborate Communist security procedures and close police 

surveillance that accompaniad the formal founding meeting and Firvt 

Congress of the CCP in Shanghai in 1921, 

Significant in this early developmental stage was the close 

liaison with the embryo CCP maintained by the clandestine Comintern 

2 agents Voitinsky, Yang, and Maring.   Presumably these men trained 

the CCP in Western Communist techniques of covert operations. The 

Chinese CCP (with KMT participation) sent a 30-man delegation to the 

Comintern-organized Congress of the Toilers of the East held in Moscow 

and Petrograd in 1922.  Maring returned to China that same year to 

arrange Communist infiltration of the KMr. 

In January 1924, the Kuomintang (KMT) formally adopted a Soviet- 

type organizational structure at its First Congress,  This was the 

culmination of the six years since 1918 of gradual i.utual approach 

between Sun Yat-sen on the one hand and the Soviet Government, Comin- 

tern, and CCP on the other.  The two key events leading directly to 

this adoption of Soviet style were the formal admission in August 1922 

of CCP members into the KMT with Dr, Sun's concurrence and the accept- 

ance in late 1923 of Soviet Government .^"ent, Mikhail Borodin, as his 

Robert C, North, Moscow and Chinese Communists (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1953), See pp, 54-57 for the cat-and- 
mouse events of this meeting, 

2 
Gregory Voitinsky guided the founding of the cells in China 

in 1920 with the assistance of Yang Ming-chai, an overseas Chinese. 
MG, Maring" (Hendricus Sneeviiet), a Dutchman, was Comintern repre- 
sentative at that First CCP Congress, 

- 
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High Adviser.  Borodin immediately imported a large (and ever-growing) 

staff cf Russian cadres to begin the thorough political and military 

reorganization of the KMT, Thus wave  fused two conspiratorial tradi- 

tions:  the Bolshevik and the KMTt which itself had been founded (under 

another name) by Dr. Sun in 189M as an illegal revolutionary party. 

The Soviet advisers, from the moment of their arrival in 192 3-2|4I 

were part of a conspiratorial underground.  They entered with aliase^-- 

many of wMch have not yet been penetrated—and rather thin covers as 

U 5 Soviet newspapermen,  businessmen, or mere tourists. 

3 
Borodin (alias of Mikhail Gruzenberg) had been alleged by 

Western sources to have been a Comintern, CP/USSR, or Soviet Govern- 
ment agent in China and initially by Soviet sources as being only a 
private individual there, although later they admitted to Comintern 
links.  Louis Fischer seemingly solved this question in 19U1 by pub- 
lishing a long-withheld letter dated 23 Sept, 1923 to Sun Yat-sen 
from Leo Karakhan (given Fischer in the late 1920's by that Soviet 
diplomat) in which Borodin was explicitly i-^ntified as the repre- 
sentative of the "Soviet government,"  Louis rischer, Men and Politic:?? 
An Autobiography (New fork:  Duell, Sloan and Pearce, T^Ul), pp. 137-""* 
138,  See also Louis Fischer, The Soviets in World Affairs (2nd edition, 
Princeton:  Princeton University Press, 1951), Vol. I, p. viii. 

B, Whaley, Soviet Journalists in China (forthcoming, 1967), 
Chapter II. 

Mark J. Gayn, Journey from the East (New York:  Knopf, 1944), 
pp. 121-122;  C. Martin Wilbur and Julie Lien-yi ig How, Documents on 
Communism, Naticnalism, and Soviet Advisers in Cnina (New York. 
Columbia University Press, 1956);  and Eugene Pic>, "China in the Grip 
of the Reds (Shanghai:  China Daily News and Herald, 1927J. 

p 



B.  THE FIRST CIVIL WAR:  1927-1937 

On 12 April 1927, c-ieieral Chiang K'ai-shek turned on his Communist 

and Left-KMT allies, striking swiftly and with sufficient force to drive 

the CCP underground.  Thus began a period, lasting until final Communist 

victory in 191*9, during which the CCP was forced to operate clandestinely 

with at least major segments of its organization.  Even the growth of 

Soviets in the countryside and the brief anti-Japanese Popular Front did 

not bring all CCP elements to the surface. 

The Communist forces regularly used the modern military communi- 

cations systems of telegraph and tel^ohone whenever they were operating 

in urban areas already serviced by such equipment.  This was presumably 

true throughout their first period of collaboration with the KMT.  Per- 

haps the last occasion when these systems were available and were used 

was in the planning and conduct of their disastrous Nanchang Uprising 

of 1 August 1927, which the Chinese Communists now celebrate as Red Army 

Day.  On that occasion, telephones connected headquarters in Nanchang 

c 
Only very fragmentary information has been published on the 

activities of the CCP urban underground since 1927.  Personal accounts 
of the underground include: 

a) Gayn (4U), pp. 162-172, on the Shanghai underground in 1927. 

b) Vincent Sheean, Personal History (Garden City, M.Y.s Double- 
day, Doran, 1936), pp. ^55-?58, on Sheean's aborted attempt 
to smuggle Mme. Sorcdin disguised as his sister out of Peking 
to Russia in Aug. 1927, and pp. 2U7-258, 264, 28U, on the 
flight of KMT-Left and Soviet advisers at the same time. 

c) Anna Louise Strong, China's Millions (Mew York:  Coward- 
McCann, 1928).  Dr. Strong accompanied Borodin on his 
overland motorized flight to Ulan Bator. 
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itself with the sub-headquarters in the suburbs, telegraph service 

linked the various Communist and anti-Communist units in the immediate 

area (i.e., the 80-mile stretch from Kiukang through Lushan to Nanchang), 

and senior Party delegates commuted by train and riverboat between Nan- 

chang  and^he CCP Central Standing Committee which, while then going 

underground in the distant coastal metropolises, was still in telegra- 

phic communication with the Comintern.^ 

In the winter of 1927 Mao Tse-tung and his small band of 1000 in- 

surgents succeeded in establishing a temporary base in the mountain 

fortress of Chingkanshan in Kiangsi province.  There, in May 1928, he 

was joined by Chu Teh who has collected some ten to twelve thousand 

veterans of the Nanchang Uprising, the Canton Commune, and the South 

Kunan Revolt. 

When first driven into the provincial backlands in late 192 7, the 

Red ^rmy was cut off from modern communications and transportation.  As 

Mao Tse-tung statäd in a resolution of 5 October 1928;  "The shortage 

of necessities and cash has become a very big problem for the army and 

the people inside the White encirclement.  Because of the tight enemy 

blockade, necessities such as salt, cloth and medicines have been very 
p 

scarce ... all through the past year...."   In a subüquent report of 

■ 

7 
C. Martin Wilbur, "The Ashes of Defeat,"  China Quarterly, 

No. 18 (Apr-Jun 1964), 10, 11, 25, 26, 46-49, 52, translating con- 
temporary Communist reports by Li Li-san, Chou I-ch'un, Chang Kuo-t'ao, 
and the CCP Central Standing Committee. 

8 
Selected Military Writings of Mao Tse-tung (Peking:  Foreign 

Languages Press, 1963), p. 15, 
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25 November 192 8 to the CC/CCP (in Shanghai ?"), Mao complained that: 

"The Hunan Provincial Committee promised to obtain drugs for us, but 

so far we have received none.  We still hope the Central Committee and 

the two Provincial Committees will send ui a few doctors with Western 

9 ... 
training, and some iodine."   With even the bare necessities in short 

supply and the CCP urban underground unable to supply, the Red Army was 

forced to live off the land. 

Mao and Chu defended their Chingkanshan base for over a year until 

forced to reestablish themselves in 19 31 at Juichin in the same province. 

There they were gradually joined by a number of veteran Communist lead- 

ers who "began to drift back thruugh the dangerous secret route from 

Swatow across the bandit-ridden mountains into the Fukien Soviet, and 

thence to the Red capital" in Juichin.10 

Most important of these i.ewcomurs was Chou En-lai.  He arrived from 

Shanghai, empowered as the senior Comintern representative in Juichin, 

bringing a radio transceiver.  An effective, direct link with the Comin- 

tern--and through it to the Kremlin--now existed for the first tine. 

Chou's control of this set greatly reinforced his Comintern authority. 

He had become Herzen's "Genghis Khan with telegraph" and he used this 

power to temporarily displace Mao as actual ruler of the Juichin Soviet. a 

90p. cit.t p. 29. 

10Nym Wales, Inside Red China (Hew York:  Doubleday, Doran, 
1939), p. 3Ui 

ICa 

cussion and do 
See my Soviet Clandestine Communication Nets for full dis- 

ocumentation of the CCP's communication with the Comintern. 
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The Chinese Communist guerrilla forces first used military field 

radio in 19 31, three years after their introduction to the Nationalist 

army.  This applied to Chu Teh's First Front Red Army, which had cap- 

tured some small radio transceivers from Nationalist forces at Changsha 

in July 19 30 but could get no trained operators until the following May, 

By the end of 19 31 all Soviet districts were coordinated by radio. 

Although these radio sets apparently were intended for coordination 

of military operations, they may have been used to communicate with 

Moscow via the Comintern and Soviet Military Intelligence cells in 

Shanghai, Peking, and Harbin that had been in direct contact with the 

12 
USSR since at least as early as 192 9 via powerful radio equipment. 

In any case there is evidence that the Mao-Chu group in the Juichin 

Soviet had begun direct monitoring of Radio Moscow in 1931, using a 

powerful receiving set captured—with electrical dynamos~at Chian (in 

Kiangsi) on 5 October 1930.  Moscow apparently knew of this receiving 

capability, because on 18 Nov. 1931 the delegates of the First All-China 

Sovie : Congress assembled outside Juichin were notified by radiogram 

Nym Wales (39), pp. 250-253, 255,  This information was supplied 
to Miss Wales vthen Mrs, Edgar Snow) by Chu Teh in an interview in 1937. 
It was independently confirmed by P'eng Teh-huai in his interview given 
Robert Payne in 1946,  Robert Payne, Journey to Red China (London: 
William Heinemann, 1947), p, 38, 

Maj, Gen, Charles A, Willoughby, Shanghai Conspiracy (New York: 
1952), pp, 165, 187-190; Ralph de Toledano, Spies. Dupes. and Diplomats 
(New York:  Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1952), pp, 4Z-45,  See also Chalmers 
Johnson, An Instance of Treason;  Ozaki Hotsumi and the Sorge Spy Ring 
(Stanfordl  Stanford University Press, 195i4). 

^?«=*^ 
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(from Moscow?) that the Chinese representatives in the Comintern head- 

quarters in Moscow would address the Congress by radio the following 

day.  Although reception was poor and variable, the transmission occured 

on schedule. 

Immediately prior to the transfer in August or September 1931 of 

the CCP Politburo, Central Committee, and Secretariat from Shanghai to 

Juichin, Mao 7se-tung; at his Juichin headquarters was in regular tele- 

13 graphic communi'   on with the Shanghai CC, over U00 miles distant. 

According to Chiang K'ai-shek's recent memoirs, the CCP's move was 

partly a result of the capture by KMT police in Hankow on 25 April 1931 

of Ku Shun-chang, Chief of the Chinese Communist secret service (Li 

Li-san's so-called "Special Affairs Unit") whose revelations enabled 

■*■ Agnes Smedley, Red Flood Over China (Moscow and Leningrad: 
Co-Operative Publishing Society of Foreign Workers in the U.S.S.R., 
1934), pp. 373, 387-388. Although Miss Smedley's information is second- 
hand and anonymous, it is credible.  This information is partially omit- 
ted, partially contradicted in the American edition of this book: Agnes 
Smedley, China's Red Army Marches (New York:  Vanguard^ 1934), pp. 297, 
302-303,  Apparently the Moscow edition was too free with its disclo- 
sures of links between Moscow and Juichin. 

Benjamin I. Schwartz, Chinese Communism and the Rise of Mao 
(Cambridge:  Harvard University Press, 1951), pp. 185-6, 208; iJort'h 
(53), p. 158; and Henry Wei, China and Soviet Rusnia (New York:  Van 
Nostrand, 1956), p. 8U,  All three of these references to telegrams 
are based on Li Ang, Hung-se Wu-t'ai [The Red Stage] (Chungking: 
Sheng-li Chu'-pan-she, 13U2), p. 158, also available in a Pei-ping: 
Min-chung Shu-wu, 1946, edition.  Li Ang was one of several pseudonyms 
of Chu Hsin-fan, a CCP/CC secretarial staff member in the 1920's and 
30's.  Li subsequently broke with the Party and wrote his book which 
is somewhat muddled as to specific dates and incidents.  He was execu- 
ted by the Kuomintang in 1945.  For biographical information see Conrad 
Brandt, Stalin's Failure in China, 132U.-1927 (Cambridge:  Harvard 
University Press, 1958), pp. 185, 197, 214. 
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the Nationaliots to seize or put to flight virtually all Communist 

secret organs in Nanking, Shanghai and Hankow, 

As early as 19 32, regular telegraph conununication existed betwean 

the Oyliwan Soviet led by Chang Kuo-t'ao in Konan Province and the Cen- 

tral Soviet led by Mao Tse-tung at Juichin in Kiangsi Province, nearly 

400 miles distant. 

As a res-It of the intense pressure of Chiang K'ai-shek's Diock- 

ade and successive "extermination campaigns", the Chinese Reds decided 

to move their base of operations to northwest China.  Thus, on 16 Octo- 

ber 19au their capital at Juichin in Kiangsi province was abandoned 

and the Long March begun.  The first column (Mao's) arrived in Shensi 

province in the northwest on 2 0 October 19 35 and the final arrivals 

the northwest (Kansu) the following October.  The capital was first at 

Waiyapao (in northern Shensi) but in June 19 36 removed to Paoan whence 

Chiang Chung-cheng [Chiang K'ai-shek], Soviet Russia in China 
(New York:  Farrar, Strauss and Cudahy, 1957), p, 72,  It was ku'a, re- 
velations which were responsible for the arrest and execution of tne 
Secretary-General of the CCP, Hsiang Chung-fa.  It was only by chanoe 
that Ciou En-lai, Ch'u Ch'iu-pai and other top leaders escaped arre.u 
in Shanghai.  See Hsiao (61), pp, 1«46-I't7; Schwartz (51), pp, 18U-185; 
and McLane (58), p, 9n, Snow (38), p, '♦7, erred in stating that Ku was 
martyred in 1927., 

North (53), 174,  Based on North's interview in Hongkong n 
3 November 1950 with Chang Kuo-t'ao,  In this interview Chang stö^e ' 
that although telegraph communication existed between these two Sovo-ats, 
the policy differences between himself and Mao prevented close liaison. 
Chang admitted the vagueness of his recall of dates, and later writers 
have challenged his recall of events as well. 

i 

■ 
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it was transferred in January 1937 to Yenan where it remained through- 

15a out this period. 

In 1934, immediately prior to the evacuation of Juichin on October 

15th and the begirv..Ir.g of the Long March, communications between Jui- 

chin and Moscow travelled the following route: 16 

Moscow's telegrams at that time were routed through Sinkiang 
or Outer Mongolia, and were relayed by wireless to Juichin, 
where the Communists had a radio station.  It was rare at this 
time for personnel to pass from Russia to Juichin, although 
during a part of rhe period 19 31-19 34 a German Comintern agent, 
Albert,I6* was in the Chinese Soviet capital.  With the begin- 
ning of the Long March all contact with Moscow was lost for 
several months. 

Even during the harassed Long March of 19 3U-35 the main body of 

the Red Army—that directed by Mao Tse-Tung and Chu Teh—maintained 

Nym Wales, Red Dust (Stanford:  Stanford University Press, 
1952), pp, 54-55, 75-76,  Yenan (Fushih), in northern Shensi, was 
captured by the Reds in December 19 35, according to Edgar Snow, Red 
Star Over ^hina (New York; Random House, 19 38), p, 65, 

16 
North (52), 15U, based on his interview with Chang Kuo-t'ao 

on 3 November 1950,  McLane (58), 12n, challenges Chang's claim of an 
indirect Moscow-Juichin radio link, but I believe only on incomplete 
and circumstantial grounds, 

^'Albert" is the nom de guerre of the German Communist, Otto 
Braun, known more commonly to visiting Western observers as "Li Teh", 
He arrived at Juichin in 1933, the only one of three military agents 
sent by the Comintern to reach Kiangsi through the Nationalist blockade. 
The other two were captured en route by the Nationalists, according to 
Kung Ch'u, formpi- Chief-of-Staff of the Central Red Army, Tso-liang 
Hsiao, Power Relations within the Chinese Communist Movement. 1930-193U 
(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1961), pp, 221, 3§1; 
Stuart Schramm, Mao Tse-tung (Karmondsworth, Middlesex:  Pelican, 1956), 
pp, 180-181; and Ottr Braun, "In wessen Namen spricht Mao Tse-tung?,,! 

Neues Deutschland, 2 7 May 1964, p, 5, with recent photo of Braun at his 
translator's job in East Germany, 

r 
I 



was mainly replenished by capture and by covert purchasing from corrupt 

18 junior officers in the Nationalist Army,  With no access to coastal 

ports or frontier  posts except through their urban underground, direct 

17Wales (52), p. 72,  Transcript of her interview with Hsü 
Meng-ch'iu in Yenan in 1937 when he was the Chief of the Rear Poli- 
tical Department. 

1 George E. Sokolsky, The Tender Box of Asia (Garden City, N.Y.t 
Doubleday, Doran, 1932), p. 3U5, 

--■ 
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effective intornal communications according to the eye-witness account 

17 of the official historian of the event who subsequently stated that; 

We always had radio connections with all units and 
also telephones.  Every division hau a radio, and used 
telephones the whole time.  Our "veteran wires" from 
the Long March can be seen here in Yenan, still in good 
use. 

During this entire pre-Yenan period the Chinese Communists werft 

M 
in appalling straights with regard to the acquisition of all types of 

munitions, transport, and communications.  Communications equipment 
p 

was in short supply, ammunition could not be wasted, and there were 

not even enough rifles to go around.  What they had was a hodge-podge 

of makes and calibres.  They had no tanks and little artillery  They 
P 

had few trucks and no operating railways.  Although they captured an 
- 

occasional airpiane, they had no pilots.  The Red Army was generally 
l 

adequately supplied with food by the peasants in the^r rural Soviets 

and a certain amount of small-scale village industry provide some am- 

munition, arms, and clothing.  Their stock of weapons and ammunition 

5 
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importation was virtually out of the question even if the Soviet Union 

had been willing tJ give supplies, and even if foreign commercial sup- 

19 
pliers had been willing to sell them. 

When the Chinese Soviets relocated in the northwest following the 

Long March, their general situation improved somewhat mainly because 

they were freed of intense Nationalist encirclement. 

Among other things, communications with the oufide also improved. 

For the first time since the arrival of the German Comintern agent, 

"Li Teh" in 1933, a few Western journalists, fellow-travellers, and 

Communists were able to personally visit the Communist regions before 

conditions improved still further following the ' ^ginning of the Sino- 

Japanese War on 7 July 19 37. 

These travellers not c^lv brought international information to the 

Chinese Cor.imunists leaders, but   also gave them a direct link with 

international Communism as witness the following letter from Mao to 

the then Secretary-General of the CPUSA:20 

Dear Comrade Browder: 
Taking advantage of the visit of a comrade, I am 

sending this latter to you, honored Comrade Browder..,. 
We have heard from several American comrades and from 

other quarters that the American Communist Party and the 
great mass of the American people are profoundly concerned 
about China's anti-Japanese struggle, and they have already 
aided us in several ways. This gives us the feeling that 
our struggle is not an isolated one.... 

Revolutionary greetings! 
Mao Tse-tung 
June 24 [1937] 

19I 
Lsts 

20, 

Even if such suppliers could have been contacted, the 
Communists had no foi>-,ign exchange. 

Stuart R. Schräm, The Political Thought of Mao Tse-tung (New 
York and London: Praeger, 1963), p, 2^1, as translated by Schräm from 
the Mao Tse-tung Lun-wen Chi (Shanghai: Ta-chung Ch'u-pan She, 1937), 
pp, 156-57, It should be noted that the Chinese Communists had already 
declared war on Japan in April 1932, five years before the Sino-Japanese 
War. 
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Mao* s letter raises intcrsstinp questions about its insp-'ration and 

transmission;  Who was the ''comrade" of whose presence in Yenan Mao 

took advantage? Who were the "several American comrades" from whom 

Mao heard of the American response to "China's antJ-Japanese struggle"? 

How was this letter transmitted to Browder?  When Mao speaks of a 

"comrade" he quite expli 'itly means a full Communist F'arty member,. I 

presume that in this case the "comrade" ie a foreign, probably Ameri- 

can, Communist,  Which foreigners were ir. Yenan on 2U June 1927? There 

are ten candidates, if, as seems likely, George Hatem was then off at 

the front: 

1) "Li Teh," the German Comintern military adviser and 

veteran of the Long March to Yenan.  As he remained 

there until 1938 or 1939, he is ruled out as the courier, 
i 

(Now—1964—in East Germany.) 

I 
2) Nym Wales (nom de plume of Helen Foster Snow, then Mrs. 

i 
Edgar Snow), an American leftist journalist who arrived 

in Yenan in May 19 37.  As she did not leave until 7 Sept- 

ember, and continued to reside in the Far East until 1941, 

she is oresumably also ruled out.  (She now—1951— orks 

in the U.S. as a genealogist.) 

3) Miss Agnes Smedley, a close associate of the Soviet mili- 

tary intelligence ring of Sorge, arrived in Yenan in 

February 1937 and also left with Nym Wales unexpectedly— 

for medical treatment in Sian—on 7 September.  She is 

therefore ruled out as the courier, although by her own 

■ 
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admission she had so acted in the past.  (Miss Snedlev 

died in 1950.) 

4) Owen Lattimore who with T.A, Bisson and the Jaffas arrived 

in Yenan from Sitr by privately hired car on 22 June 19 37 

and left on the 2Uth, the very date of Mao's let*.er to 

Browder.  Lattimore was then Editor of the official IPR 

monthly journal, Pacific Affairs.  Probably never a CP 

member, although patently strongly influenced by ^artain 

key CP Asian specialists and their policies,  (Since 1963, 

in England as Professor of Chines? studies at Leeds Univer- 

sity.) 

5) Mr, Thomas Arthur Bisson, a writer on contemporary Chinese 

politics, w.as in China in 1937 on a one-year research leave 

from the Foreign Policy Association.  Subsequently identified 

in U.S. Senate testimony by Professor K. A. Wittfogel as 

having been a CP member since at least 1935,  (He is now— 

1964—.on the staff of the Western College fcr Women.) 

6) and 7)   Philip J, Jaffe and his wife, Agnes Newmark Jaffe. 

They were on a visit from New York and it was their urgent 

schedule to catch a plane to Shanghai which necessitated 

the party leaving after only two days in Yenan.  Subsequently 

Mr. Jaffe (pseud, "J. W. Phillips") was arrested, indicted 

and fined in the 19U5 "Arnerasia case." FBI and OSS testimony 
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in connection with the case, revealed Jaffe to be both 

a heavy financial rontributor to the CPUSA and a frequent 

21 personal contact of Earl Browder. 

8), 9), 10)  Three or more anonymous Soviet nationals posing 

as White Russian businessmen and their chauffeur were 

(according to Wittfogel) in another automobile that travel- 

led in from Sian at the same time as the Lattimore-Jaffa. 

22 Bissen party.  They disappeared upon arrival in Yenan. 

This one example is singles- out and given in detail not to re- 
i 

surrect the old game of who-wa--a-Communist when.  Rather, it illus- 

trates that Yenan was not nearly as isolated geographically, politic- 

ally, or in terms of international information flow--both incoming 

and outgoing—as believed by the contemporary writers and journalists 

or argued by most present-day scholars such as Robert North or Charles 

McLane. 

The first foreigners in the Red base since the Long March were 

Edgar Snow and Dr, George Hatem, both of whom arrived earlier in Sian 

separately but via the same Communist underground from Peking-Tientsin. 

21Wales (39), pp. 69-71, 279-280, 292, 300, gives the dates 
and itineraries of all these comings-and-goings.  For their subsequent 
activities see de Toledano (52); U.S, Senate, IPR Hearings,  1961, 
Pt. 1 (pp. 303-305 in testimony of Wittfogel) anTTTTTTuST 
testimony of Latcimore). 

^2U.S. Senate, IPR Hearings. 19ri  "art 1 (pp. 304-305), 
According to Wittfogel's testimony, he na been told of this encounter 
by Bissen and the others on their return to Peiping. 

■- ^-.^fif^r-^gF*- . 
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They entered Red territory together in June 1936,  Snow remained until 

October of that year, Hatem stayed with th» Communists--initially with 

units in the field—under the alias of Ma Hai-teh until their victory 

and is still (1860) there doing research on venereal diseases in Peking, 

They were followed by Agnes Smedley who was in the Red-controlled 

region from January through September 1937. Hew Zealand journalist, 

James Bertram, followed her in iat« January but only on an overnight 

trip from Sian to a nearby Red Army unit. Next -ime Harry Dunham, 

special correspondent for The New York  Times, who was in the new capi- 

tal at Yenan in late February 19 37 on a round trip from Shanghai, At 

about the same time (February or March) came Victor Keen of the New 

York Herald Tribune, He was followed by t-^rl Leaf of UP in „ .te 'larch 

or early April, A.T, Steele of the Herald Tribune was in Yenan .in 

April 1937, Next arrived Snow's wife, Nym Wales, from late April 

through September 1937,  Smedley and Wales were joined in Yenan during 

22-I,> June by Lattimore, Bisson, and Mr. and Mrs. Jaffe, the last 

22a foreigners to reach Red China before the Sino-Japanese War. 

Now, regarding the above mentioned foreign visitors to the Com- 

munist capital, all had entered the Red area without Nationalist per- 

mission or knowledge.  Indeed at least most, such as Snow, Hatem, 

Smedley, and the Lattimore-Bisson-Jaffe party had infiltrated via 

This information accurately cross-checks among the various 
personal accounts published by Snow, Smedley, Wales, and Bertram and 
in testimony by Wittfogel and Lattimore.  For references on Hatem who 
served part-time as a radio monitor-translator in Yenan in 1938 see 
Whaley, Foreign Press Monitoring in Communist Countries (draft, 1964), 
Chapt. VIII. 
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the Chinese Communist "underground railroac" through the Nationalist 

police and military--and later only nev/ --blockade lines at Sian, 

This is particularly relevant, because as Snow and Wales make quite 

explicit, this was the same channel by which Communist Party officials 

2 3 moved.   Furthermore, it is by far the most complete roster of foreign 

visitors compiled to date and yet hints as possible additional visitors, 

suggesting a far steadier flow of both foreigners and Chinese couriers 

than hitherto recognized. As we shall later see, this pattern per- 

sisted to l^S, even in those periods where all individual sources and 

studies assert that little or no travel occurrea. 

The Yenan days saw periods of virtual politico- isolation, if 

not outright defection on the Chinese side and abciconment on the 

Russian.  Moscow and the Corvilntern took a dim view of developments 

there, expecting little from the Chinese Reds by way of a contribution 

to world revolution and; following the Comintern's development of the 

Popular Front 15   since mid-19 35, the Chinese activities took on an 

even less urgent character,  Mao himself, in a speech to CCP cadres 

explaining the dissolution in IQUS of the Comintern, repeated the stock 

Moscow line that the Comintern had been abolished because it was "no 

longer adapted to the necessities of the struggle." However he added 

pp. 8, 11, 15-17, 22-27; Edgar Snow, The Other Side of the River (New 
York:  Random House, 1961), pp. 262-2r71 Wales (39), pp. 3-25, 279-280, 
295-297, 300,  From the references by Miss Wales we also learn that it 
was through Edgar Snow's good offices that the underground trips into 
Yenan were arranged for the Lattimore-Bisson-Jaffe party and the later 
trip by James Bertram. 

m 

2 3 ~ Personal accounts of such entrances are given by Snow (38), 
I 

-^—-----^^ _. :-   J. 
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rather gratuitously that since its Seventh World Congress in 19 35, 

the Ccmintern had "not intervened in the internal affairs of the 

Chinese Cormunist Party." The term used was the mildly impclite kan-she, 

Oil 
which could also be translated as "meddled."   Nevertheless, the 

fact that Yenan and Moscow were often sharply divided over political 

qi"*stions does not mean that communications did not exist.  Inter- 

national news was available on a continuing basis to the Yenan Reds, 

25 through their own radio moriotrmg,  while couriers and travellers 

provided a direct if somewhat intermittant link. 

2U 
Schräm (53), pp. 288-290, as translated by Schräm from t'ae 

Chieh-fang Jih-pao (Yenan), 28 May 1943,  The Comintern was formally 
dissolved on 15 May 1943 by its Executive Committee then fitting in 
Moscow,  See also McLane (58), pp. 160-161,  Indeed, I suspect that 
this may be an oblique reference by Mao to the little appx'eciatad 
likelihood that Chiang K'ai-shek owes not only his release from kid- 
nap in December 19 36 but even his life not to Chou En-lai and the 
other members of the CCP Politburo—as announced at the time and still 
generally believed—but rather to direct and urgent representations 
from Moscow,  The apparent discrepancy between the direct and.contem- 
porary evidence for this likelihood was only revealed subsequently and 
in a relatively obscure source by Snow.  Edgar Snow, Random Notes 
on Red China (1936-194 5)  (mimeographed, Cambridge:  Harvard University 
Press, 1947).  The conventional interpretation is best expressed by 
McLane (58), 79-91, in the most recent detailed survey of the evidence. 
However McLane's otherwise comprehensive study omits Snow's contri- 
bution which tends to resolve what even McLane recognizes as certain 
obscure discrepancies. 

Commun 

25        . . , 
For details see B. Whaley, Foreign Press Monitoring in 

ist  Countries  (forthcoming,  1965),  Chapter \flil,  "China"f 

I 
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However, Yenan's international communications were often slow. 

The Seventh Congress of the Communist International (Comintern) was 

held in Moscow in July and August 1935, Yet it was not until Sept- 

ember of the following year -«rhat a copy of the detailed proceedings 

finally reached the CCP leadership in Paoan. As Edgar Snow—who was 

26 there at the time—says: 

It was these reports which brought to the Chinese 
Communists for the first time the fully developed 
thesis of the international anti-Fascist united front 
tactics—tactics which were to guide them in their 
policy during the exciting months ahead,... And once 
more the Comintern was to assert its will in  the 
affairs of China..., 

Snow gives a furthar striking example of the degree cf the th«n 

current communications isolation from the fountainhead cf international 

27 Communism:' 

Incidentally, I happered to be in Pao An one day when 
some Inprecorrs [official journal of thj Comintern] 
arrived, and I saw Lo Fu, the American-educated secretary 
of the Central Committee eagerly devouring them. He 
mentioned casually that he had not seen a copy of 
Inprecorr for nearly three years! 

In 19 36 the Chinese Communiscs managed to maintain virtually 

continuous radio links with all major Chinese cities—including 

Shanghai, Hankow, Nanking, and Tientsin—despite frequent discovery 

and seizure of their metropolitan transmitters by KMT police.  Fur- 

thermore, Chou En-lai told Edgar Snow in June 1936 that the KMT had 

26Snow (38), ?8»v-5, 

27Snow (38), 38U, 

i 
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nev«r succee^sd  in breaking the  Red Army*8  radio codes  since they 

fiad first established their radio department with  captured sets. 2G 

2 8 Snow (38), 44.  As previously noted, the establishment 
of the Red Army radio service occurred in 1931, 
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C,  THE 10PULAR FROMTj  1937-19U5 

On 7 July 19 37 Japanese force? began a series of attacks in 

China that signalled the beginning of the Sino-Japanese War.  This 

action brought a swift formation of a KMT-CCP Anti-Japanese Popular 

Front toward which the two groups '■ad been moving slowly since the 

Communist-engineered kidnapping of Generalissimo Chiang K'ai-shek 

the previous December.  Communist military energies were now directed 

mainly against the Japanese invaders, using the occasion to further 

enlarge, train,and test their armies while proceeding to expand and 

consolidate their "xvil control.  On paper, the Red Army was made 

pai  of the Nationalist forces and was redesignated the (Nationalist) 

Eighth Route Army (Pa-lu ch'ün). Similarly, the Soviet Government 

was formally abolished and brought into the Nationalist administra- 

tive setup as the "Shensi-Kansu-Ninghsia Border Area Government.,, 

When the Japanese seized Peiping (known as Peking only when 

serving as the capital) the Communist's   an "underground railway" 

was apparently not functioning too effectively.  Teng Ying-ch'ao, 

the wife of Chou En-lai» was then secretly there being treated for 

tuberoulssis in a suburban temple whence she fled (disguised as a 

peasant woman> to Peking where the Communist underground contacted 

Edgar Snow (who as we have already noted had contacts with them 

dating back to 1936). To smuggle such a desirable prize out fro«: 

occupied Peiping in July, Snow took her by train disguised as his 

serving-girl to nearby Tientsin where she boarded a ship for passage 
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29 
to a still-free Chinese port. 

The first foreign visitor to reach Yenan following the out- 

break of the Sino-Japanese War was the New Zealand journalist, 

James Bertram, who re-entered Red Territory in late September 19 37 

and Yenan in October-November that same year.  He was followed by 

the persons indicated below: 

2) Agnes Smedley re-entered the Red Base following medical treat- 

ment in Sian in late September J.937, 

3) Marine Captain Evans Fordyce Carlson, then a U.S. Naval Intelli- 

gence Officer, observed the Communist areas including Yenan in 

December 1937 and again in April-May 1938,  A superb soldier, 

he was Colonel of the 2nd Regiment of the 2nd Marine Division in 

the South Pacific in World War II, but assisted Communist fronts 

between his retirement es Brigadier General and death in 1914 7, 

U) Mrs» Violet Olivia Cressy-Marcks, distinctly non-Communist 

famed Briwish geographer-explorer-archeologist, the first 

English guest of Mao Tse-tv.ng, engage in collecting oriental 

rugs and Russian icons un.ril her recent death, 

5) Miss Ilona Ralf Sues, a Polish free-lance journalist, and 

6) Charles Higgins, her American colleague, visited Yenan about 

March 19 38. 

29 Wales (39), 296, alludes to Mme. Chou's escape but conceals 
her husband's role.  The detailed stor/ is recounted by Snow (tl), 6-fl, 
23, He gives some additional information in Snow (61), 72-73«  Mme. 
Chou, a veteran of the LOK' March, was then Chief of the Women's Work 
Department of the CCP and a Vice-Chairman of the Govarnmant, 
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7)  Haldore E. Hanson, then an AP correspondent, visited Red China 

three times between May and September 1938. He wcs in the FAO 

when "riffed" in 1953 soon after being namer* by  Joseph McCarthy 

i.3 a '*security risk," 

Even Mao's earlier plea for doctors for his army was now ans- 

• ->-.<:  by the arrival in late March 1938 of Canadian CP member Dr. 

No en Dethune sent by the joint orders of the Communist Parties of 

30 
the USA and Canada.   He founded a field hospital service in Red 

China,which followinp. Dr. Bethune's death from septicemia on 13 

November 1939 became the famous Bethune International Kaee Hospital, 

Other foreign doctors  oined the staff of this or other hospitals in 

the Red base area, over the years:  Dr. Richard Brown, a Canadian 

on vhree months' leave from the Methodist Mission Hospital at Hankow, 

arrived in Yenan in April 19 38 with Bethune's equipment and supplies 

=7 

i- 

Nominally sent under the auspices of The American Canadian 
League for Peace and Democracy,  Mao Tse-tung, "In Memory of Norman 
Bethune" (21 December 13 39), in Selected Works, Vol. Ill (New York: 
International Publishers, 195U), pp. lO^-b, 2bl.  For Dr. Bethune's 
biography see Sydney Gordon &nA.  Ted Allan, The Scalpel, the Sword 
(London:  Hale, 1954),  See also Harrison Forman, Report from ited 
China (New York:  Henry Holt, 19US), p. U9, and Peabody inb) t  p, 
TinrST Norman Bethune was born in Ontario in 1890, ended the Great 
War in France with Royal Canadian Flying Corps as a junior medical 
officer (not as Surgecn-General as some sources have it), visited 
Moscow briefly in 1935, worked as a Loyalist surgeon in Spain in 
1936-37 (pioneering in blood-bank transfusions), joined the Canadian 
Communist Party in Toronto in 1937, and left Canada for China on 
2 January 1938,  Bethune was evidently enly once in Yenan, for three 
weeks in April 1938, immediately following his arrival in the 
Communist region. 
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and Accompanied him into the field« *  The elderly progressive 

Belgian Cethclic priest, Father Vincent Lebbe, served the Eighth 

Route Army with his Christian medical unit in 1939 or slightly be- 

31 fore. *■ A group of four Indian physicians was working there ^t the 

time of Snow's second visit in September 1939« 31a Two Soviet sur- 

geons (Dr. Andrew Orlov and a Dr. Gogov) entered via Lanchow about 

19H2 with Nationalist permission and apparently left in 1945. 32 

And in 194(4 an "anti-Nazi" German physicianf Hans Mueller, served 

in Venan.32a 

• 

30aGordon and Allan (54), 159, 164, 261, Brown left for 
Hankow in mid-July 1938. 

31 On Lebbe see Edgar Snow, The Battle for Asia (New Yorks 
1941), pp. 268. 282; Raymond De Jaegher ano Irene Korbally Kuhn, 
T-? E-<!!-y -fth-" (Garden City, N.Y.:  Doubleday, 1953), pp. 14-16, 
173, 2'JÖ, 215-219, 225.  Lebbe was soon disillusioned with the Reds 
and moved his medical team into nearby Nationalist areas. He was 
captured and many of his group liquidated by the Reds in March-April, 
H« was released on the person?! intervention of Chiang K'ai-shek 
but died two months later of a longstanding illness. 

a0ne of these, a Dr. Kotnis, alpo died in the Red area, 
d Allan (54), xv, 195, 216, 217. 

31 

Gordon a^ 

32 On the Soviet doctors see Peabody (45), pp. 2457, 2469, 

32a Peabody (45), 2467. 
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In 1939 the Nationalists placed a virtual ban on travel to 

Yenan, Edgar Snow's second trip there (again via Sian) in mid-Sept- 

ember 1939 representing perhaps the last one until May 19U4 when the 

Nationclists admitted the first of several waves of foreign journal- 

ists.33 

On 22 July 19'+'* the OSS and US Army opened in Yenan a joint 

observer unit, the U.S. Army Observer Section, initially consisting 

of Colonel David D, Barrett as CO, the late John Stewart Service of 

the State Department, Major Roy Cromley, and Major Melvin Casberg (M,D.)( 

This post, with decreases a.id rubstantial increases in staff, continued 

3U to operate until after the war. 

Although these western Communists and fellow-travellers and 

observers were an important element in the international communica- 

tions of tne Yenan regime, they were second in importance and trivial 

in numbers compared with the large number of other Asian Communists 

McLane (58), pp. 2n, InSn, ^73, 175, 215n. .See Sncw («♦!), 
pp. 251-252, 259-261, for details of Nationalist blockade organiza- 
tion and procedures and efforts to evade this.  For the May IS^ trip 
which included Günther Stein, Harrison Forman, Israel Epstein,and TASS 
China Bureau Chief, N. ^rotsenko, see Whaley, Soviet Journalists in 
China (draft, 1964) 

I 
3l*Elizabeth P. MacDonald  Undercover Girl (New York: Macmillan, 

19U7), p. 161.  Former journalist. Miss Montgomery, was with the OSS's 
Morale (i.e. "black") Operations Branch section in Kunming at the time 
and gives considerable details of Nationalist, French, and U.S. guer- 
rilla operations in wartime China.  OSS Director Donovan contributes 
his endorsement in the form of the Introduction.  See also Günther 
Stein, The Challenge of Red China (New York:  McGraw-Hill, 1945), p. 
3'>7.  For a highly partisan criticism of this outpost see Claire Lee 
Chennault, Way of a Fighter (New York:  Putnam's, 19U9), pp. 317-318. 
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in Yen*n during th« Sino-JapAnes« War.  During that period at least 

thra* major groups of Asian comrades were nurtured in Yenan and all 

contributed leading elements—virtually partial shadow governments— 

to the Communist parties of their respective countries] Japan, 

Korea, and Indochina» These early associations of foreign Communist 

leaders with the present Chinese Communist leaders continue to have 

far reaching effects in these countries and in their relationship to 

international Communist relations.  Nosaka Sanzo, the prominent Jap- 

anese Communist leader and Comintern Executive Committee member who 

h«d been in Moscow sincfc 1931, was secretly smuggled in April i9U0 

from Moscow to Yenan where he remained hidden under the name of 

•'Lin Che" until 19U3 when he "surfaced" publically as Director of 

the Japanese People's Emancipation League under his old Comintern 

nom de guerre of "Susumu Okano." Nosaka was soon appointed chief 

wf the Japanese Section of the Psychological Warfare Department of 

the Eighth Route Army,  It was only then that his presence became 

known to the i.S, intelligence community in Yenan and to resident 

35 and visiting foreigners, ' an illuminating commentary on the fre- 

quent confident conclusions by Yenan visitors that because no Rus- 

sians were visible, no Moscow influence existed. 

35 
Nosaka Sanzo, "The Era of Susumu Okano," in Rodo Hyoron« 

July 1949,   as  cited  in Roger Swearingen  and Paul  Lange"; 'Klft HAg 
in Japan (Cambridge:    Harvard University Press, 1952), p.'7^', 
Nosaka left Yenan--with U.S.  Air Force assistance—for Japan on 
IG  September 19U5.     CL.ce  195 8 he has been Chairman of  the CC/JCP. 
Swearingen and Langer (52), pp.   75-76,  113-115.       See  also Formen 
(U5),  pp.   104,,   110-113,   211, s 
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Similarly, the Korean Communist, Mu Chong (Chinese name: Mu 

Ting), was in Yenan from at least 1939 as leader of «n elite group 

of 300 Korean Communists. After the war he headed the so-called 

36 
Yenan faction in the North Korean regime until being purged in 1950, 

And Ho Chi Minh and other Indochinese Communists were operating with 

37 
both Chinese Communists and Nationalists near the Indochinese border. 

Describing Eighth Route Army operations against the Japanese in 
l 

mountainous Shansi province in 1937, the Acting Chief of Staff told 

38 
Capt, Evans Carlson; 

Our men move in mobile units which seldom exceed six | 
hundred men in strength.  Each unit carries its own 
radio plant, so that its movements can be coordinated 
by the division commander.  These units are constantly 
raiding the Japanese lines of communication, attacking 
garrisons and ambushing columns on the maroh.  The people 
help to keep us informed of the movements of the enemy, 
Superior information, mobility and a determination to 
prevail are our chief assets, 

- 
i 
5 

—————— 
36 
Chong-Sik Lee, "Korean Communists and Yenan", China Quarterly« 

No, 9 (Jan,-Mar, 1962), pp. 182-192, 

37See Chapter V below for Ho Chi Minh's relations with the 
Chinese Communists, I 

i 
38 
Evans Fordyce Carlson, Twin Stars of China (New York: Dodd, 

Mead, 1940), pp, 76-77, Hereinafter cited as Carlson (UOb),  Conver- 
sation around 16 December 1937 with Tso Ch'uan, Chu Teh's Acting Chief 
of Staff, at Eighth Route Army Headquarters then s^Tie 20 miles north 
of Linfeng in southern Shensi,  Killed in action in 19«*2,  In January 
19 38 Carlson was on the march with a bietalion in Shensi and it did 
indeed have one "radio station", with its headquarters detachment. 
Carlson (UOb), 106,  See also Evans Fordyce Carlson, The Chinese Arroy 
(New York:  Institute of Pacific RelationSy 1940), p. 28. where he 
notes that:  "In the areas where [Nationalist and Communist] guerrilla 
operations are conducted the mobile guerrilla units are usually sup- 
plied with radio sending and receiving sets," This previous book by 
Carlson is hereinafter cited as Carlson (UOa). 
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In June 19 38 Captain Car]son was at the headquarters of the 

Shansi-Chahar-Hopei Provisional Government located on Mount Wu-t'ai. 

39 He describes one of the two newspapers then produced at Wu-t'ai ass 

«••a [daily] four sheet mimeograph affair which 
contained not only local items but a resume of 
current developments of the Japanese push towards 
Hankow, gleaned from the daily radio news letter 
sent out from Eighth Route Army headquarters. 

These latter headquarters were then located near Linfeng, some 300 

air miles distant in Shensi province.  Unfortunately, Carlson does 

not state how this monitored radio report was delivered to Wu-t'ai, 

although it was probably via radio. 

On the same occasion Carlson was told that one way by which 

the local civilians aided the Communist regulars was by stealing 

telephone wire from the Japanese in order both to disrupt their 

communications and to augment the Communists' supply of telephonic 

llQ 
equipment.   He also learned that the Border Government had its 

own central purchasing bureau operating inside Japanese-occupied 

41 territoiy buying such needed articles as radio equipment. 

39 Carleon (UOb), 222, 230.  The newspaper described was one 
just delivered to Nieh Jung-chen, the then military commander in 
Wu-t'ai-shan, and now (1961») a Marshal of the PLA and meiroer of the 
CC/CCP. 

"Carlson (UOb), 223.  Interview at Wu-t'ai in June 1938 with 
P'eng Chen, Director of the People's Movement there,  P'eng Chon 
was a member of the Politburo from 1945 until purged in 1966. 

^Carlson (UOb), 223.  Interview at Wu-t'ai in June 1938 with 
Nieh Jung-chen, then the local military commander. 
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Radio equipment was also acquired at this time by capture from 

the Japanese,  The importance of such capture is illustrated by the 

«stress given it by Liu P^ -ch'eng in a description of a major engage- 

ment (in 1337?) between his main detachment and the Japanese in which 

42 he summed up the gains as: 

This victory gave us fifty horses, a quantity of 
rifles, and ammunition and several, radio sets.  In 
this operation we relied on the people to bring us 
information, and they did not fail us. 

Capture was the principal means of arms replenishment for the 

the Eighth Route Army,  The Japanese Army and its puppet forces wer- 

probably the main source—as in their defeat of two Japanese divisions 

at the Battle of P'ing-hsin-kuan in September 19 37 which netted them 

considerable arms—although a U,S. Military Intelligence report 

U2a commented that: 

It was, however, not so much occasional victories over 
the Japanese that contributed to the supply of arms to 
the Communist fores«, as the defeats suffered by the 
regular Central Array and provincial forces which opposed 
the Japanese in the initial stage of the war.  Tens of 
thousands of rifles were left by fallen and fleeing 
Chinese soldiers on the battle fields in Shansi, Hopeh, 
Chahar, and Suiyuan,  The Chinese Communists collected 
vast quantities of these abandoned arms and munitions, 
and used them to replenish their own supplies and to arm 
guerrilla units and local self-defense corps which they 
organized among the peasants. 

U2 
Carlson (UOb), 93,  Conversation in December 1937 with 

General Liu Po-ch'eng, then commander of the 192nd Division at 
Ch'in-chou in Shensi province,  Liu is now (1860) a Marshal in the 
PLA and has been a member of the Politburo since 1956, 

l*2aPeabody (45), 2333. 

I 
I 

«MS^| 
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Aithough the Soviet Government gave extensive arms aj.d to 

China tatwe«.n 1938 and laui» all of this equipment—and the accom- 

panying military advisory mission personnel—were provided only to 

the Central Government which did not choose to pass any of it along 

42b 
to the Chinese Communists, 

On his four trips in 1937 and 1938 into the Communist-held 

regions, Captain Carlson observed or learned many details of the 

Eighth Route Army's communication networks.  For example in January 

1938 he noted a telephone link between Liao-chou, the headquarters 

of the 129th Division in Shansi and a brigade headquarters 2U miles 

43 distant.   Again in July 1938 he found that the regional government 

in Wu-tfai (in Shansi province) was in regular radio communication 

with the political and military headquarters (at Jen-chiu) of the 

Central Hopei district of the Shansi-Chahar-Hopei Provisional Gov- 

ernment 130 miles away, and that the latter headquarters were linked 

44 
by "both radio and wire communication" with its own sub-districts. 

In 1937-38 when the Htn Brigade of the Eighth Route Army was 

created in South Shantung province in uneasy alliance with both the 

Central Government 69th Army regulars end  the Central Government 

guerrillas, it had only one radio transmitter, which presumably gave 

U 0 K 
See the author's Soviet and Chinese Clandestine Arms Trade 

(draft, 1964), Chapter IV, Section 3, on Soviet arms aid to China, 

^Carlson (40b), 100. 

^Carlson (kOb), ?4M. 
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contact with Eighth Routa Army headquarters as well as with single 

transmitters also possessed by the other two collaborating forces. 

This radio network was used by the Nationalist Government's Military 

Affairs Commission to coordinate all Chinese military and civilian 

groups in South Shantung,  It also seems *-hat the Brigade's lewer 

headquarters had radio receivers as well.  These receivers brought 

them news bulletins and speeches from the Central Government as well 

as--one presumes—orders and  news from Brigad« Headquarters,  In ad- 

dition the Brigade operated the "best network" of (radio?) "comnu.ni- 

Cation stations" in several key places for the collection of mili- 

tary intelligence.  Virtually all radios and replacement parts were 

of Japanese manufacture and were obtained (by purchase?) from the 

45 
Japanese-controlled cities. 

During this period the Eighth Route Army had attached to all 

its units, the hsiao kuei (^N 5| "little devils"), boys of 10-15 

years in uniform who performed numerous auxiliary tasks such ar 

orderlies, nurses, merss-boys, buglers.  They also functioned in com- 

munications.  For example, in December 193? Captain Carlson was 'ic- 

companied on the march by one such boy of thirteen who has just 

graduated from a radio school and was or. his way from Eighth Route 

Army headquarters to a field assignment,  Carlson notes that^Oc- 

casionally I would hear him muttering to himself: 'Dit-da-dit, da- 

da-da, dit-dit-da-dit,' as he endeavored to keep fresh in his mind 

^Wang Yu-chuan, "The Organization of a Typical Guerrilla 
Area in South Shantung", p. 120, in Carlson (^0a). 
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\he  rcadio code. „H6 

In 1936 Edgar Snow was told a story, by the Commander of the 

15th Army Corps, or  *. "little devil" in his unit who was regularly 

used as a courier at the front, 

ile waes given some messages to carry, and on the way he 
had to circle round & pao (fort) held by the enemy.  In- 
stead of taking the mountain path, he deliberately took 
th« main road that led right in front of the enemy guns 
on the fort, hs  soon as thay saw him the Whites [Nation- 
alists] sent out a squad of cavalry to pursue him but he 
had a fast horse and rodt bareback, and he left th^m far 
behind.  "He always does this," Hsu complained, "but he 
is the best dispatch-rider on the front." 

During World War II the commani net of the Chinese Communist 

forces acccrdaa with the following description: 

6Carlson (UOb)  89.  See also Snow (38), U2-U3, 213, 265, 
331-7, 361.  This was the popular -»-erm by which they were generally 
known.  Alternatively they were jailed "little Red devils".  Officii- 
ally they were the Young Vanguards (Shao-nien Hsien-feng Tui), a part 
of the Communist Youth Corps.  Klaus ri. Pringsheim, "The Functions of 
the Chinese Communist Youth Lecgues (1920-19U9) ,"  China Quarterly, 
No. 12 (Oct.-Dec. 1962), pp. 75-91. 

"i T 
Snow (38), 3U1.  Co.iversation with Hsü Hai-tung at the 

Ninghsia-Kansu front in September 1936.  Hsü is now (1955) a member 
of the CC/CCP and National Defense Council. 

Theodore H. White and Annalee Jacoby, Thunder Out of China 
(New York:  William Sloane, 19U5), p. 206-207.  By agreem*pt with the 
Nationalists, the Communists were limited to their original three 
divisions of about 45,000 men.  During this period they expanded to 
nearly a half million, but retained the original three division 
structure as a legalistic cover. 
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Communist regulars operated in bands of three to four 
hundred men each.  Each band was linked to another band 
and to headquarters either by telephone or by radio. Each 
commar'l was regional rather than mobile.  The various 
comma..Js pyramided into subdistricts and full districts, 
which were in turn responsible to the three original div- 
isioncil headquarters.,. [that] reported back to the general 
staff in Yenan, which was commanded by Chu Teh.  Ccmruanderr 
of the various districts and fjubdistricts flicked their 
scattered bands about the map like & train dispatcher routing 
express trains.  Any number of he.nds could concentrate swiftly 
for an attack in clusters up to fifteen or twenty thousand 
men and then as quickly dissolve and return to their homes. 
If a Japanese column struck into the hills on a foraging or 
mopping up operation, spies instantly reported its movement 
to a district headquarters.  The commander studied the enemy's 
line of march and considered his own troop dispositilons,  he 
issued orders by radio, telephone, or runner, and f^m tlje 
hills and villages a dozen guerrilla bands, falling In the 
enemy's extended columns, would prick and draw blook from 
his flanks like matadors with a bull.  These bands could not 
remain concentrated for large operacicnc, because they de- 
pended on the people of specific localities for support;  it 
was impossible to keep striking masses maneuverable without 
establishing dumps of food and ammunition that would have been 
much too tempting to an enemy with vehicles and artillei-y» 
Each band drew its nourishment from the district in which it 
lived, not from a gen--fal supply system.  The dispersion of the 
Communist forces was their great strength and also their great 
weakness.  The Japanese could not catch enough of them at one 
time to do any harm.  The guerrillas nad no single industrial 
or military base whose loss would make them vulnerable as a 
whole.  But they likewise could not challenge any important 
Japanese garrison post or Japanese control of the railway 
system defended by earthworks and heavy armament.  Though they 
could blunt a Japanese spearhead or turn it aside, they could 
not stop it. 

At this time, the widely -scattered units of the Communist forces 

were integrated into a system of local governments, termed "liberated 

regions" by the Communists.  By the summer of 194i» there were 18 such 
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ICCAI governments. This entire system: 
49 

...was co-ordinated from Yenan.  A radio and courier net- 
work linked all Communist centers from Hainan in the south 
to the outskirts of Manchuria. The radios were an amateur 
patchwork of broken Japanese sets, second-hand tubes, and 
makeshift materials.  But the codes, which were excellent, 
baffled both the Kuomintang and the Japanese, and these 
communications bound together with iron cords of discipline 
the eighteen local governments in a coalition that seemed 
at times a shadow government and at times the most effective 
fighting instrument of the Chinese people. 

Ninety per cent of the vast Communist-controlled area was 
marked on the map as Japanese-held.  It is true that Japa- 
nese garrisons and lines of communication laced the entire 
fabric;  it is true that in no single liberated region did 
the Communists hold more than a few hundred miles of land 
completely clear of the enemy| it is true that almost every 
government center they established was a mobile command post 
ready to move or fight with the troops on &  few hours' notice. 
But each of theee governments was able to collect taxes, pass 
laws,, fight the enemy, arm the peasants, and create a loyalty 
to its leadership that endured whatever savagery the Japanese 
marshaled against it. 

From its earliest days the Chinese Red Army encouraged the de- 

velopment of local militia (Red Guards) to serve various auxilliary 

functions for the regular units.  During the Sino-Japanese War, a 

militia (min-ping) was first put on a regular basis and was comprised 

of the more politically dedicated members of the local peasantry and 

was in turn supported by the civil defense Anti-Japanese Self Defense 

50 Corps.   Among other duties, the militia served as the eyes and ears 

49 White and Jacoby (4Ü), 200-201. 

On the history of the Chinese Communist mili .ia organization 
before liberation, see John Gittings, "China's Militia," China Quarterly. 
No. 18 (Apr-June 1954), pp. 100-103;  Ting Li, Militia of Communist 
China (Kowloon:  Union Research Institute, 1955); and Israel Epstein, 
China's Unfinished Revolution (New York:  1947), pp. 172-182. 
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ot the Eighth Route Army regulars, its sentries keeping watch for 

Japav ■•se and Nationalist troop movements and relaying such informa- 

tion from village-to-villa^e by their lookouts scationed at line-of- 

sight intervals who signallad using poles by day and fires by night. 

These warnings were passed directly to the threatened villages. 

And, if the situation warranted, any near-by Eighth Route regular 

units were notified either by courier or by tve telephone ; etvorks 

built and manned by the militia.  However, I know of no instance of 

the militia having radio transmitters, one indication of the scarcity 

of such equipment which was husbanded by the regular army units. 

In general, the organizational, geographical, supply, transpor- 

tation, and comm'.nicstiOüS structure of the Eighth Route Army and 

51Epstein (U?), 175, 177, 

i 

Border Government remained little changed throughout the Sino-Japaneae 

War and closely resembled that in the earlier Chinese Red Army and 

state.  True, the organization became somewhat more bureaucratized, 

the area of geographical control expanded, the size of the army and 

civil population increased markedly, loca industry increased its 

output of clothing, paper, munitions, and both more and better trans- 

portation and communications equipment became available.  Indeed, the 

Chinese Communists were now sufficiently numerous, well-supplied, and 

unified to challenge the Nationalists for control of all China in the 

post-World War II. period. 

~t*f* i^= 
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D,  THE SECOND CIVIL WAR:  19U5-19U9 

V-J D*y signalled the formal reopening of the Chinese Civil 

War.  The Chinese Communists themselves termed this phase the "War 

of Liberation", and on 5 March 19U7 the Eighth Route and other nomin- 

ally "Nationalist" armies weie appropriately renamed the People's 

Liberation Army (PLA), 

In a general report on the military situation delivered 25 Dec- 

ember 19U7 to the CC/CCP, Chairman Mao enunciated the following 

53 "principle of operation" among others: 

Replenish our strength with all the arms and most of the 
personnel captured from the enemy.  Our army's main 
sources of manpower and materiel are at the front. 

This reestablished the principle by which the old Red Army of the 

20's and 30's had countered the rapid attrition of it's manpower. 

Although Mao is not explicit on this point, one may assume that 

captured Neu.ionalist communications equipment and operators were 

also pressed into immed-att use by the PLA,  This surely must have 

been true of the numerous complete Nationalist regiments and divisions 

Mao Tse-tung, "The Present Situation and Our Tasks" (25 Dec, 
19U7) in Selected Military Writings of Mao Tse-tun^ (Peking; Foreign 
Languages Press, 1S63), p. 3>48, 

See op, cit,, pp, 27, 29, for an earlier reference (in a re- 
port titled "The Struggle in the Chingkang Mountains" of 25 Nov, 1928 
by Mao to the CC/CCP):  "The Red Army is l.^e a furnace in which all 
captured soldiers are transmuted the moment they come over," 



I 

Rigg (52), 5-6.  See also pp. 18?, 184, 272-278, et passim. 
for details and statistics.  For example, 133 radio sets were among 
the Japanese military equipment that, according to Nationalist sources, 
were taken by the Soviets from the Japanese Army in Manchuria,  Col. 
Rigg implies that many of these set" may have been handed over to the 
PLA by the Russians who were then equipping Lin Piao's field army in 
Manchuria from captured Japanese Army materiel. 

5MbRigg»(52), 3-U. 

:; 

I 
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that were brought over intact by their commanders, as for rsxampl« 

the 2 5 divisions of General Fu Tso-yi which were incorporated en 

masse in Feoruary 19U9.  Speaking of that period. Col. Rigg concluded 

that the PLA was the only army in modern times that had "completely 

equipped itself from captured material"; but as a direct consequence 

of reliance on Japanese and Nationalist (i.e., U.S. and Soviet) equip- 

ment, possessed "a greater variety and conglomeration of weapons and 

equipment than any other military force in the world today."  a 

Writing of the period 1945-1948 when he was Assistant U.S. Mili- 

tary Attache in China, Rigg observed that lower echelon command posts 

including even at battalion level were most difficult to recognize 
1<4b because of the informality:v 

You come upon three serious looking officers sitting cross- 
legged before a soiled and wrinkled Japanese map that is 
spread on the ground.  A tommy-gunner lurks nearby.,,. Dis- 
mounted messenger traffic flows in and out....  Suddenly there 
is a written message from the rear and as the officer reads it 
you notice that the message is written on the back s:de cf an 
old wall poster....  A word or two is exchanged and two of the 
officers look questionably at the third.  The commissar nc-^s.... 
[The map] is folded and stuffed into a worn leather case.  The 
♦-hree men rise... [and] the battalion command post moves for- 
ward quietly and without fanfare. 
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Even the higher headquarters of the PLA in the field were readily 

identified by "the number of field telephone wires which, hastily 

strung, lead into a farmhouse.  The army commander squats on some 

sacks while a subordinate yells into a U.S. field telephone, of 

which this army has thousands."01*0 

Even the headquarters of the highest echelon, the field army 

headquarters, were characterized by their absence of encumbering 

paraphernalia.  The command post of General Liu Po-cheng's Second 

SUd Field Army was known as the most mobile of all: 

Late in the China Civil War his CP could be packed 
up in one hour and the maps, radios, and telephones 
loaded on a few horses or carried in two carts. 
General Liu Po-cheng's command post was rarely 
established in a town or village.  Enemy fighters 
and bombers gave up trying to find it. 

As recently as the Korean War in 1951» the PLA was still largely 

dependent on verbal orders carried by messengers to units from divi- 

sions on down. Although this might appear to grant a measure of in- 

dependence to lower echelon commanders and certainly saved much of 

the time-consuming clerical operations common to conventional armies, 

5Ue Col. Rigg concluded that; 

540 

SUd 

Rigg (52), U. 

Rigg (52) , 4-5. 

54eRigg (52), 177.  See also p. 195. 
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The PLA does not have the excellence of communications 
or the quantity and quality of radio equipment that is 
common to Western army units. Furthermore, the Chinese 
have big organizations and there are many battalions to 
be finally instructed, ordered, and redirected in combat. 
The net result is that control and coordination over a 
wide frontage is clumsy, slow, and lacking in flexibility. 
Red battalions often act and react on the initiative of 
their own commanders, but as a coordinated group of teams 
they lack excellence. 

Even at company level, communications facilities were so poor—no 

"walkie-talkie" radios even by the time of Chinese entry into the 

Korean War—that they were forced to rely on the time-honcred, simple 

5Uf 
signals orders conveyed by bugles and whistles. 

It is during this period that the Chinese Communist army moved 

rapidly out of its guerrilla phase.  It soon became occupied with con- 

ventional infantry operations with division and corps as its main op- 

erational units and full-scale conventional attack—including urban 

siege assault--as its strategy and tactics. 

Rigg (52), 213-2m. The message content of these signals 
in Korea in March 1951 was limited to calif, to attack, to withdraw, 
etc., according to General Robert H. Soule, CG of the 3rd U.S. Army 
Division there. 

See references in f.n. 69, below.  Also F. Liu, A Military 
History of Modern China;  192U-19U9. (Princeton;  Princeton University 
Press, 1956). Although otherwise an excellent monograph, this latter 
work virtually ignores questions of military communications, tnns- 
portätion, supply, and intelligence.  On modernization during this 
period, see als^ Rigg (52), 100, 322. 

=- 

• ^ -rsa. jäe_S=^.- 
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It is also during this period that the Chinese Communists cap- 

tured their first urban areas wi^h complex modern internal telephone 

and telegraphic networks.  Finally, between October 19US and October 

19U9 with the fall of the metropolitan centers of Mukden, Peking, 

Shanghai, and Canton, their control over the means of international 

radio, telegraphic, and transport was obtained. 

At this point the Chinese Communists ceased to be guerrillas 

and, therefore, move outside the purvue of this paper. 

eg 
For some post-19U9 data on aspects of Communist China's 

international communications see B. Whaley, Foreign Press Monitoring 
in Communist Countries (forthcoming, 1966), ChaptT VIII ("China") 
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E.  MEDIA 

This section will discuss topically—rather than, as before, 

chronologically—the various communications used by the Chinese 

guerrillas. 

1.  Couriers 

How fast is a Chinese couri«-" by various means of travel, over 

various types of terrain under various constraints of enemy action? 

Despite the obvious relevance of this question, I do not know of any 

directly apt data.  However, we do have some evidence about general 

means of convevance for Chinese Communist troop movement.  Although 

the following detail is excessive to establish indirect evidence for 

the speed of couriers, it serves also to illustrate direct.1 y the types 

of coordinated troop movement with which all the media must b^ able 

to keep pace. i 

For example, by foot, the Chinese Communist columns retreating 

from Nan-chang in August 192 7, marched 6 0 to 100 li (about 2C-33 

miles) per day for five days over difficult Kiangsi terrain and un- 

der gruelling conditions until they reached Fu-chou, one day behind 

schedule.  The march-rate south of Fu-chou was readjusted to 40-50 

li (13-17 miles) per day, which was deemed to be a "relatively lei- 

•, H     57 surely" pace. 

C. Martin Wilbur, "The Ashes of Defeat," China quarterly. No. 
18 (Apr.-June 1964), pp. 12, 27, 28, quoting contemporary reports of 
Li Li-san and Chou I-ch'ün who, as Political Commissar of General Ho 
Lung's Independent Division, participated in the retreat.  Chou was 
reportedly executed by Mao Tse-tung in 1930 or 1931.  I.i is currently 
(ici6f) a full member of the CC/CCP. 

i 
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St«!id«rd march pace for Eighth Rout« rdgalars^-participatad 

in by Captain Carlson in 26 D«camb«r 19 37-January 19 38 in a group 

of 1*5 parsons carrying the standard UO pounds of weapons and sup- 

plies—vas: 

Day 

1 

2 

3 + 

Pace (m.p.h«) 

2.5 

3.3 (=10 li) 

3.3 

58 

25-30 

with brief stops every 3 or u hours.   That was a standard inarch rate, 

but when pressed, seasoned infantry units could march 60 and 70 miles 

59 per day,  a rate which could surely be matched by single couriers. 

58 
Carlson (UOb), 88-89, 106.  In an unpublished talk to foreign 

correspondents in Hankow on 7 March 1938, Carlson described &  one day's 
march"probably with the above unit—which covered 13 miles and climbed 
eight mountains, each man carrying 35 (sic)pounds of equipment.  Epstein 
(39), 202. ~~ 

59 
Carlson (UOb), 76,  Interview in December 1937 with Tso Ch'uan, 

8th Route Army Acting Chief of Staff.  Tso also stated that Japanese 
columns could not then exceed 20 miles per day because they habitually 
took their heavy equipment and artillery.  To overcome this disadvantage 
in mobility, the Japanese began in 1939 training thousand-man lightly- 
armed commando teams to conduct rapid deep penetration raids against 
8th Route Army command centers and isolated detachments.  This was told 
Israel Epstein (in 1944?) by Nieh Yung-chen, then commander-in-chief of 
the Shansi-Chahar-Hopei Liberated Area.  General Nieh noted that his 
improved tactic was defeated by the superior advance intelligence pos- 
essed by the Chinese.  Epstein (47), 158-160. 



60Snow (41), 3U5. 

6 1 
Epstein (47), 3U7-3U8.  This group, the "Chinese and Foreign 

Correspondents Press Party to the Northwest" included U.S. iiournalists 
Israel Epstein, Günther Stein, Harrison Forman and Maurice Votow, TASS- 
man N. Protsenko, a Roman Catholic priest, nine Chinese correspondents, 
and two Nationalist officials.  Dr. Melvin A. Casberg, a Maj^r in the 
U.S. Army Medical Corps who accompanied the group on this particular 
march, stated that even Ihe better trained Nationalist troops he had 
observed would have lost half their force in such a test and that the 
average ones could sustain a 30-mile-a-day pace for no more than two 
or three days. 

61aRigg (52), 153, 172-175. As Assistant Military Attache in China, 
19U5-1948, Lt. Col. Robert B. Rigg had close field contact with tho PLA. 
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Writing i-. 1941, but probably referring to conditions late in 

1939 at the time of hjs second visit to the Communist region, Ed^ar 

Snow states that "on attack march the Reds averaged 30 miles, day or 

night."60 | 

In the summer of 1944 a group of American and Chinese corres- 

pondents--all mounted--were escorted  in the Shansl-Suiyuan Liberated 

Area by a 250-man Eighth Routt Army infantry detachment v.hich, during 
- 
i 

the 3-week tour covered 20 miles a day "for eighte .i days and a couple 

of nights, sometimes rising and dropping 5000 feet twice in a single 

61 lap" w^th the drop-out of only thrie soldiers through illness or fatigue. 
i 

Col. Rigg, in his detailed account of PLA march training and 

practice, observed in the 1940^ that PLA battalion and smaller units 

could maintain the fast march rate of 50 miles a day and 20 to 30 miles 

at night.  To illustrate the movement of entire armies, he cites the 
i 

case of the difficult wintertime redeployment across primitive road 

networks of several of Lin Piao's armies which left Yihsien (south of 

Mukden in Manchuria) on 22 November 1948 and arrived at Fengtai (south 

of Peking) on 14 December.  The 600 mile march was covered in 22 days 
at the mean average rate of 2 7 miles per day,61a 

■ . . ._ ■ 
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2,  Telar" J», 

A key element in the development of effective communications 

in the Chinese Communist forces wcs the telephone.  Their equip- 

ment wis acquired alTiost entirely by capture:  in the early days 

from the Nationalists and, during the Sino-Japanese War, from the 

Japanese army. 

Even during the Long March in 1934-35, telephone served as an 

importanx supplement to radio for linking the several units in the 

main body commanded by Mao Tse-tung ^ind Chu Teh,  This telephonic 

raipment was brought all the way from Juichin in Kiangsi province 

to Paoan in Shensi and then in December 19 36 transferred wil.h head- 

quarters to nearby Yenan wher«   se "veteran wires" w-.;re still in 

62 
use as late as 1937. 

In one successfu1 operation by 432 members c, ^ local Woman's 

Self-Defense Corps against the Japanese communications betw^"'-. 

strong point at Peilu and Ankuc in Hopei province in March of 1342 

ov. 1943, the leader made the following remarks in the course of her 

6 3 
detailed account of this action: 

6 2 
Wales (J2), 72,  Transcript of her interview in Yenan in 

19 37 wi.h Hsu Meng-ch'iu, chief of the Rear Political Department 
and official historian of the Long March, 

" i 
''Forman (45), 156.  Interview in Yenan in summer 1944 by 

Formen with Miss Tang Cheng-kuo, leader of the raid and then director 
of the 1500 women in the Women's Self-Defense Corps of Nankuc-hsien 
in Chin-cha-chi, Hopei province. 

[ 
9 
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With my sentrie -, posted to warn us should the enemy come 
out from his strong points, I then divided my girls into 
squads of about a dozen each and gave them their assign- 
ments.  Some squads were to fell the telephone poles; 
others were to roll up the wire and carry it off--the 
army pays us well for telephone wire, you know.  Others 
were set to digging ditches across the highway, while 
still others planted mines to trap reinforcements, which 
could be expected as soon as it should be discovered *hat 
communications had been out. 

American correspondent Harrison Forman accompanied an Eighth 

Route Army detachment on an infiltration operation in i94U at the 

.toutheast corner of the Shan^i-Suiyuan base where, along the Lishih- 

Lanfene highway, he noted that thei^ were no telephone wires remain- 

ing on the poles lining the highway.  The Eighth Route regulars and 

their Min Ping irregulars "had so oft-»n stolen the wire in the night 

that the Japs had given up trying to maintain a telephone service,** 

Soon after, with another raidin«? party of the Eighth Route Army in 
i 

the mountainous terrain of central Shansi, Forman*s party was warned 

of the arrival of a Japanese force m one recently attacked village 

by the headman who was in telephone contact with the other village, 
c c 

six miles distant,  Forman noted that: 

The telephone instruments and miles of wire had all been 
captured from the Japs.  The line.;, laid mostly under- 
ground or skillf'illy hidden in the underbrush, provide an 
amazingly efficient intelligence network for prowling units 
of the Paluchun [Eighth Route Army] su  as ours. 

61 Forman (US), 215, and photo opposite p, 219 for picture of 
a telephone apparently captured during this raid on Japanese strong- 
points, 

65Forman (US), 227. 

V 
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Israel Epstein» *n American journalist for the Allied Labor News 

who accompanied Forman on this same trip through Shansi in the summer 

ES 
of 19«»«», observed that: 

Capture and repair had provided the Liberated Areas with a 
fine telephone system.  The Japanese had given u^ trying to 
conceal heir wires from the watchful eyes of the people and 
strung it in plain view, relying on threats and reprisals to 
keep it  s Intact as possible.  The guerrilla lines, on the 
contrary, ware carefully hidden by camouflage and the people's 
silence.  While traveling in Northwest Shansi we were amazed 
to find telephones in primeval villages at the back of beyond, 
with no sign of how they were connected. 

In their efforts to disrupt Japanese communications, the Commun- 

ists used their regular army, the local militia, and the conjon people 

to tear up Japanese-controlled rail and telephone wires,  Tha former 

were then used to supply iron for the numerous primitive small-arms 

factories and the wire was used to both build their own military tele- 

6 7 
phone networks and to provide copper for manufacturing. 

Writing of the Communist guerrilla operations in the Shansi- 

Chahar-Hopei Border Region at the time of his visit there about 19U2 

George Hogg noted that the three "necessary" parts of these operations 

weres  1) thorough organization of the entire local populace, 2) the 

"telephone system which straddles the countryside on rickety props," 

and 3) the reorganized postal service, with "'Airmail' letters marked 

by a chicken feather struck under the flap and sped from hand to hand 

by night and day,,.. „68 

66 

57 
Epstein (U7), 288. 

Epstein (U7), 109, 288, 

68 Hogg (4U), 21.  Hogg, a British pacifist, was then an INDUSCO 
official assigned to Northwest China. Hogg also mentions telegrams (p.19) 
linking General Nieh Jung-chen's Border Region Hq, with sub-headquarters 
and a "special messenger" (p.17) who brought across the lines a personal 
letter to Gen. Nieh from a Japanese commander concerning a Japanese prisoner. 
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3,  Telegraph 

The commercial telegraph was a major communication medium for 

the Chinese Communists, at least in certain places and during certain 

periods.  This is an unusual circumstance}  I ki.ow of no other under- 

ground-guerrilla case where telegraph was a significant medium.  This 

is, of course, because access to commercial or governmental telegraph 

line systems (as opposed to wireless telegraphy, which is for our pur- 

poses taken as equivalent to radio) normally implies participation in 

the open society.  Thus it was the CCP's collaboration with the KMT 

from 1923 to 1927 that gave them access to the urban telegraph offices 

in those cities under their joint control.  This unusual circumstance 

fully accounts for the CCP's frequent use of telegraph during the 

192 3-1927 periodP9 Similarly it would account for any CCP use of 

telegraph during the period of CCP-KMT rapprochement in the late ISaO's 

and also after 1949 when the CCP began to capture metropolitan  "inters. 

However, the above circumstance does not account for a ..umber of 

cases (see List 1) in which the Chinese Communists were reported to 

have continued exchanging telegraph messages during periods when they 

were fighting guerrilla warfare in the hinterland. 

69 North (53), 108, 117, arrd some individual examples on pp. 105 
(a Moscow to Hankow message on 1 June 1937), 114 (Shanghai to Canton 
and vice versa in August 1927), and 116 (Shanghai to Moscow in August 
1927). 
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G.  A WORD FOR THE FUTURE 

The Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) remains as in its 

guerrilla days a politically conscious army.  However, in terms of 

crg£ni?.ation, tactical mission, training and equipment it is now a 

more-or-lesa modern convantional army.  The transition in tactics 

and training to large field formations occurred during the Second 

Civil War (19U6-H9)i  that in equipment, during and after the Korean 

War (1950-present)j and that in organization, particularly in 1953- 

55,  Nevertheleis a guerrilla potential remains.  The guerrilla 

tradition is proudly inculcated in the new recruits, and all offi- 

cers who served before 1946^—the great majority of the still active 

marshalst generals, and senior-colonels—are former guerrillas,^ 

In addition the militia (min-ping)constitute—at least on paper-- 

a potential auxilliary guerrilla force in the event of invasion of 

the China Mainland,  This initially appeared to be particularly true 

of the intense "Everyone a Soldier" recruitment campaign launched in 

August 1958 that  by January 1959 had 220 million men and women en- 

rolled to be transformed into an "ocean of soldiers" trained and 

71 
equipped to repel an "imperialist" invasion.  Not surprisingly. 

70 
S, M, Chiu, "The Chinese Communist Army in Transition", Far 

Eastern Survey, v, 27, no, 11 (Nov, 1958), p. 168} Edgar O'Ballance, 
"The Chinese war Potential", Journal of the United Service Institution 
of India, v, 89, no. 376 (July-Sept, 1S59), pp, 2H5-5; A. Kashin, 
«Chinese Military Doctrine", Bulletin, Institute for the Study of the 
USSR,  v,   7,  no.   11  (Nov,   1960)   v,   39 ,  no.   232   (Dec,   l9ßöj,  p,   3I4Ö; 
Ellis Joffe, "The Conflict between Old and New in the Chinese Army," 
China Quarterly, No, 18 (Apr,-Jun '64), pp, 118-140, 

71 
Ting Li, Militia of Communist China (Kowloon; Union Res, Inst, 

1955); Richard L, Walker "The Chinese Red Army", New Republic, v. 136 
(13 May ,57), p. «42; O'Ballance (59), p, 2U7; Nanes (60), p. 333} Ralph 
L, Powell, "Everyone a Soldier: The Communist Chinese Militia", Foreign 
Affairs, v. 3S, no.il Oct 1960), pp, 100-111, 
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this campaign fared no better than the contemporary "Great Leap 

Forward" and Commune programs.  Less than 15% had received even 

elementary training and only half of those had even fired a rifle. 

In April 1960 the program was quietly deemphasized and soon, in the 

face of cadre apathy and pressing needs for agricultural production, 

training was virtually suspended and all automatic weapons and many 

72 rifles reassigned to the regular army. 

Thus we can assume that the Chinese Communists have—as do the 

Russians—a considerable potential for conducting a defensive guer- 

rilla warfare on their own terrain and we should presume that they 

have made datailed plans and preparations for such a contingency. 

Furthermore, in the event of such reconstitution of guerrilla war- 

fare in China itself, it is certain that they would from the start 

have something that no other beginning guerrilla movement has ever 

previously had, namely, an excellent communications system.  The 

Chinese Communist Army and state security apparatus today possesses 

better, more modern, and larger quantities of communications equip- 

ment and personnel than have any previous guerrilla group.  Thus the 

types of counter-communications prescriptions made in the introductory 

chapter cculd have little if any effect on any Chinese guerrilla op- 

erations that were renewed on their own terrain. 

(Apr-Jun 1S6U 

72John Gittings, ''China's Militia", China Quarterly. No. 18 
), pp. 100-117. " 
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in general, much the sanu -"^elusions can be stated about the 

ability and probability of the Chinese Communists to export guerrilla 

warfare doctrine, training, advisers, and equipment as are made below 

concerning the Russians,  The difference in their officially e-pressed 

positions is simply that the Russians are more cautious in undertaking 

overt support of revolutionary wars. They assign--at least publically 

~a higher element of risk of escalation to the types of conflict that 

they find unacceptable than do the Chinese/^ Furthermove, the differ- 

ence between current Soviet and Chinese practice is--remarkably—less 

still.  Even in Latin America where, from their pronouncements, one 

would expect to find intense organizational and material aid for »he 

several existing and incipient g* .- .'ilia movements, Chinese support 

has been almost entirely verbal.  As Ernst Halperin argues, this is 

tii because since 1956: /H 

The real Chinese effort in Latin America has been 
directed at a very different and far more modest goal: 
not against the great imperialist foe, the United States, 
but against Soviet influence in the area« 

Similarly, in Africa and elsewhere, despite many alarmist press 

rumors, it does not appear chat Chinese military aid amounts to more 

73 Raymond L. Garthoff, Soviet Military Policy (New York: 
Praeger, 1S65), pp. 191-219, 

74 Ernst Kalperin, Peking and the Latin American Communists 
(Cambridge, Mass,: M,I.T,, Center for International Studie«, 1966, 
mimeographed). 
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75 
than a nominal trickle.   But, as with Russia, the relative current 

Chinese quiessance in directly and materially supporting revolutionary 

movements abroad is due to reasons of policy and not through lack of 

personnel, equipment, or the ability to deliver them, either openly 

or covertly.' Furthermore, it should be remembered that the numbers 

of communications experts and the volume of communications equipment 

that can have a major effect on guerrilla efficiency is so small that 

it is not normally reported in the types of arms aid studies currently 

published. 

775 
For a sober assessment, see David Wood, The Armed Forces 

of African States (London:  The Institute for Strategic Studies, 
Adelphi Papers No, 27, April 1966), pp. 3, 30, 

'   Uri Ra'anan, "Rooting for Mao," Mew Leader, V 50, no. 6 
(13 Mar, 1967), pp. 3-10. 
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IV.  CHINESE NATIONALISTS GUERRl'LLAS;  19o?-19U6 

An almost «ntirely neglected example of guerrilla operations 

was that conduc'.ed in China by the Chinese Nationalists.  As these 

groups competed--often with marked success against their Communist 

counterparts as well as against the Japanese--a close examination 

should provide important insights about effective operations against 

Communist-led guerrillas,  because of their relative success, such 

a study might be even more rewarding than a study of the unsuccess- 

ful struggle of Mihailovid's Cetnik guerrillas against Tito's 

Partisans, 

This chapter gives only a cursory introduction to this topic,. 

Proper research would require a careful comparison of Communist and 

Nationalist guerrilla organization, development, successes, and 

failures.  Adequate documentation to sustain such a comprehensive 

case study seemingly exists.  However, most of it is not readily 

accessible, being in the form of Chinese and Japanese records and 

the still-classified (but presumably releasable) records of the 

Sino-American Cooperativa Organization (SACO), 

For example, a major, unpublished manuscript by Dr. Solomon 
Goldberg and Ralph Mavrogordato completed in 1960 at Special Opera- 
tions Research Office, The American University, Washington, D.C, 
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Few published sources vu the Sino-Japdnese War mentitn the 

Nationalist guerrillas or, if they do, it is usually in such off- 

hand manner as to leave the false impression that the only guerrilla 

organizations or operations worthy of mention were those directed by 

tne Communists,  A second--and even more misle.ading--type of litera- 

ture was common during the United Front period.  The works of this 

type gave glowing accounts of the Chinese Communist guerrillas but 

portrayed them as anti-Japanese patriots operating under Nationalist 

discipline;  the Communist label and prior history was either en- 

tirely omitted or deemphasisod to the vanishing point, and their 

revolutionary social and political program was defined as mere 

"agrarian reform."  The authors of these works were of three groups: 

Communists ^nd fellow-traveller propagandists deliberately attempting 

to deceive, naive non-Communists suppressing essertial background 

information in a dishonest and foolish but sincere effort to pre- 

serve an imagined "friendship" among the political hotch-potch of 

wartime allies, and ignorant witnesses misguided by the two previous 

2 
Three major exceptions should be noted who because of 

their generally sympathetic view of the Chinese Communists and 
highly critical view of the Nationalists have tended to be lumped 
together with the thoroughly unscholarly and outright dishonest 
contributions described below. These three exceptionally critical 
observers were Edgar Snow, Michael Lindsay, and Jack Beiden, 

i 
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types of writers into a further expansion of the already incorrect 

3 literatur«. 

Nationalist guerril^s did operate in the Japanese-occupiad 

areas throughout the Sino-Japanese War and made a general contri- 

bv.tio», to the conduct of the war whicu was, in fact, quite compar- 

able to that of the Communist gut^rillas.  Some sources state that 

th«ir contribution was even greater; but, short of a thorough study, 

I suspect such claims mask a fux-and-grapes motive.  The e?se with 

which the Communists swept away the nearby Nationalist guerrillas 

following Japan's surrender seems at first glance conclusive proof 

of tue relative weakness of the Nationalists, but this could be 

mernJy a result of the known failure of Chungking to effectively 

support and coordinate their loyal guerrillas in the face of Com- 

munist "salami" tactics.  In other words, Communist success may not 

prove their overall superiority in numbers, quality, or grassroots 

support, but only their superior organisational ability to concen- 

trate successively larger numbers against dispersed areas of 

3 
The lately popular conspiratorial theories of Communist 

manipulation of U,S. Government policy and public attitudes towards 
the Chines" guerrillas—exemplified ' / writings of Freda Utley and 
Ralph de Toleriano--do not stress this kind of distinction.  The 
school of scholars and correspondents who felt it somehow wrong to 
inform the reading pubMc of their misgivings about wartime allies 
was a large and influential one that pleased the Communist propa- 
gandists but certainly did rot ''conspire" with them,  Even editors 
and publishers joined this group, as witness the incredible admission 
by t ie publishers th^t :hey  delifcex^ately withheld publication of 
Trotsky's biography of Stalin until after WW II.  Lern Trotsky, 
Stalin:  An Appraisal of the Man and His Influence <New York:  Harper 
f.  Brothers, x3H6), p. Lviij, 
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Nationalist guerrilla resistance as they d.ic against Japanese 

strongpoints and, later, Nationalist armies. 
I 

The literature on Nationalist guerrillas is largely made up 
i 

of some of the more obscure and spldom noted sources, although 

these are in no way less reliable or more controversial than 

those dealing with the Conmunist guerrillas. 

Nationalist, or rather nationalistic but non-Commun:st, 

guerrilla operations actually began in Manchuria as resistance 

group? to the Japanese invasion of September 1931,  These groups 

soon coalesced as the Volunteers of Manchuria under the leadership 

of Li Tu and were reported in the late 19 30's to number perhaps 

100,000 men organized in 10 divisions. 

The Party and Government War Area Commissioi (Chan-ti Tang-chen 

Wei-yuan-hui? was a joint KKx-Jentral Government agency for the i 

coordination of propaganda, relief, supply and social, economic and 

militar;* counter-attack in the Japanese-occupied territories.  It is 

this body through which most of the Nationalist Government's aid to 
i 
i 

its guerrillas was channelled and which deliberately sought to 

Lawrence Tipton, China Escapade (Londons  Macmillan, 19,49)l 
pp, 94-127, 136-227; Elizabeth P. ' nacuonald. Undercover Girl (New 
York:  Macmillan, 19l47); Evans Fordyce Carlsor., Yne Chinese Army (New 
York:  Institute of Pacific Relations, 1940), pp, 33, 44-45, 63, 65, 
74-76, 84-130,  Paul M, A, Linebarger, The China of Chiang K'ai-shek 
(Boston:  World Peace Foundation, 1941), pp, 62, 54-65, 122-123. 

5Carlson (MOa) , 4U-45, 
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rival both Communists and independents in anti-Japanese activities. 

Some of these Nationalist guerrilla groups—usually the more 

successful ones—began spontaneously, that is, were developed from 

local initiative rather than implanted by officials of the Central 

Government.  One such example is the Nationalist group that operated 
7 

on the Shantung Peninsula from about 19 39 to the spring of 19U6. 

This group was fourded by Wang Shang-chih, a Wh^ngpoo Academy-trained 

(and expelled) officer who served with Feng Yu-hsiang, the famed 

"Christian General," in the 1920's.  After the Sino-Japanese War 

bagan,  Wang Shang-chih    brought his two years'   experience  fighting 

the Japanese in Manchuria in 1931-1933 while serving there with an 

c 
Linebarger (41), 6U-65,  Consult Li Chai-sum, "Chinese 

Government Organization behind the Enemy Lines," The China Quarterly, 
v. 5, no. H   (Autumn 19U0), pp. 595-600, which however maintains a 
diplomatic silence on the competition with the Communists md inde- 
pendents. 

7Tipton (U9)t 94-127, 136-227, 243-245.  Laurance Tipton was 
a British tobacco merchant who had spent 10 years in North China prior 
tu the beginning of the Pacific War in 1941.  Together with Arthur ". 
Hummel, Jr.—the distinguished Sinologist—he escaped from a Japanese 
concentration camp and made his way to Wang Yu-min's group where he 
and Hummel remained until August 194 5.  He provides a detailed nistory 
and critical analysis of the social, political, and military origins, 
development and destruction of this group,  Th« details of the Tipton- 
Hummel escape arranged through the 15th Mobile Column end their con- 
tinuing liaison with the concentration camp are verified by their 
fellow inmate. Father de Jaegher, Raymond J. de Jaegher and Irene 
Corbally Kuhn, The Enemy Within (Garden City, N.V.:  Doubleday, 1953), 
pp. 239-249 
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anti-Japanese guerrilla band, to Shantung where from 1939 to 19U0 

he managed to create a loosely federated but effective guerrilla 

resistance movement of some 20,000 men.  "his group was soon officially 

designated by the fleeing local Nationalist civil authorities as 

the Second Guerrilla Area,  L^.ter it was redesignated the ^th Mobile 

Column by which time it had some 5,000 men under arms.  In May 19U3 

Wang Shang-chih was captured by the Japanese in a period of over- 

confident incautionj but the Group continued to grow under its 

former deputy commaüder, Wang Yu-min, a school teacher-turned-guer- 

rilla.  It was soon renamed the 15th Mobile Column.  In ig^S, at its 
l 

peak, the area controlled was approximately 2,000 square miles and = 

the population just under one million.  At that point, the guerrilla 

force was some 10,000 fully armed men with 1,000 additional rifles 

8 i 
for the reserves and the Village Self-Protection Corps.  As with 

the Communists, the 15th Mobile Column built from smuggled machinery 

some twenty factories--employing 2,000 men—that produced mortars, 

light machine-guns, rifles, hand granades, and ammunition (50,000 

bullets per month).  However, they were always short of arms and 

supplemented their supplies by purchase botn from unoccupied China 

and, illegally, from occupied territory, from puppet and even Japanese      i 

9    .... 
troops.  Their inability to obtain massive arms and ammunition supplies 

8Tipton (49), 149 and maps on pp. 110 and 126. 

9Tipton (49), 120, 147, 157-158. 
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from Chungking and the OSS at the time of the Japanese surrender 

and in the face of assaults by the neighboring Communist guerrillas 

was the major factor in their final defeat in 19U5. 

Throughout its existence, radio was the main means of ccmmuni- 

cation for the 15th Mobile Column,  Radio contact was maintained by 

the roving headquarters of the Column with each of its eight regi- 

mental headquarters.   A daily ..^wspaper was produced that contained 

the latest news received from Chungking and San Francisco (OWI?) 

stations.    Main headquarters were in regular two-way radio con- 

tact and direct courier contact (via air) with Chungking where they 

also maintained a permanent liaison officer.  The radio contact was 

delayed because of the necessity—due to weak transmitters—of chan- 

neling the broadcasts through the exiled Provincial Governments 

transmitter at Fuyang in the neighboring Kiangsi Province.  Occasional 

direct radio contact with Chungking was achieved through the loaned 

12 use of their stt by the local SACO team. 

Except for the brief early period of effective Communist- 

Nationalist united front, the 15th Mobile Column was engaged in the 

almost continuous triangular warfare that existed throughout the 

mainland:  Nationalises vs. Japanese (plus puppets), Communists vs. 

13 Japanese, and Communists vs. Nationalists,   As elsewhere in North 

10Tiptor. (U7), 1U7, 170, 185. 

11 

12 

13 

Tipton (49), 147. 

Tipton (49), 170, 173, 178, 199, 200, 208. 

On the 15th,s protracted struggles against the local Communist 

guerrillas, see Tipton (49), 105-108, 118, 122, 202-227. 
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China, on the eve of Japanese surrender the Communists virtually 

pulled out of the fight against the Japanese, concentrating their 

activity on seizure, and consolidating their control over the rural 

areas at the expense of the Nationalists.  With Japan's  s rrender 

they then moved decisively to do two things:  accept the surrender 

of Japanese arms and territory and crush the local Nationalist 

guerrillas.  The 15th Mobile Column was merely one of many such 

Nationalist groups that—receiving no support from Chungking at 

this critical time—fell victim to this dua1 strategy. 

The 15th Mobile Column also engaged in a social action program 

not too dissimilar from that of the Communists, but lacking their 

■^Tipton (49), 1U7, 

Wang Yu-chuan, "The Organization of a Typical Guerrilla 
Area in South Shantung," in Carlson (UO), pp, 8U-130, is the account 
of the origin, development and political and military competition 
of the Nationalist 5th [Guerrilla] Column led by a General Sun and 
the Nationalist regular forces (the 5 9th Army) and Fourth Brigade 
of the Guerrilla Forces of the Communist 8th Route Army in South 
Shantung in the late 1930's.  See pp. 101-10U, 110, for the 5th 
Column,  See throughout for other Nationalist resistance activities 
in the area. 

revolutionary aspects.  For example, home industries wtre developed 

and an education program conducted, involving the creation of no less 

I1* 
than 1,500 primary schools (and two middle schools). 

A second type of Nationalist guerrilla operat- n was that set 

up directly by the Central Government through infiltration of 

Nationalist officials and military officers into the occupied areas,15 
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The principal organization engaged in this type of operation was the 

16 secret group directed by General Tai Li. 

In conclusion, it should be mentioned that the KMT also conducted 

small-scale underground and guerrilla operations against the Japanese 

Army and Communist guerrillas in Malaya during World War II.  However 

we do not know anything of their communications problems in those 

17 
operations. 

Iß On the relations of Tai Li's men with the 15th Mobile Column, 
see Tipton (U9(, 200, 207, 210, 224.  On the ISth's relations with the 
OSS, see Tipton (U9), 205,207 

17 See the chapter of Malaya, 
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V.  SOVIET UNION;  1917-1936 

Remarkably, no general, comprehensive study of Soviet theory 

or practice of guerrilla warfare has appeared.  Even the current 

Sino-Soviet squabbling over "revolutionary war" has failed to elicit 

such a study.  Excepting an important four-page summary by Armstrong^ 

the hundreds of books and articles on Russian partisans and anti- 

Bolshevik resistance movements are either parochially limited to 

specific groups, times, or places or imply that Soviet experience 

was only gained in the Russian Civil War and during World War II, 

Even the Russians have published only case studies end memoirs, or 

occasional highly theoretical statements such as those by Marx, Lenin, 
2 

Frunze, and Tukhachevsky.  The facts of Soviet experience are quite 

different;  and the subject deserves a full-scale study, if we deem 

it important to understand the role and attitude of the Soviet Union 

vis-a-vis the current trend in local insurgencies.  This chapter can 

be only a most preliminary and tentative introduction to the problem. 

John A. Armstrong, Soviet Partisans in World War II (Madison: 
University of Wisconsin Press, 196U), pp. 10-13. 

2 
Raymond L. Garthoff, Soviet Military Doctrine (Glencoe:  The 

Free Press, 1953). pp. 391-UoTI  "" 
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Th« central fact of Soviet partisan and counter-insurgency 

operations is that they are exclusively a mission of the state 

security apparatus.  This has been the case since the early 1920's, 

when the Cheka took over this function from the Red Army and passed 

it to its several successor organizations—OGPU, NKVD, MGBt and now 

the KGB.  Because this fundamental point is generally overlooked by 

Western analysts—including even those with official access to gov- 

ernment intelligence—they prove little about Sov-e"—specifically 

^GB--guerrilla warfare doctrine or training by their carefully docu- 

mented demonstrations that the Soviet army has little or none. 

The second most important fact is that the Soviet state secur- 

ity has had considerable experience in guerrilla operations.  Its 

experience has been large in scale, almost continuous (1918-19 30, 

1936-1939, 19m-1956), and highly varied in its political, gsogra- 

phic, and military circumstances.  Thus, while the general asser- 

tion that the army's experience of guerrilla warfare was limited 

to the Russian Civil War and World War II is almost (but not entire- 

ly) true, it again ignores the extent of the state security's ex- 

perience. 

A :hird relevant fact—a direct consequence of assigning in- 

surgency missions to state security rather than army—is that the 

full benefits of experience, training, techniques, and equipment in 

coping with the whole range of covert operations—espionage, counter- 

intelligence, underground subversions arms smuggling, and clandestine 
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communications — is a-.'ailable in the very organization that deals 

with insurgencies.  This fusion of secret police and guerrilla 

functions gives the KGB a highly flexible capability.  The diffi- 

culties of treating guerrilla warfare as primarily an army mission 

rather than a police or intelligence one is illustrated by post-war 

U.S. practice where, although the mission was spscifically assigned 

to the U.S. Army, CIA ^oon became involved even where--as in Viet- 

nam until 1962—Army Special Forces was openly operating.  The 

British experienced similar difficulties in World War II by admin- 

istratively separating insurgency both from other covert operations 

as well as from centralized intelligence^ but changed this; with 

great effectiveness during the Malayan Emergency. 

Russia entered World War II with considerable prior experience 

of guerrilla combat.  Conventional princely armies had unsuccess- 

fully faced the long-ranging, deep-penetration cavalry raids of the 

Mongols in the 13th century;  and—mutatis mutandis—during the 

Napoleonic invasion Marshal Kutusov used Cossacks as auxiliaries to 

harry the retreating Grand Army,  In 1906 Lenin penned his article 

3 
Christopher S, Wren, "How Special Forces Got into the 

Guerrilla Game,"  LOOK, v, 30, no. 22 (1 Nov, 1966), p. 35. 

M, R, D. Foot, SUE in France (London:  Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office, 1966TI 

See chapter on Malaya, below, 

James F. Downs, "Thoughts on Cavalry, Guerrilla Warefare and the 
Fall of Emoires," Kroeber Anthropological Papers,. No, 23 (Fall 1960), 
pp, 105-113, 
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"Partiianskay* Voina" (Partisan Warfare), which howa<'»sr was ideally 

only an operational guide to organized terrorism, holdups, and rob- 
7 

beries.  Turing the Russian Civil War, particularly in 1918-1920, 

the Bolsheviks made extensive use of partisan units and acquired 

counterinsurgency experience igainst several minor nationalistic 

guerrilla movements throughout the 192 0*3.  They gained their first 

foreign field experience in 1920 in the Russo-Poliah Wer and again 

in 19 36-19 39 in the Spanish Civil War.  Nor should we overlook the 

intensive Soviet Bolshevik experience in planning, directing, ad- 

vising, and partly equipping the unsuccessful Communist revolutions 

L> Hungary (1919), Germany (1919-1923), and China (1923-1927). After 

all, in the Marxist-Leninist concept, "partisan warfare" is merely 

one of several specific fo-Tns that such "revolutionary wars" can 

take. Then, during Vorld War II, the USSR used partisans on a large 

scale in the defense of the state against Nazi Germany.  In the post- 

war period Soviet guerrilla experience has been of two main kinds: 

first, counterinsurgency experience gained in suppressing national- 

istic guerrilla bands that operated in several parts of the country, 

particularly in Lithuania, Poland,and the Ukraine, down to 19 56j 

second, observing--and in some cases perhaps providing training and 

advisers for—various insurgencies around the world:  China, Greece, 

Korea, Congo, Latin America, and Vietnam. 

"7 
The initial appearance in English of this article—although 

present in all Russian editions of Lenin's Collected Works—was the 
translation by Regina Eldor with annotation by Stefan T. Possony in 
Orbxs, v. 2, no. 2 (Summer 1958), pp. 19U-208. 
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In sumrary, there are two main points to be made about th« place 

of guerrilla war in Soviet political-military thinking.  First, the 

guerrilla and counter-guerrilla mission is specifically assigned to 

the state security organs (now KCIB) , not the army.  Second, their-- 

that is, KGB--accumulated experience along this line is older, more 

extensive, more varied, and more internationally oriented than that 

8 
of any o+'her country, not excepting even China.  This view--which 

1 share with Armstrong—is opposed by Garthoff and others who argue 

that because the Soviet experience occurred in a uniquely Russian 

geographical, economic, political, and military setting it is inap- 
9 

plicable to the po?t-war guerrilla wars.  Garthoff goes even further 

xn asserting that: 

...for guidance on the tactics and operations of 
revolutionary guerrilla warfare, and for direct 
support, the Soviets do not have the experience, 
the doctrine, the cadres, or the missionary zeal 
of the Chinese Communists. 

While we can accept Garthoff*s point about greater Chinese zeal and 

perhaps even doctrine, the rest is moot.  If the KGB's guerrilla ex- 

perts are quiescent at the moment, it is because of policy constraints 

and not through any lack of trained, experienced personnel possessing 

the most advanced covert communications technology of the KGB. 

e 
Armstrong (6U) , 8. 

Q 
Raymond L. Garthoff, "Unconventional Warfare in Communist 

Strategy," Foreign Affairs, v. U0, no. U (July 1952), p. 570; and 
Captain N. Galay, "The Partisan Forces," in B. H, Lindell Hart (editor), 
The Soviet Army (London:  Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1956), pp. 169-171. 

10 
Garthoff (62), 572,  Nor has Garthoff subsequently modified his 

judgement.  See Raymond L, Garthoff, Soviet Military Policy (New York: 
Praeger, 1966), pp. 217-218. ~       ^ 

■ 
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Lecn Trotsky, Stalin (New York and London:  Harper, 19U1), 
p. 2S8. 

12 
John Erickson, The Soviet i'igh Comm:nd;  A Military-Political 

History. 1918-1SU1 (London:  Macmillan, 1962J, pp. 64-55, 87,   —-—-- 

i 

A.   COMMUNIST GUERRILLAS IM THE CIVIL WAR, 1917-1921 
f 
1 

In March 1918, Leon Trotsky was appointed Commissar of WfT to 

command the Red Army, which had be-n founded the previous month.  He 

immediately set about the two and a half year task of establishing 

centralized political and military control over the chaotic situa- 

lion.  Speaking of the period of stiffening White resistance, Trotsky 

wrote:1 

Ac  storaed to easy victories, the guerrilla detachments 
at once displayed their worthlessnessj they did net have 
adequate intalligenca sections; they had no liaison with 
each other} nor were they ever able to execute a complex 
maneuver.  Hence--at various times, in various parts of 
the country--guerrillaism met with disaster.  It was no 
easy task to include these separj^e detachments in a cen- 
tralized system.  The military ability of the commanders 
was not high, and they were hostile to the old officers, 
partly because they had no political confidence <n them 
and partly to cover up lack of ronfid-jnee in themselves. 

Thrrughout 1919, these separate, ill-coordinated. Red partisan 

bands gradually developed some internal organization and were finally 

suboruina^ed to the Red Army,  As this happened, their usefulness as 

diversionary auxiliaries markedly increased.  However, some guerr 11a 

bands (e.g., Makhnc's) shifted allegiance between the Reds and Whites 

17 
while still others consistent'.y opposed the Bolsheviks, 
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Gueri.lla warfare has oeen an exclusive responsibility of the 

Cheka-NKVD-KGB since the Civil War,  This mission was assigned to 

the state security orpanizition rather than to the regular army (as 

is more-or-less the case in the  U.S., Britain, and Red China)  be- 

cause of its intelligence, internal security, and counter-inter.'. Igonce 

aspects.  The Chcka pradually became inv Ived in guerrilla operations 

even during the Civil War in 1919-1920, although Trotsky's Red Army 

evidently held m^.in control over guerrilla and counter-guerrilla 

operations for that brief, initial period. 13 

1^ 
"Alexander Orlov, Handbook of Intelligence and Guerrilla 

Warfare (Ann Arbor:  University of Michigan Press, 1963), pp. 19, 
38, 164-183;  and Erickscn (62), 45, 67, 203. 
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B.   GUERRILLA A^'D COUNTER-GUERRILLA OPERATIONS IN THE 
INTERWAR PERIOD, 1921-19m 

The endemic phase of partisan bands enJ  in 1921 with the 

conclusion of the Civil War and consolidation of Bolshevik power. 

However, intermittent and entirely local disturbances continued 

throughout the decade and some of these took on the characteristics 

of guerrilla war:  for example, the Ukrainian nationalist guerrillas 

in the former Polish territories (1920-192iO and the Basmachi revolt 

in Bukhara (1921-c.  1930). 

The OGPU (later NKVD, KGB, etc.) had sole responsibility for 

counterinsurgency throughout this period.  To accomplish this police- 

military task the state security organization developed its own special 

para-nilitary forces:  highly mobile, ^lite reinforced infantry civi- 

sions.  Their estimated strength was 150,000 men in 1936 and 100,000 

in 195U.  The state security has also incorporated the militia (usually 

—and since 195 3—assigned to the Interior Ministries, MVD and MOOP, 

rather than to the State Security—KGB), the frontier guard (200,000 

in 195«0 and other special units such as 'he railway troops used to 

secure the state's and army's lines of communication.  All these units 

have the specialized training and equipment to enable them to under- 

take counterinsurgency missions,  A carefully updated study of these 

forces is needeJ;  it would constitute an important contribution to 

our knowledge of the current Soviet state of the art in guerrilla 
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operations. 

Not countinp, the post-World War I revolutionary underground war- 

fare in Hungary and Cermanv, there are two instances in the period be- 

tween the two world wars where the Soviet state security apparatus di- 
1 

rectly supported actual guerrilla operations on foreign soil:  during 

the Russo-Polish War and in the Spanish Civil War. 

Although the six-months Rusao-Polish War of 1920 was fought along 

predominantly conventional infantry-cavalry lines across the terrain of 

western Russia and eastern Poland, some behind-the-lines guerrilla op- 

erations were conducted by Red Army detachments directed by the Che-a, 

Unfortunately few details are known of this presumably instructive op- 

eration.  It is significant that Cheka chief Feliks Dzerzhinsky was 

appointed "Chief of the Rear," but this was probably more to handle 

defection and anti-Red guerrillas behind the Red Army than to conduct 

operations behind the Poles. 

The Spanish Civil War broke out in mid-1936.  By the end of the 

year the NKVD had taken over the planning and direction of the small- 

scale but significant guerrilla operations conducted by pro-Loyalist 

bands. 

The only detailed study of Soviet internal security troops is 
now a decade old.  It is V, P. Atemiev,  "The Armed Forces of the Soviet 
Organs of State Security," in Simon Wolin and Robert M, Slusser (editors) 
The Soviet Secret Police (New York:  Praeger, 1957), pp. 239-259.  See 
also Eriexson r52), 45, 203-20H, 357, 375-377, 390-391, 492;  and Peter 
Deriabin and Frank Gibney, The Secret World (Garden City, N.Y.: Double- 
day, 1959), pp. 60, 94-95, 324. 

150rlov (63), 171-172. 

16Erickson (62), 89. 

17 For a detailed study see my Guerrillas in ehe Spanish Civil War, 
1936-1939 (Cambridge, Mass.:  M.I.T., Center for International Studies, 
TWTT.  
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C.   SOVIET GUERRILLAS IN WORLD WAR II 

The case study of Soviet partisan operations during World War 

II is important here because of its several rare characteristics. 

It exemplifies the use of guerrillas to serve as behind-the-lines 

auxiliaries of a still quite undefeated army lighting in its own 

country.   It is also important because of two other aspects:  the 

German ccunter-guerrilla operations'9 and the development of indige- 

nous anti-Soviet guerrilla forces such as the major group in the 

Western Ukraine. 

18 Comparable examples would include the Spanish guerrillas 
and Russian partisans in the Napoleonic Wars, Nationalist guerrilla 
forces in the Sino-Japanese War, and Merrill's Marauders in Burma« 
Even the Chinese Communist guerrillas in the Sino-Japanese War and 
subsequent Civil War are not perhaps too farfetched an example, 

19 C. Aubrey Dixon and Otto Heilbrunn, Communist Guerrilla 
Warfare (London:  Allen and Unwin, 1955), pp. 99-176, 
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In passinp, it should be noted that even during World War II the 

NKVD had virtually no official relations with the Allied secret ser- 

20 vices regarding guerrilla operations.   This despite the considerable 

overlap of such operations in China, Yugoslavia, and~-to some extent— 

in Central Europe,  The omission is striking because there was some 

IJKVD collaboration with the British SOE and the American OSS on in- 

21 telligence matters. 

When Hitler launched Operation Barbarossa against Russia in June 

19U1, the neagre evidence suggests that the Soviet Government had made 

some preparations and rough contingency plans for partisan operations, 

which were seemingly intended to merely harass an invader.  In any case 

they could have been expected to do little more--such as engage in in- 

telligence collection—as the hdötily organized groups were initially 

virtually without radio or air liaison.  Furthermore, the NKVD's ex- 

tensive, existing underground intelligence networks were specifically 

instructed to avoid contacting partisans in order to prevent being 

20root (65) , 30-31. 

21John R. Deane, The Strange Alliance (New York:  Viking, 19U7), 
pp. 50-63.  Also pp. 2 3 8-2 39 for wartime collaboration between the U.S. 
and Soviet military intelligence.  While it was Russian reluctance that 
frustrated collaborative efforts in the guerrilla sphere, it should be 
acknowledged that it was on J. Edgar Hoover's urgent recommendation in 
1944 that the White House terminated tha OSS plan to allow an official 
■N'KVD intelligence liasion mission to open in Washington, D.C.  Don 
Whitehead, The FBI Story (New York:  Random House, 1956), pp. 228-229. 

i 
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I 
exposed through association with these more open and hence more readily 

22 caught groups. 

Eventually, however, the Soviet Government did manage to coordinate 

the partisans.  The two main means of command and control of the guer- 

2 3 
nllas were a:,r liaison and radio.   Concerning radio. Marshal of Signal 

Troops, 1,1, Peresypkin wrote in 19U8 that: 

Communications, particularly radio, played an extra- 
ordinary role in the organization and leadership of the 
partisan movement.,,.  The partisan movement needed a 
united leadership.  Coordination of the actions of many 
partisan detachments was needed. 

The regular state radio system was employed to broadcast twice daily 

a ten-minute program titled "Course for Partisans" which, in addition 

to reportin.? successful partisan operations, gave specific instructions 

25 on such practical activities as how to conduct raids and assassinations. 

2? 
"Armstrong (64), 13-15.  Even this rather negative assessment 

represents a change from Armstrong's earlier belief that--despite Soviet 
claims—they had made no plans or preparations for guerrilla warfare. 
Among others who concluded that the Soviet Government had no preparations 
for partisan war is C^alay (56), 161-162. 

2 ^ 'Raymond L. Garthoff, Soviet Military Doctrine (Glencoe: The 
Free Press, 1953), pp. 391-M09, 

2l4Garthoff  (53),   1*02. 

2 5 Dixon and Heilbrunn (SM), 7U,  This use of the national radio 
was similar to—and wcs  perhaps borrowed from--the British use (in its 
continental SOE guerrilla operations) of the BBC beginning in the summer 
of 19m,  Foot (65), 110-111. 
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Finaily, it should be noted that the Soviet army and NKVD extended 

its partisan operations across the Russian borders deep into Eastern 

Europe during the war.  Beginning with l5aison—exclusively an NKVD 

matter—with Communist and other underground and guerrilla movements 

in 1941, this was extended in ISUU and 1945 by the advancing Soviet 

Army to operations of the size and type found earlier on Russian seil, 

This part of Soviet experience is adequately covered elsewhere. 

2 6 
An excelltnt summary is in John A. Armstrong, The Politics 

of Totalitarianism (New York:  Random House, 1961), pp. 158-172.  For 
the specific case of Yugoslavia see the chapter below. 

' 

-«Sfe» 
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D.  AMTI-COMMUNIST GUERRILLAS IN THE USSR 

There exists an extensive but highly controversial literatt'-e 

describing various underground organizations operating against the 

Soviet authorities.  Their operations included active guerrilla phases 

in the post-World War II period in the Ukraine and Lithuania.  Although 

widely publicized, the activities are quite controversial as to thair 

scope, effectiveness, and degree of local popular support, as well as 

degree and nature of secret foreign—particularly U.S.—support.  Be- 

cause of these uncertainties in the quality of documentation and be- 

cause of the relative lack of information on the communications of these 

groups, they will receive only brief treatment here. 

27 Ukrainian Resistance4, 

Several anti-Soviet Ukrainian nationalist underground groups 

in the Western Ukraine developed into major guerrilla bands during 

World War II.  However, their bitter ideological and political dir- 

ferences prevented unification.  Largest and most important of these 

was the Ukrainian Insurrectionary Army (UFA, Ukrainska Povstanska 

Armiya) numbering between 40,000 and 100,000 combatants by late ISUS. 

27 •      • John A, Armstrong, Ukrainian Nationalism (2nd ed., Mey York: 
Columbia University Press, 1963), pp. 130-165, 290-302; and Y&roslav 
Bilinsky, The Second Soviet Republic;  The Ukraine after World War II 
(Mew Brunswick;  Rutgers University Press, 196U), pp. 111-140; and 
George Fischer, Soviet Opposition to Stalin (Cambridge, Mass.:  Harvard 
University Press, 1952), pp. 21-22, etc. 
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Thesc rroups became the basis for the continuinn porit-war guerrilla 

and subversion underground centering around the Orpanization of Ukrain- 

ian Nationalists (OUN, Organizatsiya Ukrainskykh "atsio.ialistiv) t which 

maintains an information center in Munich,  These activities spilled 

over into Poland, and it is to this fact that we owe the several hiphly 

detailed accounts published by Polish military officers that effectively 

supplement the reluctant Soviet and Czech scurces and convincingly cor- 

2 8 roborate the Ukrainian exile reports. 
i 
■ 

The struggle against the OUN is a specific mission of the state 

security organization a^d, if nothing else, provides it with a realistic 

29 
training ground for its own guerrilla warfare personnel.   The UFA 

successfully ambushed regular army units, destroyed militia outposts, 

sabotaged bridges, and conducted similar deprecations, employing raiding 

bands of ten to a hundred men.  As with the Lithuanian, Chinese, and 

Viet Cong guerrillas, secret underground rooms and tunnels served as 

their headquarters, depots and refuges.   Meanwhile, the OUN district 

authorities were generally successful in their intelligence collection, 

the distribution of local editions of their publications, and even in 

the collection of taxes.  Some notion of the dimensions of UPA-OUN 

activity is seen in the Polish accounts.  In the Polish Ukraine alone 

28 An excellent, critical discussion of these highly controversial 

I 

•■ 

sources is in Bilinsky (5U), U17-U22. 

29Bilir.sky (6U), 117, 133-135 

30Armstrong (63), 297, 299; and Bilinsky (6u), 116, 13S. 
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in 1948 tljer« were some 6,000 armed UPA guerrillas. After the defeat 

of Germany, three Polish infantry divisions were thrown against them, 

but unsuccessfully.  Indeed, LA  194 7 the UPA succeeded in ambushing 

and killing the Polish Defense Minister, General Swierczewski, who as 
. 

i 
"General Walter" had commanded the crack XlVth International Brigade 

in the Spanish Civil War.  It was only by mounting a full scale assault 

in April 19U7 with  've reinforced divisions that open guerrilla activi- 

ties were suppressc    March 19U8.  Over 1,500 of the guerrillas had 

been killed or captured in this final campaign and the total casualties 

since June 1945 were approximately 1,300 regular Polish army troops 

and 3,000 Internal Security troops killed as against 7,500 of the guer- 

rillas.  The Poles themselves admit that their success in forcing the 

UPA to abandon guerrilla tactics was due as much to the forcible re- 

settlement of the local Ukrainian population as to their 10-to-l super- 

iority in manpower. 

In the Soviet Ukraine it appears that the OUN was at least as 

large, well-coordinated, and active an underground as it was in Poland. 

However, it does not seem that UPA guerrilla operations were quite as 

large there, being confined more to such terrorist tactics as assassin- 

ation of locally prominent Communists and burning of collective farm 

buildings. 
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Links among OUN groups were maintained by couriers and occasion- 

ally by special raids across the Soviet borders into Slovakia (two, in 

1915 and 1946), Poland, Rumania (19U9), and north into Byelorussia and 

Last Prussia (1948). 

There have been no reports of guerrilla bands in the Ukraine 

since 1955; and the one active that year has not been conclusively 

identified as a UPA group.  To the extent that the Ukrainian national- 

ist movement exists today, it is seemingly only as a relatively quiescent 

underground.  However, two recent measures of the continuing Soviet 

concern are 1) the political assassinations in West Germany of OUN 

leaders (of Lev Rebet in 1957 and Stepan Bandera in 1959) by KGB agent 

Bodgan Stashinsky and 2) the unusually violent Sovicc press response 

to Western allegations of Ukrainian resistance as in Podgorny's reply 

in the UN General Assembly to Canadian Prime Minister Diefenbaker's 

, 32 
passing remark. 

31U.S. Senate, Judiciary Committee, Internal Security Subcommittee, 
69th Cong., 1st Session, 26 March 1965, Hearings... ("Murder International, 
Inc."), pp. 81-168. 

32Bilinsky (64), 281,, 
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Lithuanian Resistance 33 

Organized partisan r^bistance in Lithuania lasted sore eight years, 

from 194'^ until suppressed in 1952.  It reached its peak in 1915-19U9 

when there wsre some 30,000 active partisans.  Several groups arose 

spontaneously with leaders from the nationalist anti-Nazi underground 

in opposition to the Soviet reoccupation, flourished briefly in 19U9 

under a nation-wide central command and thence suppression was achieved 

through totdl-wat tactics by Army-NKVD troops under the general direction 

of NKVD (later MVD and MGB) Colonel-General S, N. Kruglov, then Deputy 

Director of SMERSH. 

The officially stated Soviet view is that these groups were origin- 

ally set up by the Germans and maintained after the war by American, 

British, and Swedish intelligence.  However, while some emigre contacts 

are likely, it does not appear that such external communications played 

a majoi role in either directing or sustaining these guerrillas. 

33 V. Stanley Vardys, "The Partisan Movement in Postwar Lithuania," 
Slavic Review, v. 22, no. 3 (September 1963), pp, 499-529; K. V. Tauras, 
Guerrilla Warfare on the Amber Coast (New York:  Voyages Press, 1962). 
^ee also testimony of Colonel Burlitski, NKVD defector who served against 
the Lithuanian partisans, in U.S. House of Representatives, Hearings, 
82nd Cong., 2nd Session, pp. 1372 ff.  While the sources cited here give 
considerable information on the organization of the Lithuanian Freedom 
Army (LFA), they do not provide any directly related to communications. 
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34 
Russic.n Resistance 

Anti-tonununist Russian emigre organizations have abounded in tu« 

West since the Revolution,  While most oi: these are too riven by Che 

intense parochial differences characteristic of most e'migre communities 

to engage in more than literary or similar cultural activities, one group 

managed to direct some of its energy into underground work inside the 

homeland, particularly after World War II.  This rather odd group is        -4 

the NTS (Hatsionalny Trudovoi Soyuz,  or National Workers' Union), es- 

pousing the national revolutionary doctrine of Solidarism since its 

founding in 19 30 in Belgrade.  Seemingly it has consistently been quite 
•: ; 

unconnected with the large Ukrainian OUN movement because of their sharp 

35 ' differences in goals and ideology. 

The activities of the NTS are well-publicized not only by them- 

selves-'particularly through their Frankfurt-published newspaper, Possev, 

and public speakers and local offices in the U, S, and elsewhere—but also 

by the Soviet press.  Because the publicly available information on NTS 

Carefully documented material on NTS to 19i+4 is in Fischer (5?), 
21, 21U-215, etc. Much general if not fully verified information is in 
Nikolai Khokhlov, In the Name of Conscience (New York: McKay, 1959), pp. 
151-153, 188-197, 202-203, 221-?28, 245-261, 291-293, 348-349, 357. 
N. E, Khokhlovj by his own account, was an MVD captain who, sent to 
assassinate NTS leader G. S. Okolovich in Frankfurt in 1954, defected, 
was entrapped oy the CIA into a disastrous press conference, and two 
years later joined the NTS.  A popular, journalistic account of the NTS 
is Gordon Young, The House of Secrets (New York:  Duell, Sloan and 
Pearce, 1959). 

3C "Indeed the only linkage I have seen cited is the case of the 
dt feetion to the NTS of one OUN leader during the German occupation, 
Armstrong (63), 269, 
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activities comes only front these two biased 8ources--both of which, 

for their own reasons, evidently exaggerate the extent and nature of 

NTS operations—only brief notice will be maiie of them here. 

What is significant is that although the NTS is the only nation- 

alist underground resistance movement of Great Russia to seriously 

disturb the Soviet authorities, it has--unlike the Lithuanian and 

Ukrainian movements^—never mounted actual guerri'la operations.  It 

remains at the clandestine underground stage of development.  In this 

regard it is undoubtedly significant that the only communications I 

have found reported for the NTS have been the typical underground 

courier system.  Not only have contacts amcr^ the separate internal 

underground cells apparently been limited to couriers, but also the 

coordination between these field units and the NTS center abroad. 

Seemingly the only increase in sophistication in the international 

communications of the NTS is that airdrop of couriers was used, at 

least during the early 1950*s, to supplement the usual border crossing. 
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E.  RECENT GUERRILLA EXPERIEMCE 

Although the KGB has--through the successful suppression of 

anti-Soviet guerrilla bands on its own territory—not directly ex- 

perienced any counter-insurgency operations since 1955, it has played 

a continuing role in observing, advising, and training insurgencies, 

First—concurrently with its own internal counter-insurgency—in South 

36 Korea in an advisory and planning capacity (1351-1953);    fubsequentlj 

in an observer capacity in most recent insurgencies. 

13 

Current State of the Soviet Art 

Finelly, it remains to establish that sufficient continuity ex- 

ists in the organizational structure and personnel of the Soviet state 

-ecurity of the past to carry forward into the present.  The frequent 

mass purges of personnel and bureaucr tic reorganizations that charca- 

terize the Soviet system obviously disrupt the accumulation of know- 

ledge and experience.  The analogy with the U,S, problems of having 

to virtually recreate guerrilla (and psywar and even intelligence) 

after each war illustrates the problem where only organizational dis- 

ruption occurred, the experienced personnel being alive ^nd available. 

While such disruptions and fluctuations are known to have affeniid the 

"515  
See my Soviet Intervention in the Korean War (draft, 196 5). 
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portions of the So-'iet stat« security concerned with guerrilla Opera- 

tion«, it is also known that continuity did exist, although not in 

enough detail to estimate its degree. 

First, the guerrilla-counterguerrilla mission c- ntinues as a 

state security function, survivirg even the major de-Stalinization 

program of Premier Khrushchev,'  Second, enough key sanier personnel 

have survived each stvie security purge to suggest some continuity of 

experience. 

Third., those few public Soviet policy statements imply continuity 

in doctrine as well.  In a major programmatic speech on the topic in 

1961, Premier Khrushchev summarized the Soviet position on national- 

liberation wars explicitly as follows:38 

There will be wars of liberation as long as imperialism 
exists, as lon^ as colonialism exists.  These are revolu- 
tionary wars.  Such wars are not only possible but inevitable, 
since the colonialists will not voluntarily grant the peoples 
independence.  Therefore the peoples can win their freedom and 
independence only through struggle, including armed struggle. 

The difference from the officially expressed Chinese position is simply 

that the Russians are more cautious in undertaking overt support of 

revolutionary wars, because they assign—at least publicly—a higher 

37 
Khokhlov (59), 181-185, 195^196. 

3% iJ.S. Khrushchev, speech of 6 January 1961, as translated in 
Current Digest of the Soviet Press, v. 13, no,. U, p, 9,  Only slight 
modifications have taken place on this point in the post-Khrushchev 
Soviet position, mainly in attacking Khrushchev's blurring of the 
"class" characters of wars.  See Garthoff (66), 197 n. 
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element of risk cf escalation to the types of conflict that they 

39 find unacceptable.   Furthermore, the di.ierence betwaen current 

Soviet and Chinese practice is—remarkably--Isss still.  Even in 

Latin America where from their pronouncements one would expect to 

find organizational and material aid, Chinese support for guerrillas 

has been almrst entirely verbal 
uo 

39 lee discussion in Garthoff (S2), 571; and Rarthoff (66), 
191-219. 

Ernst Halperin, Peking and Latin American Communists 
(Cambridge, Mass.:  M.I.T., Center tor International Studies, 1966, 
multilithed). 

I 
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VI.  YUnoSLAVIA;  li;Ml-19UH 

In th-j case of Yugoslavia we are most fortunate because of the 

relative richness of resdily  accessible source materials that not 

only cover the full pariod that is relevant to our study but do so 

from a variety of distinctly separata but actively participant view- 

points:  Titoist, Stalinist, Royalist, and British,1 The Yugoslavian 

case is particularly important because we '^n trace the development 

of a successful Communist resistance movement which was at the same 

time a successful revolutionary movement in competition with the 
j 

Cetnxk guerrillas who are themselves important as a well-uocum. rt.-H 

case of sn unsuccessful operation. 

A.  PRE-WORLD WAR II UNDERGROUND 

As a direct result of the Stalin-Tito split in 19U8, the Yugo- 

slavs have incorporated in their memoir's and publications much other- 

wise suppressed information on the operations and connections of the 

CPY-Comintern communication network linking the CPY underground in 

Yugosl?"ia with the CPY Central Comr. ittee in Vienna (and later in 

Paris) and the CPSU and Comintern in Moscow,  Paramount among these 

""Italian, German, Quisling, and Comintern sources also exist, 
but have not been consulted for this study,  A considerable amount of 
data—all supportive of the conclusions in this paper--has been also 
found in other works by V, Dedijer, C, Fotitch,.and P. MacLean, but 
excluded from the present survey» 
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writings is the semi-autobiography of Tito published in 1953 by 

2 
Dedijer and made available that same y. ,?,r in an Cnplish translation. 

Prior to the Herman attack in April 1941, the Communist Party 

of Yugoslavia (CPY) was a small but active underground conspiratorial 

movement centered In Belgrade.  During these underground days, the 

CPY iournal Proleter [The Proletarian] was effectively distributed 

throughout the country in individual copies by trusted persons as 

they passed through Belgrade.  Such a courier system—using apparent- 

ly legitimate travellers—is, of course, a characteristic of communi- 

cation channels in clandestine conspiratorial organizations, common 

among national CP's, the Comintern, and Soviet intellirents nets. 

Dedije^ had been part of this movement as a member of the CPY. 

The "Spaniards" 

The most ' .luable single special asset possessed by the Yugoslav 

Communist underground that enabled it to quickly transmute itself into 

a guerrilla foi :e was the presence of about 300 combat-blooded veter- 

ans of the In-i.ernational Brigades from the recent Civil War in Spain, 

Transport to Spain was by two routes.  One—used particularly by in- 

tellectuals--involved legal exit by passport to Paris, and thence to 

Spain.  The other--used by persons known to the Yugoslav police as 

Vladimir Dedijer, Tito (New York:  Simon and Schuster, 1953), 

3 
Vladimir Dedijer, With Tito through the War;  Partisan Diary 

19141-1944 (London:  Alexander Hamilton;, 1951, abridged and translated 
by Alec ITrown with a Preface by the author), p. 23. 
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leftists—was L. underground channels to Austria thence without 

paasno^t to Switzerland, France,and S^ain, many Ming arrested and 

returned to Yugoslav prisons.^     According to Dedijer, an attempt 

in 19b7 by Gorkic to organize direct clandestin". passage by boat 

of nearly a thousand Yugoslavs to Spain from the Montenegran coast 

ended with the arrest of several hundred volunteers on the beach.5 

Tito was placed in overall charge of mobilizing Yugoslavian 
volunteers fox1 Spain immediately on his return home from Moscow in 
late 1936.  He visited the International Brigades personnel depot 
in Paris several times in 1937 for the purpose of organizingthis 
operation, but claima neve." to have been in Spain itself.  Milovan 
Djilas, now in disgrace, was placed in charge of locally organizing 
the dispatch of volunteers from Serbia in 19 37. 

In all, Dedijer estimates that about 1500 Yugoslavs went to Spain, 
almost half of whom were Killed in action, some 300 wounded and about 
350 interned in French detention camps after ehe fall of the Spanish 
Republic in 1939.  Of these only about 300 "managed to escape^ and get 
to Yugoslavia, where they later fought in the war."  Vlahovic, himself 
a veterar, gave slightly lower estimates in 1959; 1,300+ participants 
and BOO-»- killed.  On participation of Yugoslavs in the Spanish Civil 
War see Dedijer (53), 111-113; and Hugh Thomas, The Spanish Civil War 
(New York;  Harper £ Brothers, 1961), pp. 277, 298, 390, 522, 638,  ' 
639, 642; and [Dr. Charles Zalarl, Yugolsav Communism;  A Critical Study 
(Washington, D.C.:  U.S. GPO, 1961) , pp. 51-52. 

sDedijer (53), 112-113.  Until the facts become known 
surrounding the purge of Gorkic in 19 37 and his replacement by Tito-- 
then a Comintern functionary in Moscow—as Secretary-General of the 
CPY, all Titoist versions of Spain should be accepted only provision- 
ally.  For the differing accounts circulating in Communist and ex- 
Communist sources of the fall of Milan Gorkid and Petko Miletic and 
the rise of Tito see Richard Lowenthal, World Communism (N<»w York; 
Oxford University Press, 1964), pp. 250-251, 2^V^7W. 
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Although some Yugoslavs were scattered amonp various Inter- 

national Brigade units, most were concentrated in the predominantly 

Yugoslav-manned "Dimitrov Battalion" formed in February 19 37, 

The Yugoslav "Spaniards" included Vladimir Copic who as a 

Lieutenant Colonel commaried the XVth International Brigade from 

February 1937 until May 1938, Veljko Vlahovic, Peko Dapcevic who 

served as company commander, Koca Popovic, Ivan Cosnjak, and Alexander 

Rankovic.  Despite the relatively large contribution of men, the 

Yugoslav Communists did not occupy any of the directing positions 

that were assigned largely to the Russian, German, Italian, Hungarian, 

and French comrades.  This is probably due to the fact that the Yugo- 

slav Party leadership was then undergoing a major purge from which 

quite junior figures were emerging.  As best I can determine, only 

Copic held any senior position in Spain, and he was soon destroyed in 

Stalin's purge,  nevertheless these men formed the experienced cadre 
o 

for the Yugoslav Partisans. 

6E.g., the predominantly Polish "Dombrowski Battalion," sifr Thomas (61), 636, 

7The "Dimitrov Battalion" saw its first action at the Battle 
of Jarama on February 12th,  During the course of this action, the 
battalion suffered 700 casualties among its 800 men.  The Battalion 
was initially attached to the XV International Brigade at which time 
it included numerous other Balkan nations (150 Greeks, etc.).  Later 
it was transferred to the 129th International Brigade at which time 
it included a substantial number of Albanians,  Finally it was trans- 
ferred to the Xlllthe International Brigade,  Thomas (61), 377, 379, 
461, 639i  Coiodny (58), 119, 120, 122, 123, 125, 221, 22b, 

For the details of the Yugoslav Communist underground experience 
in Spain see my Soviet Intervention in the Spanish Civil War. 193fe-1939 
(draft, 1966), 

- m 
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ß.  TITO'S PARTISANS:  19«4l-19^ 

Partisar. operations in Yugoslavia «hiring World War IT are rela- 

tively wnäll known.  We have excel]«nt accounts from Yugoslav, German, 

and British participants.  However, the best single source for our 

purpose* because it incorporates much passing material on guerrilla 

communications per se is the Diar^ of Vladimir Dedijer,which was pub- 

lished in 19U6 in Yugoslavia in two subutant.ial Serbo-Croat volumes. 

Although this original version is not accessible tc me, the abridged 

English translation is.   This authorized version excised nearly two- 

thirds of the passages of the original text but gives a faithful u.-ens- 

lation of the remaining portion which, even so, runs to over U00 pages. 

Dedijer's Diary covers the period from the Axis assault on Yugo- 

slavia en 6 April 19m until the joint Partisan-Soviet liberation of 

10 
Belgrade en 25 Octobsr 19^^,        The Diary consists of the author's 

almost daily notes, often as little as only 50 words highlignting a 

single days activities and seldom more tran brief susnmaries of inci- 

dents or developments.  The author states that the text is exactly ar 

written at the time and is—even in the abridgment--free of "the 

custom rvther popular in sor.e countries, of falsifying historical 

documents by the deletion of names, or by denial of the part they 

9Dedijer (51). 

l^The English edition ends on 10 November 194 3, the eve of 
Dedijer's evacuation to Cairo for head surgery.  He resumed his diary 
on his return to Yugoslavia the following July,  His subsequent bio- 
gi-Äphy of Tito, Dedijer (53) > incorporates much of his iiary material 
rjid through the English translation of this book the r.on-read«?r of 
Serbo-Croat has at least indirect access tc much of the material omit« 
t«d from th« English abstract of the diary. 

i 
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played before turning traitor....' 

However, even if this claim of unexpurgation is true, it is 

true that Dedijer suppressed or at least omitted certain facts in 

wi-iting his journal as, for example, neglecting to mention that Radio 

Free Yugoslavia was a Soviet and not a Partisan station.  Indeed, his 

diary--published originally two years before Tito's defection--omits 

all references to the Tito-Stalin differences,which developed rapidly 

in bitterness from the very moment of Tito's rising without prior 

clearance from Moscow and his frequent initiatives taken either with- 

out reference to Moscow or—in several subsequently well-documented 

cases—in direct defiance of Stalin's clearly expressed commands, 

rtithough much of the relevant evidence was available at the time, the 

incompetent Royal Yugoslav regime in London, the harrassed Mihailovic, 

and the politically naive British advisers were unaware of these de- 

velopments that ultimately produced the open Tito-Stalin break in 

1948.*^-  Cnly at that point did Tito commission the production of a 

flood of speeches, pamphlets, articles, and books designed to justify 

his defiance of Stalin, but incidentally giving a rather accurate—if 

still somewhat incomplete—picture of the covert political struggle 

that had determined Tito's Partisan strategy and the timing, amount. 

and type of Soviet assistance during the war. 12 

11Ernst Halperin, The Triumphant Heretic;    Tito's  Struggle 
Against  Stalin  (London:     Heinemann,  1958),  pp.   18,  22-2"/. 

12 ■For example Dedijer (53)j MoSa Pijade, La Fable de 1'Aide 
Sovietique^i 1* Insurrection Nationale Yugoslave (Paris: 1950), also 
available in English. 
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I have structured this section around Dedijer's Diary because 

it is the single most detailed source on Partisan communications and 

because its extended day-by-day treatment permits a clear glimpse of 

the changes in communications patterns.  Unless otherwise noted, all 

data are based on this source. 

Throughout the wartime campaigns Dedijer was attached to opera- 

tions which moved closely with the Tito Headquarters of the Supreme 

Command, first as Political Commissar of a military detachment and 

then—afte.' a wound in the fall of 19U1—as Editor of the CPY news- 

paper, Borba, and later in several other responsible positions.  These 

circum8tances--proximity to GHQ and affiliation with the Party press— 

give Dedijer's chronicle more than usual v .ue. 

From the time cf the German attac ; and occupation of Belgrade, 

April through July 19m, Dedijer was a Party journalist in Belgrade. 

At that time, among other duties, he compiled a twice weekly "detailed 

13 bulletin" on international news which was multigraphed  after being 

14 
approved by Djilas,   the Chief of the Agitprop Bureau of the CPY 

Politkom.  In August Dedijer moved out of Belgrade on the first leg 

cf HQ journeys which were to ka-ar the Partisans in the countryside 

until the liberation of Belgrade in October 1941». 

13 Dedijer (51), 231. 

1U 
ililovan Djilas, author, Marxist theoretician, and a principal 

collaborator of Tito until his expulsion from the Central Committee and 
resignation from the CPY in 1954, Irrprisoned for publishing his un- 
authorized political writin'gs, he'was'released .in 1967. 
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In late Aupust, when first attached to the Kragujevac Partisan 

^tachment, Dedijer immediately began production of the "radio news"-- 
M 
a 

prepared  "most  conspiratcrially"  in a  stablr--in eight  copies which 
*        .        •       15 v »re posted in the  eight parishes of the  C-.-uza District. 

Thun  in  October 18U1  Dedijer joined  the  Supreme  Command--then at 
i 

'• -ici  in Serbia—and was immediately appointed Editor of the Party 
i 
i 

'«wspaper, Borba. This paper was published roughly every day and 

continued publication for the duration of the war despite moving 

constantly about the country with the Supreme Command Headqu  ters. 

Radio wab for the Partisans the principal vehicle for receiving I 
I 

both information o^ current international events as well as instructions 

from abroad.  BBC was very closely followed but was a source of con- 

siderable annoyance for the Partisans because early in the resistance 

movement, it tended to praise Mihailovic and his Cetniks and m the 
I 

later stages to present the British agents and advisers to Tito as 

playing a more directing role than was the case, ' Radio Moscow was 

even more closely attended throughout the war both for its coverage of 

military developments on the Russian front and for the Serbo-Croatian 

language broadcasts by the Jugoslav Comr.iunists on the Radio Moscow 

18 
staff.   Also followed closely was the "gray" station, Radio Free 

l^Dedijer (51), 27-28. 

ISoedijer (51), UO, 42, U6, U8, 99, 179, 183, 196, 215, 217, 
222, 224, 228, 230-231, 2U7, 27U, 351. 

17Dedijer (51), 57, 173, 176, 180, 2U6, 3U8, 3U9. 

18Dedi:er (51), 62, 117, 122, 125, 173, 267. 
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Yugoslavia which, while purporting to b« a local Partisan operation, 

was established by Allied intelligence to be a Moscow-directed trans- 

19 
mitter located at Tiflis in Soviet Georgia, 

Foreign radio was not merely listened to( it was also soon sys- 

tematically monitored as a basis for the material which Dedijer and 

his colleagues at Partisan headquarters put in the Radio Bulletin, 

the first number of which was issued on 1 January 1942, 

Another source of outside news and military supplies—and a major 

source of new radio receiver-transmitters«»was the succession of British 

advisers who arrived in Yugoslavia by submarine and plane from 19 March 

19U2 on to establish and augment the 'ritish Military Mission attached 

19Fotitch ^8), 185, 197, 202, 228, 273, 317.  Radio Free 
Yugoslavia broadcast in Serbo-Croat and other languages daily com- 
muniques which Fotitch alleges were relayed from Partisan headquarters 
inside Yugoslavia,  The English edition of Ledijer's Diary makes fre- 
quent reference to Radio Free Yugoslavia from at least as early as 15 
May 1942, but implies throughout that it was a Partisan operation from 
inside Yugoslavia.  See Dedijer (51),   . 117, 122, 151, 191, 202, 2U4, 
257, 260,  Djilas recently revealed that while Radio Free Yugoslavia 
"was located in the Soviet Union to serv^ the needs of the resistance 
movement in Yugoslavia," it nevertheless was manipulated to support 
Stalin's policies at the expense of those of Tito.  Milovan Djilas, 
Conversations with Stalin (New York:  Karcourt, Brace & World, 1962), 
p, 10, 

20 Dedijer (51), 58,  Unfortunately Dedijer supplies no further 
details about this bulletin.  Was it, for instance, an example of the 
type of "confidential" foreign news periodical intended only for trusted 
senior officials? 
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to Tito's headquarters.  These teams brought with them both radio 

stations and trained radio-telegraphi?*"-?, and occasionally these sets 

21 
were turned over to the Partisans, 

Radio was, of course, the fastest and also the most reliable and 

secure means of communication (and cocrdination) between Tito's Supreme 

Staff and field units.  However, it was one of the critical problems, 

becau-  of the  scarcity  ': such equipment.  By 13 August 1942, Dedijer 

characterized their radio liaison with the field units as "woi'king 

well," but by 2 January 19U3 it was functioning "marvellously" as a 

result of the recent acquisition of radio equipment by all Partisan 
. .   22    . 

divisions.   This was a period of considerable growth and success by 

the Partisans:  by June 19U3, nearly cne-fifth of the country having 

come under Tito's control, and at least by 3 November 19U3, radiograms 

were reaching the Supreme Staff from every part of the country.^3 

Due to the rarity—particularly in the early days cf the struggle— 

of radio equipment, the Partisans were thrown back on the principal 

means of communication of their underground days:  the courier.  The 

2lDedijer (01), U5f 78, 88, 320, 345-6.  The British Mission gave 
Tito a link with London via Cairo which served as Headquarters for all 
British advisors operating in Yugoslavia and Greece.  Similar Groups 
also operated with the detniks even before contacting Tito and continued 
their liaison with Mih-iilovid at least as late as 15 September 19'4 3 
(pp. M5, 370, 373). 

22 
Dedijer (51), 174, 252,  Paitisan "divisions" usually numbered 

only 3,500 men under arms, "brigades" 'ere similarly inflated titles 
for units often numbering only a few hundred..  Concepts Division (62), 
73. 

Dedijer (51), 391. 

^XWffi&aa 
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pcrsonal messenger served to link the widely separated Partisan unitst 

carrying news by word-of-mouth, private letters between friends, reports 

from tb« front, and orders from the Supreme Staff. 

With the gradual spread of radio, it is evident from Dedijer's 

account that couriers were gradually being replaced as a  means of 

communication among major headquarters. 
V V s 

Couriers were similarly used by the Cetniks of Draza Mihailovic 

25 
to pass detailed instructions to lower headquarters. 

Telephone was a valuable secondary means of communication.  Al- 

though in early Fall of 19U2 one engagement (at Prijedor) finally saw 

all battalions of one Partisan division continually linked to head- 

quarters by telephone, even by late September 1942 there was still a 

major problem.  Unfortunately, it is not clear from Dedijer's account 

that these were field telephones:  his explicit references being seem- 

ingly to Partisan use of regular interurban lines as, for example, 

25 
in his reference to Partisan monitoring a'  enemy telephone messages. 

He does, however, refer (sub datum I  September 1942) to "local people 

putting up telephone posts.  They were working at high speed—nev.-ly 

27 
six miles of posts daily."' 

2Vjdijer (51), 23, 26, 56, 59, 77, 79, 80-81, 131, 152, 169, 
226, 289, 302, 339, 365, 

25Dedijer (51), 132.  The reference is to June 1942. 

26Dedijer '51), 95, 190, 247, 254, 282, 264, 266, 372. 

27Dedijer, (51), 181. 
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Telegraph was also used, in communicatinp. vrith Supreme Head- 

2 8 quarters, but seemingly sparingly.   Not until 7 November 194 3 was 
v .... 

this service sufficient for Mose Pijade, journalist-painter-politicia'"*, 

to be engaged at Supreme Headquarters (then in Jajce) in founding Tanjug, 

2 9 
the Telegraphic Agency New Yugoslavia. 

3peed--of both communica-'-ions and movenent--wac an essential of 

Partisan survival, Hence, even the Supreme Staff kept stripped to those 

m ilitary and political essentials which could be transported—as often 
30 

as necessary--only by men and horses.  It could, as Dedijer observed;' 

be on the march a mere fifteen minutes after the 
word,,.in which time the radio station is taken 
down and loaded on horses, and all tents packed, 
all without any special flurry. We have had 
great experience in such things I 

Due to his close wartime cffiliation—as a member of the editor- 

ial board and sometime Editor—with the official CPY newspaper, Borba, 

Dedijer gives a particularly clear account of the operation of the 

Partisan press under guerrilla conditions.  In October 1941, Borba 

was published every other day in Uzice,31  On 4 September 19U2 the 

Party press was set up in Drinici,  During the subsequent six months 

until its evacuation on 30 January 19U3, this press produced 2,001,368 

octavo pages of printing distributed among the several publications 

32 
indicated in Table A. 

^Dedijer (51), 135, 354, 

29Dedijer (51), 395,  Pijade, a Serb of Jewish family born in 
1939, was a CPY member since 1920,  From 195 3 was President of the 
Federal People's Assembly until his death in 195". 

30Dedijer (51), 346, sub datum 22 July 1943. 

31Dedijar (51), '40. 

32Dedi3er (51), 183, 185, 262-3. 
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This entire operation was carried out by two small presses: 

a handfdriven (?) cropper rented (!) from a private printer ip Livno 

and already transported the 100 urn.TO Drinici, the move taking only 
i 

5 days (31 August to U Septamber 19«;2) for shipping and setting up. 

When Bihac was captured on 5 November, a foot-driven cropper //as 

obtained which was preferred because it required only one rather than 

two machining operations.  On 15 December 19U2, a telephone was in- 

stalled in the press offices in Drinici linking it with Supreme Head- 

quarters some 5 kilometers distant in Petrovac.  Prior to that time 

the news from Petrovac was obtained by the staff having to ride by 

horse between the two places,  As with the Supreme Staff, the press 

section had to be prepared to pack on short notice and to move quickly: 

the move from Drinici, for example, took only U 1/2 hours from time 

of order to move (midnight of 29 January 19U3) to obtain a truckt 

load it and send it on its way with the entire press supplies.  The 

staff itself started out on foot 2 hours later.  The trip from Drinici 

to Ostrel (.10 km) was by truck, thence by train to Mliniste (50km 

further), and from there 4? miles by car to Priluke (near Supreme 

Staff Headquarters at Livno) where the press was set up on 3 February, 

The m^ve t:ok five days.  Telephone linking the press office with the 

Livno headc^varters was installed three days later, J 

33Dedijer (51), 181, 2U7, 262-266.  Except for the short rail 
journey, the press staff travelled by foot, trucking being reserved 
for the press and supplies. 
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The underground press continued to operate throughout the 

Italo-German occupation in Belgrade and other cities and towns.  By 

1 January 19U3 the Belgrade underground had even managed to issue the 

complete text of the History of the Communist Party (Bolshevik), a 

job which the headquarters press failed to accomplish despite several 

34 
abortive attempts, 

s 

Whereas, the urban underground publications were distributed by 

trusted individuals through their inter-personal networks, the Partisan 

output was delivered to main distribution points mainly by car.  For 

example, of the 3,000 issues in the 1U November 1942 issue of Borba 

published in Dnnici, 900 were sent off to Croatia by automobile.  In 

this case, the vehicle had not gotten beyond Bihac even ten days later 

and Dedijer complained that the chauffeur should have shown some ini- 

35 
tiative by resorting to horsecart or even hourseback. 

3H Dedijer (51), 251, 387, 392,  This famous work of Stalinist 
historiography produced in 13b8 was widely but incorrectly believed to 
have been authored by Stalin himself until revealed otherwise by 
Khrushchev in his "secret" speech to the 20th Party Congress in 1956, 
Wolfe (57), 218, 220, 

35Dedijer (51), 230-231. 
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TABLE A;  Partitan Publication, »♦ Sap 19H2 - 30 Jar 1943 

No. 
TITLE Isoues 

Periodicals: 

Borba 

Narodno Oelobodjenje [People's Liberation] 

Omladinsa Borba [The Struggle oi, Youth] 

Proleter [The Proletarian] 

Zena Danas [Woman Today] 

Vojno-politicki Proglad [Military-Political Review] 2 

Krajiski  Partizan [The Krajina Partisan] 

Paprika (satirical magaaine) 

TOTAL 29 

Books, Pamphlets: 

Stalin's speech 

The Foundations of Marxism (book) 

The Jasenovac Camp (book) 

Booklet on the people's liberation committees 

TOTAL 

Miscellaneous: 

AVNOJ Loan Bonds 

Partisan identity cards 

Map of Russian frc^t 

Stalin's photograph 

Leaflets (It typos) 

16 miscellaneous types of stationery 

Press 
Run 

No, 
Copies 

18 2 ,000-3,000 53,000 

3 1 ,200-3,200 6,000 

2 1 ,000-2,000 3,000 

3,000 3,000 

1,200 1,200 

]  2 500 1,000 

1,000 1,000 

7 7 

6 8,207 

3,000 

2,200 

2,000 

500 

7,700 

12,000 

10,000 

3,000 

200 

"thousands" 

'many thousands" 
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C.  MIHMLOVIC'S CETNIKS:  IQUl-iguu 

The World War I guerrilla group, the Cetniks, founded by Colonel 

(later General) Draza Mihailjvic, has particular relevance for three 

reasons:  1) it was a non-Communist guerrilla movement,  ?) it was an 

unsuccessful guerrilla movement,  3) it coexisted and competed in time 

and place with another guerrilla movement, Tito's Partisans, 

While a study of this group is beyond the present scope cf this 

paper, some excellent materials by Fotitch, Dedijer and several British 

wartime advisers exist. 

In general, what these sources indicate is that the failure of 

Mihailovic's movement, though in essence brought on by a combination 

of weak organization, ineffectiva leadership on his part, weak organi- 

zational support, inadequate policies and insufficient external prop- 

aganda, was unnecessarily exacerbated by his faulty communications both 

within Yugoslavia and between his headquarters and the outside world. 

--.■.■■^.■^   l--:..-.^&4 
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VII. MALAYAt  19U1-1960 

Juot as most studies of  Communist-directed guerrilla operations 

could profit f-^rn  close examination of the conspiratorial oackground 

of the local Communist Party that began the opiration, so would the 

many accounts of the well-studied Emergency that plagued post-World 

War II Malaya benefit substantially from a study of the wartime anti- 

Japanese guerrilla operations. The many existing studies make the. 

point in passing that the Corrnnvnist Chinese guerrillas of the Malayan 

Emergency had obtained both their experience and their arms during 

operations against the Japanese,  However, by liiAiting their remarks 

to such a superficial ciatement, they neglcot two significant points 

that show the tactics and strategy of the MRLA to hav»! been not mere 

improvisation or rediscovery oi principles and operations but to be 

direct emulation cf  the Chinese Communist Eighth Route Army. 

A.  PRE-WORLD WAR II COMMUNIST UNDERGROUND 

In the same way that the literature on the Malayan Euergency 

makes only fleeting reference to its World W&r II guerrilla ante- 

cedents, so does the latter literature negle-t the pre-war organiza- 

tion and experience of the Malayan Communist Party as an underground 

movement.  Fortunately we do have some brief though skimpy sources 

describing the groundwork laid by the MCP for their later guerrilla 

operations. 
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Rene Onraet, one-time Inspector-General of Police in the 

Straiphts Settlements, reveals some details of MCP activities in 

the pre-War era in his other-'ise rambling pukka sahib memoirs. 

Some students of internaticnal Communism and Overseas Chinese 

problems have also touched on this topic.  Their contributions 

a.-'e summarized here. 

Communism in Malaya has been a virtual monopoly of the Over- 

seas Chinese there.  This community in mainland Malaya has consti- 

tuted some  35% or the population (75% in Singapore) during the 

past four decader.  Intensive contact by letter, visitors, .)nd 

new immigration has characterizeo the continuing relationrhip of 

all Overseas Chinese comn.unities with rhci^ homeland, 

B.  THE MALAYAN PEOPLE'S ANTI-JAPANESE ARMY:  19U1-13U5 

The World War II Malayan resistance movement did not produce 

its Dedijerj or, if it did, his diary remains a part of the secret 

history of the MCP.  The historian of this :iiriod is, however, most 

fortunate in having a superb first-hand account of the anti-Japanese 

guerrilla movement by one of the British officers who formed a "left 

behind" pa^^y and worked with the Communist guerrillas until V-J Day, 

ous 
Rene Onraet, Singapore;  A Police Background (London: 

Dorothy Crisp, n,d, tlWTTr,   pp.   lflK-115,  "'Sis contains numr^.^ 
errors of checkable fact about international Communist organization 
and coordination (such as dating the dissolution of the Comintern 
to 1914U),  Such errors as well as the whole style and approach of 
Onraet do not lend confidence to the broad conclusions dr.^wn by the 
author in his own special area of claimed competance. 
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2 
This man, rtajor F. Spencer Chapman,  brought remarkable qualifica- 

tions to his job. He had been a noted amateur explorer in the Him- 

alayas and Arctic—his Eskimo code baffled the Japanese—and was 

serving as a specialist in guerrilla training at the Nd. 101 Special 

Training School in Malaya when the Japanese attack came. 

It should be noted that the Kuomintang (KMT) maintained rela- 

tively strong branches among the Chinese in Malaya.  These too 

operated underground against the Japanese Army and Communist guer- 

rillas and seemingly had their guerrillas operating in the forest 

as well.  In 19U4, a guerrilla force that claimed adherence to the 

KMT and Chungking was found to be operating on the Siam-Malaya bor- 

der.  It was opposed to the Communist-led MPAJA with which it engaged 

xn  clashes.  Th« British guerrilla Force 136 was, however, able to 

localize this band and prevent any major fighting between the KMT 

and Communist forces.  The total KMT armed strength was estimated 

st no more than 500 at a time when APAJA strength was 3-«i,000.  This 

KMT groap was officially disbanded in June 19U6, turning in 56 weapons. 

It does rot seem to have reactivated itself during the subsequent 

Emergency. 

2 
F. Spencer Chapman, The Jungle is Neutral (London:  Chatte 

and Uindus, 1949),  Except for a brief period in India, Chapman spent 
the entire war behind the lines in Malaya.  Leaving the Army in 19U7 
with the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel, he held posts as headmaster in 
schools in Germany and South Africa until his retirement to Sussex in 
19G2. 

Victor Purcell, The Chinese in Southeast Asia (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1951), pp. 372-373, 377, 40i. 
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C.  THE MALAYAN EMERGENCY:  19U8-1960 

The Malayan Emergency was a most unusuaj. instance of a guer- 

rilla operation.  Both the tactics and the communications of the 

Communist guerrillas remained at an extremely primitive level. 

Nevertheless some five or six thousand guerrillas managed to tie 

down a numerically far larger force—40,000 regular troops, 60,000 

police, 2^0,000 home guards—for the initial ten years of  the Emer- 

gency, The fact that the guerrillas had the sanctuary of the dense 

evergreen rain-forest covering four-fifchs of the country was a 

major factor in this. 

The guerrilla operations in World War II and during the Emer- 

gency were directly controlled by the Malayan Communist Party (MCP), 

The MCP fun-rtioned as an illegal underground group virtually from 

its founding in 1929 until 1937,  During World War II it grafted to 

its underground techniques those of guerrilla tactics as taught by 

their British advisers. This level of operations carried them 

through the Emergency.  Both the MCP membership and the composition 

of guerrilla and terrorist bands we^e throughout drawn almost exclu- 

sively from the nearly 40 percent of the population that is Chinese,1* 

During World War II the guerrilla force was known as the 
Malayan People's Anti-Japanese Army (MPAJA); during the post-war 
period it was the Malayan Races Liberation Army (MRLA), 
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Upon the Japanese invasion of Malaya in 1941 the MCP began 

guerrilla operations against the Japanese, Then in 1943 British 

Southeast Asia Command began an alliance with the MCP, which lasted— 

somewhat mutually uneasily—until the end of the war.  During that 

period the guerrillas were assigned as advisers some British offi- 

cers, NCO's, and radio operators who helped them establish the com- 

munications that permitted coordinated operations against the Japanese. 

Subsequently, substantial amounts of small arms, ammunition, and wire- 

less sets were supplied, mainly by air drop.  Following the war, 

the British attempted an only partially successful demobilization of 

these predominantly Chinese guerrilla units. 

Rioting soon broke out, which the MCP manipulated in its ef- 

forts to overthrow British rule.  Finally, in 1948 the British de- 

clared the "Emergency" and launched an all-out drive to counter 

the Communist guerrilla operations and terroristic acts. The period 

1952-195 3 was a particularly active counter-guerrilla phase and by 

Anthony Crockett, Green Beret, Red Star (London:  Eyre S 
Spottiswoode, 1954), pp. 12-15,  Accounts of several local anti- 
guerrilla patrols in Malaya during the Emergency,  By a major in 
the Royal Marine Commandos who served there for two years (1951-1952) 
James E. Dougherty, "The Guerrilla War in Malaya", U,S. Naval 
Institute Proceedings Sep 1958 as reprinted in Osanka (62), pn, 
298-308,; Vernon Bartlett, Report frcg Malaya (London:  Derek Verschoyie, 
1954), pp. 33-35;  Chapman (49), and Paul A, Jureidini, et^al. Casebook 
on Insurgency and Revolutionary Warfare;  2 3 Summary Accounts (Washington, 
D,C,: The American University, Special Operations Research Office, 1.962), 
pp, 55-82, briefly summarized the Worlo Wjtr II operations and the post- 
War Emergency, Handbook to Malaya and the Emergency (Singapore: Depart- 
ment of Information, Federation of Malaya, May 1955), pp, 6-9, 

; 
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August 1957 the general situation was sufficiently in hand for the 

British to authorize admission of the Federation of Malaya into the 

Commonwealth as an independent member. However, even as late as 

July 1960 when the Emergency officially ended, there were still 

some guerrilla hold-outs. 
| 

Jureidini, e^ al,describe the organization of the MRLA as 
6 

follows: 

The British attempted to disband the guerrillas after 
the war, but MRIA kept its units fairly intact by 
falsifying the membership lists submitted to the British, 
forming the "Old Comrades Associations," and hiding large 
quantities of arms.  The party created and controlled the 
guerrilla units down to the platoon level through its 
Central Military Committee, Coordination from the MCP 
Executive Committee down to the smallest bandit units 
proved to be an impossibility.  In most cases the regi- 
ments, the largest units of the MRLA, had to be control- 
led by the state districts, and later during the insur- 
rection, coordination between the companies proved Im- 
possible. There were approximately 5,000 MRLA guerrillas 
living in jungle camps, each containing 600 troops. The 
camps were later reduced to as few as three to five men. 
The Min Yuen, a civilian masa organization set up to 
assist the guerrillas in the jungle, was the auxiliary 
unit of the MRLA.  Its main duties included furnishing 
the guerrillas with material supplies, functioning as 
an intelligence and  courier network, and effecting a 
closer liaison with the masses. 

The MRLA apparently never succeeded in developing a communica- 
- 

tion system possessing sufficient speed to allow coordination of 

units in single operations.  Despite the fact that the British had 

6Jureidini (62), 7U-75.  Min Yuen membership estimates ran as 
high as a half million.  Actual MtP membership probably never exceeded 
3,000. 
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air-dropped radios to guerrilla units in the war which had been an 

essential part of successful coordination thent they do not seem to 
7 

have used radio during the Emergency. 

In 1951 or 1952 when a 12-man MRLA camp was taken, the first 
8 

known guerrilla radio (a receiver only) was seized: 

This... caused quite a stir in high police circles.  It 
was the first known case of a radio receiver being found 
in a bandit camp and gave rise to some fairly imaginative 
theories.  Sergeant Porter had the forethought to bring 
out the aerial as well. This was quickly appropriated by 
experts, who took it away to measure its length and asked 
how high above the ground it had been stretched.  In the 
end we arrived at the rather tame solution that th^y had 
probably got thoroughly bored with living in the .. jngle 
and had wanted to li-ten to Radio Malaya. The set was 
an ordinary battery portable, like thousands which could 
be bought at any retailer's. 

Without radios, telephones, or telegraph, the guerrillas were 

thrown back on couriers as their only regular means of communication. 

This function was a major responsibility of the Min Yuen, the civilian 
10 

auxiliaries and allies of the MRLA regulars.  However, the MRLA 

themselves more often carried the important documents and letters.^ 

7 
Crockett (5U), 13. 

8Crockett (54), 207-208. 

9Bartlett (54), U0, 71, 72. 

10Jureidini (62), 75. 

11Crockett (5U), 91. 
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These couriers constituted the only regular network of communi- 

cations linking all elements of the HCP and the MRLA,  As the Britisn 

counter-guerrilla measures became more effective, the MCP Politburo 

was believed to have moved its headquarters into the safety of the 

deep rain forest. At that point, their only regular contact with the 
I 

outside world was through couriers.  These couriers were organized-- 

in the true fashion of clandestine networks or cells--so that they 

did not even know one another, only the handful of members of their 

own cell.1^ 

According to British correspondent Vernon Bartlett who visited 

Malaya in 195 3 or 195U for the London Mews Chronicle, most of the 

MCP propaganda was being rather well produced on simple duplicating 

machines in the deep jungle.  He describes two issues of a Chinese- 

language newspaper. Current Affairs News, those for November 30th 

and December 13, 195 3,  These were produced in the Perak jungle by 

the "Humanity Press," Their contents were largely devoted to news 

of international Communism and incluüed such recent items as the 

World Trade Union Congress in Vienna in October and the British 

Christmas strikes.  If we assume that even such a press did not di- 

rectly monitor foreign radio, one must presume that for such compara- 

tively current news to appear the press must have had access to the 

12Bartlett (5U), 39-UO, 
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press (or radio) in not too distant towns. These copies were taken 

from two Communist couriers killed on 29 December 195 3 at the town 

of Sungei Siput (some 20 miles north of Ipoh along the road and rail- 

way). At the time they were carrying nearly a hundred copies of 

this newspaper. 

Of course, the MCF strategy was not by choice confined to a 

primitiv« small jroup type operation whose sole operational results 

could be to terrorize and sabotage.  This was to be merely the first 

of the three classic stages in a revolutionary war of national libera- 

tion as expounded by Mao Tse-tung.  It was to lead into a second 

stage to be characterized by war of maneuver and thence into a third 

stage of full confrontation with the enemy's armed forces.  This 

Communist strategy was completely frustrated by the effective British 

counter-guerrilla operations. The essence of the British strategy 

was four-fold:  social, economic, political, and police-military. 

1)  Social:  To isolate the hard-core guerrillas in their 

forest camps, denying them the intelligence and supply 

support of the towns and villages. This was largely 

achieved by the resettlemnt of the several hundred 

thousand Chinese jungle squatters who had formed the base 

of retruitment for the Min Yuen, the auxiliary supply and 

intelligence support for the MPLA, 

l3ßartlett (5»0, HO, 
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14 
7)    Economic:   To deny the MCP their ma.'.n appeal to the 

Chinese squatters. 

3) Political: To deny to the MCP their appeal to Malayan 

demands for independence. This goal was substantially 

achieved in 1957. 

U)  Police-Military: To ferret out each individual guerrillag 

identifying and capturir.g or killing them without creating 

new guerrilla recruits by indescriminate killing, wourding, 

and harrassment of the general civil population.  Accord- 

ingly, troops were used only as security guards or as 

raiding parties against targets specifically identified by 

police-intelligence methods.  Building on a long tradition 

of "special branch" anti-Communist police staff and infcrmer 

;.ets in Singapore, the British had dossiers (including photos 

and fingerprints) on virtually every guerrilla.  It is a 

measure of the intensity of their stress on the police- 

intelligence aspects that many of the key British personnel 

assigned to the Emergency were police or intelligence offi- 

cers.  Thus, after 1952 the High Commissioner and Director 

of Operations was no less than the former Director of Mili- 

tary Intelligencet Field-Marshal Sir Gerald Templer,  And 

a former chief of M.I.5 (British counter-intelligence). Sir 

15 
Percy Sillitoe, was a key adviser on security matters. 

1U Neglect of this economic aspect of the resettlement scheme 
was one of thr» kev reasons for the very imperfect effort to transplant 
this counter-guerrilla measure into South Vietnam under the "strategic 
hamlet" program. 

15 Lucian W. Pye, Lessons from the Malayan Struggle against 
Communism (Cambridge: M.I.T., Center for International studies, February 
TTSTT  

I 
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VIII.  VILTHAhr.  1920-19S'» 

by 

* 
Judith Txpton 

The following case study of guerrilxa warfare communications in 

Vietnam to 195U is divided Into two parts;  one entitled Internal 

Political Organization, and the other Cornmunications.  I consider it 

important that * discussion of the development of the political or- 

ganization in Vietnam precede the actual description of guerilla 

communications;  fir&t, because an understanding of the political- 

military network gives one a framework on which to base a knowledge 

of communications mecia and the purposes to which these media are 

put; and second, because the success of guerrilla and underground 

movements depends not so much on the efficiency of the communica- 

tions methods themselves, as on the control of all aspects cf the 

movement by a well-coordinated political organization. 

Research and origin».1 draft. 
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Bert Cocper, John Killigrew,and Norman LaCharite, Case 
Studies iA lAsurgency and Revolutionary Warfare:  yietnam 19U1-195U 
(Washington, D.cT:  Special Operations Research Otl:icetThe American 
University, 19SU), p. 70. 
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A.  INTERNAL POLITICAL ORGANIZATIOM 

1,  Underground Organization Prior to Revolution 

a.  Early Organization in 1920'8 and 19 30'c.  Even as early as 

the 1920's the resistance movement in Indochina was taking shape. 

Although there were numerous small centers of resistance, abroad and 

within the counxry—as there had been sporadically since the first 

years of French domination—the real nucleus of the resistance move- 

ment can be found in the efforts or one man. 

This man is Ho Chi Minh, now head of the DRV, then called by 

his real name, Nguyen Van Thanh.  As a young man in France he was 

exposed to Communist revolutionary doctrine and saw i : as the means 

to free his country from French control.  He became a Vietnamese 

agent for the Comintern in 192 5,  On his way to Vietnam from France, 

by chance he took a job as translator for Borodin, Soviet adviser to 

Sun Yat-san, in Canton,  Impressed by the success of iheir revolution, 

Nguyen Van Thanh organized the Vietnamese living in China into the 

Than-Nien (Revolutionary Youth League) and set up a training center 

for future cadres, which attracted other nationalists from inside 

Vietnam,  Then he founded the "League of Oppressed People's of 

^sia" which published newspapers and pamphlets for clandestine dis- 

tribution in Vietnam,  In spite of French attempts to repress the 

-;--=■;■:.;... . 
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distribution of these materials, more nationalists ware attiacted 

to the movement and came to join the organization in China. 

Resistance activity withir. Vietnam during this period appar- 

ent ly consisted of various isolated communist organizers, who, in 

spite of French repression, spread propaganda by means of leaflets 

and signs, and trained supporters as cadres,  One of these early 

organizers was Nguyen Luong Bang, who later became treasurer of 

the Indochinese Conuivunist Party (ICP) and initiated a treasury bond 

issue which helped to finance "rh*. Revolution,  He worked for the 

resistance movement in the late 1920' s, publishing a propaganda news- 

paper and organizing resistance support in Hong Kcng, Shanghai and 

c •   3 

Saigon, 

Pham Van Dong, presently Prime Minister of Morth Vietnam, also 

was active during ;he early years nt  the resit«.ance organization, 

Ke organized trade unions within Vietnam, conducted str"' s, and 

•crained cadres to carry out these operations in other areas of the 

country. 

In 1930, after several yea/'S of e;;ile in Siam, necessitated by 

Chiang K'ai-shek's attack on the Chinese Communists and the efforts 

2Wilfred G, Burchett, North ,,£  the 17th Parallel (Delhi: 
Pfcwple's Publishing House, 1956), pp. 13-i.»*, 

3 
A Heroic People;  Memoirs from the Revolution (Hanoi: Foreign 

Language Publishing House, 1960), pp, STTJ T2.,     (Referred to throughout 
this paper as Heroic People.) 

Heroic People, p. 59. 
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of the French to stop his operations, Nguyen Van Thanh (Ho Chi Minh) 

was able to organize the various communist factions m Vietnam into 

the Indochinesc Communist Party (ICP): which in spite of French re- 

pressive attempts, and the imprisonment of Ho by the British and by 

the Chinese, continued to exist clandestinely until 1945, when it was 

ostensibly disbanded in order to gain the support of noncommunist 

nationalist groups.   ("The ICP continued to control the movement from 

its underground position from 1946 until 1951 when it was reestabli- 

shed as the Lao Dong Party,  ] 

In 19 37 a general amnesty led to the release of a number of ICP 

me...jers who were subsequently able to resume political activities, 

hlxercisinp more caut'.on this time, they divided themselves into two 

sections:  1) an overt group designed to engage in legal activities 

and 2) a clandestine group whose task was to secretly reconstruct 

the network of communist cells. 

Truong Chinh took charge of the "overt" group and organized the 

overthrow of the Trotsky element in the Vietnamese newspaper Le 

Travail.  After this paper was suppressed by the French,   Truong 

Chinh published Rassemblement (in French) and Tin Tue (in Vietnamese). 

There is no conclusive evidence concerning Ho Chi Minh's 

- 
r 

I 
whereabouts or activities during the period between 19 33 and 19U1, 
Hoang Van Chi now suspects th^t Ho was se -^tly hidden in the Soviet 
Union during this period.  The French, on tne other hand, until 1SU5 
when he appeared in public for the first time is Ho Chi '^inh and was 
recognized by French intelligence as Nguyen Ai Quoc (the name associa- 
ted with his nationalist activities), believed that he had died in 
Hong Kong in 193 3.  Hoang Van Chi, From Colonialism to Communism; A 
Case History of North Vietnam (London:  Fall Mall Press Ltd., 1954), 
pp. 31, 39. 

6 Heroic People, p. 14, 

CaHoang Van Chi (54), p. 30. 

7 
Hoang Van Chi (54), pp. 55-56. 
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The 'covert' group by 19 38 had organized a vast network of 

secret cells and incrtas^d the number of Party members to 10,0001 

During the 1939-1941 period of Japanese and Irench occupation, how- 

ever, the activities of these cells were largely stifled, and a 

large number of their leaders were forced to flee :o China.  In 

19U1, operations were resumed after the establishment of the Viet 

Minh who at this time enjoyed British and American support.  Ho Chi 

Minn returned to Vietnam and sent Party members to all parts of the 
Q 

country to reestablish communications with the secret cells, 

b.  Organization in the 'UO's;  ig^O-iguS.  After the formation 

of the Viet Minh in 1941 as an effort by the ICP to organize all 

nationalist groups in Vietnam under a United Front, greater consolida- 

tion of the resistance movement was possible. 

Late in 19U1, Ho Chi Minh was imprisoned by the Chinese National- 

ists for his part in the distribution of communist propaganda in 

Kwangsi province.  Nonetheless, he was still able to communicate his 

orders to Vo Nguyen Giap and Truong Chinh, who led the resistance 
g 

movement during his absence.   By order of the Central Committee at 

the Eighth Congress of the ICP, Giap and Truong Chinh carried out 

the formation of two centers of resistance in the Viet Bac region; 

Cao Bang in the North and Thai Nguyen in the South, 

8Hoang Van Chi,(64), pp. 56^59, 

9Phillippe Devillers, Histoire du Viet-Nam de 1940 a 1952 
(Paris:  Editions du Seuil, 1952), p. 103. 

10Heroic People, p. IIU, 
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An Interprovincial Party Committee was formed to consolidate and 

organize the existing cadres and party members who had heretofore op- 

erated in relative isolation, and to send now cadres into intermediary 

villages with the eventual aim of establishing a network of peoples' 
I 

bases from which a large-scale resistance movement could then be 

launched. 

Ty't'.  establishment of these peoples' bases was essential to the 

success of the resistance movement since they would serve a trifold 
- 

purpose as communication networks, intelligence chains, and militia. 
I 

It was the job of the cadra assigned to a particular village first 
i 

to win the support of the people, then to organize and train self- 

defenso units, and then to teach them the basic methods of communica- 

ticn and intelligence transmission.  The cadre was instructed to win 

the support of the people by giving advice on such matters as agri- 

cultural and health methods.  After assuring his position in the 

village he was instructed to hold village elections c'nd establish 
■- 

shadow governments.  And, as part of the Viet Minh ffnti-xllitaracy 

campaign launched in 19U1, the cadre often taught his villagers to 

read and write, a policy that served a dual purpose:  the Viet Minh        I 

would gain the gratitude and support of the people, and therefore ^ 

could employ them to greater advantage as communications a- J intelli- 

gence links after the revolution was launched. 

? 
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Prior to this time, uowever, it seems that communication was 

accomplished by carefully planned clandestine meetings between the 

cadres from several neighboring villages, who would walk many miles 

at night to a cave or safe-house, for example, in order to report 

their progress and receive instructions from the Central Committee. 

Occasionally meetings were held by the Central Committee at Cao Bang 

which al2 the cadres from the area attended. 

Vo Nguyen Giap in an articled entitled "Coming from the People" 

(in Heroic People) describes the way in which the Central Committee 

in Cao Bang accomplished the organization of the Viet Bac region. 

Initially, trained csdres were sent by the Central Committee to speci- 

fic villages to win the support of the people, train self-defense 

units,  and establish Party cells and shadow governments.  If at 

all possible, cadres were sent to their own villages, minority tribes 

receiving a cadre who spoke their native tongue. 

Throughout the igSu's, these cells remained relatively isola- 

ted.  But in 19U1 "iap ordered that attempts be made to establish 

liaison between the individual cells. It was especially 

necessary, as a precursor to the insurrection, to establish a com- 

munications link between the two resistance centers in the Viet Bac, 

so that eventually revolutionary action could be coordinated. 

To illustrate the conditions under which these early guerrilla 
units operated, Giap recalls:  "There were 34 of us altogether in those 
first units. . . . Our only weapons were flintlock rifles.  And these 
mountains-why, at that time we could only move safely around the peaks, 
foi the Japanese and the French were everywhere below," Joseph Starobin^, 
Eyewitness in Indochina (New York:  Cameron and Kahn, 195U), p, 66. 
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The Viet Minh picinned for the establishment of this link by 

sending cadres to villages all along the chosen route between Cao 

Bang and Thai Nguyen.  Only after each village was securely under 

Viet Minh control could they be linked up to form a chain of peoples' 

bases between r.he  two centers of resistance.  Giap realized the im- 

portance of establishing this clandestine route, which would alloi- 

the Viet Minh to coordinate activities in spite of severe repressive 

attempts by the French and later would be an essential prerequisite 

12 to the success of guerrilla activity. 

As early as IQUl, Ciap reports, the Viet Minh had gained con- 

siderable control of the Viet Bac region, and to counteract this the 

'mandarinal hierarchy' instructed various localities to enforce vigil- 

ance by establishing sentries outside th^ villages.  But because of 

the nationalist sympathies of the villagers, the sentries whose vil- 

lages lay along the communications route were used by the Viet Minh 

13 as liaison post?. 

By the fall of 19U3 the consolidation of the two centers was 

successful, but because of the "reign of terror" initiated by the 

French soon after to wipe out the revolutionaries, communication could 

not be maintained for long. 

12 Heroic People, p. 115. 

13 Heroic People, p. 106. 

Ar^ 
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The Interprovincial Party Committc« issued at this time a direc- 

tive to cadres to heighten their vigilance and avoid at all costs be- 

ing captured by the enemy.  The safety of the cadre and his party cell 

was of outmost importance to the villagers and everything possible was 

done to hide them from the enemy. 

Cadres were also urged to stand ready to go into hiding; 
They were asked not to stay at home at night, to be pro- 
vided with self-defense measures when they traveled by 
day, build food reserves for at least 2 or 3 months, and 
maintain liaison with leading comrades to be able to dis- 
appear in any emergency.^-4 

"Secret groups" were set up by the Committee, each one composed 

of four or five cadres from one or two villages who would meet at night 

in a hidden hut high in the mountains.  Guided by a "secret signal," 

they would often run through a waterfall before reaching the hut to 

avoid being traced. 

It was at these places that they [the cadres] met Party 
members or strong supporters or national salvation or- 
ganizations from the villages.  These people, risking 
their lives, went up hill and down dale to bring food 
supplies to secret groups, give them accounts of the 
situation, and discuss what was to be done to cope with 
enemy raids in each village and hamlet,15 

Besides their coordinative role, these secret groups took part in mili- 

tary training exercises, studied revolutionary techniques, and conducted 

16 mass work projects. 

Heroic People, p, 131, 

Heroic People, p, 132, 

16Ibid, 
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It is hard to understand how such a tenuous communication sys- 

tem could have been at all effective. The experiences of "Red Star" 

(a revolutionary nickname for Nguyen Luong Bang), who became the Party 

treasurer in 1943, serve to demonstrate the dependence of the under- 

ground movement on chance.  During the rummer of 1943, because of the 

scarcity of trainee! cadres, the Party organi ed "Red Star's" escape 

from prison.  Repeatedly receiving word that he was to await communi- 

cations from the Central Committee in various villages, he traveled 

from one to another for several months before finally meeting Truong 

Chinh through whom he was assigned the responsibility of propaganda 

activity in the 'safe area.' 

In 194U, French repression in the North was at an unprecedented 

height, and the Central Committee in Cao Bang organized the "Platoon 

to Advance Southwards" to restore the broken communication artery be- 

tween the two resistance centers.  Many of the villages along the 

route had been burned and the people had taken refuge in the surround- 

ing forests,  A selected group of cadres traveled from Cao Bang to 

Cho Ra, where they stopped and set up a printing press and distributed 

leaflets in an attempt to reestablish liaison with the scattered 

1   v    18 peoples bases. 

17 

18 

its impor 

Heroic People, p. 60 

George 
p, 25, 

Tanham's 
tance to 

,    ,    • B 

defense; 
children 
food and 
that of 
regular 

, Tanham, 

definition of the Viet Minh 'base area' demonstrates 
the success of their revolution: 

closely integrated complex of villages prepared for 
a politically indoctrinated population in which even 
have their specific intelligence tasks; a network of 
weapons dumps; an administrative machine parallel to 

the legal authority, to which may be added at will any 
[army] unit assigned to operations on the area." 
Communist Gaerrilla Warfare (New York:  Praeger, 1961), 
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The reestablishrieru  r these communications was a necessary pre- 

requisite to the launching of guerrilla warfare, which was ordered 

by the Interprovincial Party Committee after the collapse of the 

Petain Government rn July of 19UU.  Giap had correctly f< reseen that 

Japanese-French antagonism would increase following this event and 

that a French ouster was imminent, thereby making the time most op- 

portune for Viet Minh guerrilla attacks in all provinces.  The 

peoples bases, scattered though rhey were, had to be made aware of 

these developments so that their guerrilla bands could prepare to 

19 launch attacks on French (and Japanese) garrisons and outposts. 

Up to this time guerrilla activity had been limited apparently 

to harrassing of enemy trooi. • :m the march which, according to the 

plans of the Central Committee, would gradually drive out the enemy 

troops and leave the Viet Minh with 'safe areas' in which to collect 

and store supplies, train troops, etc. 

Thus, in July ig^i, the Interprovincial Party Committee held a 

meeting of cadres in a cave in the forests to plan for the armed up- 

rising.  A decision was reached to form the Vietnam Liberation Army, 

and Liberation Committees, composed of cadres and political commis- 

sars who would become local provisional governments once the insur- 

rection was launched. 

, Heroic People, pp, 136-137. 

20 Heroic People, p. luu. 
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There was disagreement at this point between Giap in Vietnam, 

who believed that the time for general insurrection had arrived; and 

Ho Chi Minh, in the Kuomintang prison, who was able to veto the plans 

for general insurrection but approved Giap's reasoning that the weak- 

ened and dissent-ridden Japanese and French forces invited attack, in 

20 specified ?reas at least, by guerrilla forces. 

Subsequently Giap received an order from Ho to attack Phay Khat 

and Na Mgan: 

One day before the formation of the unit [the V.N, Armed 
Propaganda Unit for National Liberation], I received a dir- 
ective from Uncle Ho written on a small piece of paper and 
enclosed in a packet of cigarettes. . . .2^- 

With the outbreak of revolution fast approaching, Ho Chi Minh 

(now called Nguyen Ai Quoc, meaning 'Nguyen the patriot1) was anxious 

to return to Vietnam.  Thus, he was quick to take advantage of the 

opportunity offered by the Kuomintang who were looking for someone to 

organize an espionage network in Tonkin to subvert Japanese influence 

there.  Changing his name at this time to the present Ko Chi Minh 

(meaning 'one who seeks enlightenment') in order to avoid being identi- 

fied with his earlier communist activities in China, Ho offered his 

services, was accepted by Chiang K'ai-shek, and was sent to Vietnam 

as official head of the "Viet Nam Cach Dong Minh." This cover gave 

21 Heroic People, p. 1U7, 
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Ho a perfect opportunity to root out the nationalist organisations 

that had opposed the Viet Minh, while at the same time strengthening 

72 his own forces.  In spite of French knowledge of hie true identy, 

Ho continued to keep the confidence of the Chinese Kuomintang and sent 

them numerous, if not always accurate information,  (Later in 19UU 

the Kuomintang finally accepted Che French report on Ho's true identi- 

ty but took no action because they ner led him against the French, 

Thus for most of that year, the Viet Minh received Chinese sanction 

for their operations and were able to exploit it for their own pur- 

23 poses.) 

After the Japanese coup de force in March 1945 had conveniently 

destroyed one-half of Viet Minh opposition, the Bureau or the Central 

Standing Committee of the ICP decided at a meeting on March 9 to sup- 

port the "Great National Salvation Movement against the Japanese 

Fascists," 

And, as it became more appar^it that the Japanese in their turn 

would be ousted from Vietnam, the .<.      ial Committee made fui.tl.2r 

preparations for the general insurr ;tion.  On April 20, 19U5 the 

Revolutionary Military Conference o: lorth Vietnam "drew up the 

general insurrection preparatory plan and formed the General Command 

22 Devillers (p, 105) statei that the French were aware of Ho's 
true identity in 1944, Hoang Van Chi (see footnote 5, p, 2) maintains, 
however, that French intelligence did not discover until 1945 that Ho 
Chi Minh and Nguyen Ai Quoc were the same man, 

23Devillers<52)>  pp-  103-106, 

Tru'o'ng-Chinh,  The August  Revolution  (Hanoi:     Foreign 
Languages Publishing House, 1958), p, 9, 
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25 of the Nü-^th Vietnam Liberation Army." 

One of the shortcomings mentioned by the Committee at this 

meeting which would have to be overcome by the time of the insur- 

rection is the following: 

Many a time, it was found impossible to maintain 
communications and it follows that unified leadership 
could not be realized.^^ 

Prior to this statement, the Interprovincial Party Committee had 

ur^ed as necessary preparation for the insurrection that; 

Distri;t party committees re-adjust secret communications 
lines and scouxing committees, and give the people a 
general idea of the intelligence service,2' 

2.  Launching the Revolution 

On August 9th, three days after the bombinn of Hiroshima, the 

ICP at its National Congress made the decision to launch the general 

insurrection and found the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV), The 

Viet Minh Central Committee approved these decisions; the Insur- 

rection Committee was set up, and on August 13th gave the order for 

the launching of the insurrection.  On August 16th, the Provisional 

Government of the DRV was formed by the National Congress at a meet- 

25 Breaking Our Chains;  Documents on the Vietnam Revolution 
of August 1915 CHanoi;  Foreign Language Publishing House, 1960), 
p. U27 (Referred to throughout this paper as Breaking Our Chains.) 

25Ibid. 

27Heroic People, p. 1'42. 

ing of more than f50 delegates held in the newly staked out "free 
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2 8 zone" of Vietnam«t 

The Congress held this "lightning session"' ox only three days 

to allow the delegates to return quickly to their local regions and 

lead the insurrection.  3efore the conference adjourned, the InSurrac- 

tio^ Committee issued a plan of action to guide the cadres in carrying 

out the revolution.  Several axJ worth mentioning because they demon- 

strate the emphasis the Viet Minh placv.d on communications and propa- 

ganda distribution. 

Military Action: 

10. Action in towns,  Main objectives,  the secret 
policet postal services, railway stations, bus 
stations, offices of the Heads of provinces, 
treasuries, prisons. To seize all important 
documents (to burn them where they cannot be 
taken away), 

Political Action: 

5.  Occupy and make use of propaganda services of the 
enemy, requisition printing houses and private 
radio receivers. 

Communications and Liaison: 

...We must firmly maintain liaison with the ccmi^nding 
organs.  Seize the enemy's services and means of 
communication and liaison (motor-cars, trains, postal 
services), set up radio stations.29 

The^u is very little mformat". on regarding the way in which :ne 

insurrection orders were communicated by the Insurrectior; Committee 

28 The "free zone" was established in June, 1945, anA-  consisted 
of six provinces in North Vietnam.  Tru'o'n^-Chinh (58), "p.- 34. 

29 Breaking Our Chains, jp. 77-7*;. 
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to its local bases.  The success of the revolution t/as apparently 

grestly dependent on the simultaneous :iming of the uprising 

in all areas,  Truong Chinh implies the importance o^ timing in his 

work The August Revolution by mentionin? as the main weakness of the 

Revolution the fact that all uprisings didn't take place at once. 

He cites .Nrani-3o (South Vietnam) as the main offender—stating that 

Saigon was H  days late in launching its uprising and as ;ribes this 

lateness to th3 rslative weakness of the Viet Minh organization and 

the lack of homogeniety in the ranks of the United National Front 

in the South.30 

xn fact, according to Devillers, the revolution in the South was 

of a very differenx sort from that in tne North.  The Viet Minh appar- 

ently had only indirect control there-^through cne of the principal 

Southern nationalist organizations, the "Jeunessss d'Avant-Garde" 

(TNTP) whose head, Dr. ?h" Ngoc Thach, was a secret member of the 

ICP.31 

In contrast, the revolution in the North occurred immediately 

after the August 15th People's Congress.  Here the People's Committees 

32 and Liberation Committees   had gained more control and had been 

30Trc'o'ng-Chinh (58), p. SU» 

31Deviller5(52)t p. lHOx 
32 
The ICP instituted these committees to carry out political, 

military and administrative organization at the looal level.  They were 
formed and elected in each factory, vill i.-je, district, town, province, 
and zone.  Each committee was required to include & certain number of 
Viet Minh members, along with some respected local citizens. Each Viet 
Minh 'core g:oup' received orders from the Central Comrittee beforehand 
as to what decisions were to be reached at the following meeting, 
(Breaking Our Chains, p. ^9) 
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better able to organize the people in preparation for the insurrection, 

Truong Chinh reports that in many localities uprisings took place be- 

fore the orders were actually received, and perhaps even before their 

leaders were able to return from the Congress.  These people were 

presumably implementing the orders given in March by the ICP to launch 

33 the insurrection immediately following the surrender of the Japanese. 

Thus, on August 16th news of Japanese surrender spread rapidly 

and huge public meetings were held in all provinces.  In many places 

armed demonstrations turned into attacks on Japanese posts.   On 

August 18th, a communique was sent by the Viet Minh to the press and 

was published by all Hanoi newspapers.  It described the demonstrations 

and speeches that had taken place on the previous night and exhorted 

all to join in the insurrection."  On August 19th, Hanoi was taken 

by the Viet Minh; insurrection forces, preceded b> a vanguard shock 

detachment, and led by Viet Minh cadres, seized the residenc0 of the 

Imperial Delegate and proclaimed the foundation of the new government. 

By August 20th, the Viet Minh held the three coastal territoric6 in 
37 

North Vietnam,   And by August 21st, they had gained complete acceoS 

38 to all the governmental communications equipment in Hanoi, 

33Tru,o,ng-Chinh (58), p, 12. 

3UIbid., p. 14. 

Breaking Our Chains, p. 82, 

35Tru,o,ng-Chinh (58), p, 1U. 
3 7 
'Franklin Mark Oaanka, ed,. Modern Guerilla Warfare;  Fighting 

Communist Guerrilla Movements, 1941-1961 (New York;  Free Press of 
CTencoe, 1962), p. 255. 

38Devillers (52), 137, 
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Verification that the revolution had been successful in all 

areas was achieved by Hoang Quoc Viet (c meifber of the Central Com- 

mittee) who travelled by car after ^he capture of Hanoi into South 

Vietnam to spread the word that the DRV was successfully established. 

He wired Hanoi from Saigon to report that "Power was seized in all 

the 21 provinces passed by,  The uprising has also been completed 
. 39 

in the six provinces of Nam-Bo (South Vietnam)," 

On August 29th, Ho Chi Minh officially announced the formation 

of the DRV and on September 2nd, read the declaration of independence 

of Vietnam to the Peopl«» gathered in the public square, 

3.  Political-Military Organization During the War Years; 19|45-195U 

a.  From 19145 to 1949 (Generally considered the first stage in 

the Resistance according to Mao's three stage theory of the 

protracted war,) 

The success of the Vietnamese against the French was largely due 

to the flexibility of their political-military organization. While 

the French maintained a relatively rigid military organization through- 

out the war, the DRV constantly developed its organization in accord- 

ance with the progression of the war through its "inevitable" three 

39 
Heroic People, p. 361, 
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st&ges. (See Mao Tse-tung, "Theory of the Protracted War," Selected 

Works, Vol. 2, for explanation of three stages.) One can trace this 

developrent from the simple guerrilla command of 19414 to the complex 

general staff of igsO0 

No atf«impt will be made to discuss political and military organi- 

zation separirely, sine« the DRV itself recognized the importance of 

a unified political-military system in guerrilla warfare, and devised 

a complex organization which integrated the two. 

As has been mentioned, in the pre-revolutior period (19U1-19U5) 

the Viet Minh relied on the cell system, whereby Viet Minh members at 

all levels organized both People's Committees, and local guerrilla 

units.  Thes> cells operated via direct orders from the Central Com- 

mittee and were in charge of implementing both political and military 

decisions. 

After the formation of the DRV in 19U5, a more complex organiza- 

tion was required.  By the constitution of 1SUS  Vietnam was divided 

into three principal administrative region3 (called B^'s) each of 

wnich was divided into provinces, sectors, districts, communes, vil- 

lages, and quarters.  Local government at each level consisted of a 

41 Popular Assembly (elected by the people)  and an executive body called 

"Tanham (61) , p. 33, 

41 
The Popular Assemblies were apparently outgrowths of the Rev- 

olutionary People's Committees of the 1944-45 period, which In turn 
hAd  been formed from the earlier People's and Liberation Committees. 
Hce is an example of Viet Minh strategy to perform a smooth transition 
from one stage to another.  Trucng Chinh remarks that the Viet Minh 
"use[d] People's Committees and Liberation Committees as springboards 
for the direct transition to the democratic republican regime," 
Tr'u'ong-Chinh (58), p, 26. 
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the Administrative Committee, chosen by the Popular Assembly.  The 

latte.1 committee was required to execute the oraers of the higher 

authorities (apparently the Central Committee of each Bo),   These 

administrative divisions did not at 'his time coincide with the mili- 

tary divisions, and military planning—while coordinatad at the higher 

levels with the politic;al--was carried on independently at the lower 

governmental levels by the military staff alone.  The Popular Assemblies 

and the Administrative Committees were restricted to local political 

organization and administrative duties. 

The supreme authority of the DRV was the Central Committee, which 

was composed of the heads and delegates of ell the vertical organiza- 

tions, representatives from the Comite de Fey* 'central committee of 

each Bo), and other heads of organizations (e,g,, guerrillas, propagan- 

da, finances, etc), 

Devillers mentions that, while the internal c ganization of each 

Bo was strictly maintained (subordinate officials being completely 

bound to the decisions of the Comite ae Pays), the Bo's themselves 

enjoyed relative autonomy, owing mainly to communication difficulties. 

This was especially true in Nam-Bo (South Vietnam), where the Comite' 

de Pays had almost absolute liberty of action, only admitting the 

reception of the most general political directives from the Central 

42Bernard B, Fall, Le Viet-Minh. 19t45-1960 (Paris:  Librairie 
Armand Colin, 1960), pp. 76-77, "■""■ 
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Committee. U3 

Noting the inefficiency of this relatively decentralized system 

(since because of slow communications, decisions were often made by 

local, untrained officials), and no longer needing to appease the 

Nationalists by these democratic gestures since the formation of the 

Lien Viet United Front in 1946 had widened their popular basis, the 

Central Committee in 1947 suspended the Popular Assemblies; and the 

Administrative Committees were absorbed by Committees of Pesistance, 

existing on all levels and dealing with buth political-military as- 

pects of the war and local problems of health and culture. 

^Devillers (52) , p. 101. 

It should be mentioned that South Vietnam had been a continual 
thorn in the side of the DRV, both because of greater French influence 
there and because of the communication difficulties between North and 
South,  For instance, in 1946, a conciliatory message from Ho to Paris 
was "unaccountedly delayed in transmission"—speculatively because the 
only communications lines between Hanoi and Paris ran through Saigon, 
a stronghold of anti-Viet Minh sentiment.  This apparent sabotage by 
French officials was sufficient to necessitate a military solution to 
the Franco-Vietnamese dispute. 

Even in 1950, the Viet Minh did not have firm control of 
South Vietnam.  The chief of command in the South was Nguyen Binh 
whose personal ambitions and lack of judgment (in the eyes of rhe 
Central Committee), led him to launch the counter-offensive before the 
order was given. (It will be remembered that Saigon was four days ^ate 
in launching the Revolution.)  Large losses were suffered in the South 
because of Nguyen Binh's mistake}  it is probable that he was liquida- 
ted soon after.  Cooper et.al. , (64), pp. 46, 87. 

Ul*Fall (60), p. 79» and Tanham (61), p. 44. 
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Each committee of resistance was made directly responsible to 

its superior committee, (i.e., village to intervillage to district 

to province to zone to interzone to high command).  This system was 

decidedly more efficient, sin-^e the administrative units had now been 

coordinated with the pre-existing zones  of military operations 

(the zone being considered a more practical administrative division 

than the Bo).  Moreover, the military commander of each interzone 

also served as a member of that interzone's Committee of Resistance, 

Because the commander was in direct touch with Command headquarters, 

each interzone Committee was able to coordinate administrative and 

military planning. 

These committees were in charge of raising companies of troops 

from each region.  Although the regular troops v/ere under the direct 

control of the High Command and thus beyond the jurisdiction of the 

territorial military organization, the Committees of Resistance were 

required to supply regional troops (guerrilla units from each district) 

and popular troops (similar to the pre-r'      .i self-defense units, 

from each village). The popular troops were divided into three 

sections:  Dan ruan (intelligence agents, sentries, etc.), Dan Quan 

du Kich (part time guerrillas), and Dan Cong (civilian porters for 

regular units). 

43 
When first organized, the VPA divided Vietnam into It military 

zones; but in 19U8, hampered by communication difficulties, these zones 
were grouped into 6 interzones for more efficient military and adminis- 
trative organization  Fall (60), p. 62. 

1+6Tanham (51), p. UU. 

l*7Tanham (61), pp. U5-i*6 

-Äife» 
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Within this complex political-military system, an equally in- 

tricate network of Communist cells had continued to exist in spite 

of the fact that the ICP had been 'dissolved' in ISUS for purposes 

of national unity. Party members composed core groups of the Com- 

mittees of Resistance at ail levels, and the military organization 

had a similar pseudo-network of CP cells, Giap explains the Party 

organization within the military as follows: 

...we have set up, parallel with the system of command, 

a system of political commissars, in the line with the 

principle that the commander and the political commissar 

are both heads of the unit.  Corresponding with the 

maturity of the army and with the strengthening and im- 

provement of the staffs and logistics, due consideration 

has been given to the strengthening and improvement of 

the organs engaged in political work at all levels in 

order to maintain and strengthen the Party work and 
. .        . 48 political work in the army, 

b.  Political Military Organization:  19U9-1951.  As the war 

moved through the second stage and into the third, the DRV was oblig- 

ed to reform its organization in order to prepare for the launching 

of the counter-offensive.  Because o/ the growth of the VPA's regu- 

lar forces, and preparatory to their entrance into conventional mo- 

bile and positional warfare, the DRV found it necessary to set up 

apolitical-military organization modelled on the more centralized 

Chinese system.  A National Military Council (consisting of 

Vo-Nguyen-Giap, People's War, People's Army (Hanoi: Foreign 
Languages Publishing House, ISUl), p, 134, 
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President Ho, and ths Ministers of Defense, Interior, and Finance) 

conducted the overall war effort.  The VPA itself was headed by the 

"49 Ministry of National Defense " which, like the Chinese system, was 

composed of three subdivisions:  a Political Bureau, a General Staff, 

and a General Directorate of Supplies and Maintenance. 

5 C The organization of the Communist Party network  had likewise 

developed and consolidated.  Thanks to the ISUS Communist victory 

in China, the ICP reemerged in 1951 as the Lao Dong Party and was 

thus able to gain a tighter control of the resistence movement. 

This development, added to the fact that anti-Communist nationalists 

had been largely removed from influential positions, permitted the 

Communist Party to make more ovjrt use of its own network of cells 

within the military organ: za'.'icns, tie results ^eing improvement of 

communications, and an iAcrease in coordination between the High 

Command and all subordinate levels. 

We have seen that at the top governmental levels the political 

and military aspects of the war had been handled by an integrated com- 

mand throughout.  On the local level, however, as has been mentioned. 

In ISS'J  Vo Nguyen Giap was both Minister of National Defense 
and Commander in Chief of the VPA,  Tanham (61). p, 31». 

Tanham in discussing the CP organization, mentions that every 
company and batallion had its Communist cell, with a subcell in every 
company section and a secretary responsible for both cell and subcellj 
At the regimental and division level, the Party organization merged 
with the political organization in the form of a Subcommittee for Party 
Affairs under the Political Commissar.  Tanham (61), pp. 35-26, 
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polltical matters were handled by local administrative committees 

whoae chain of communications with the Central Committee was inde- 

pendent of the military chain ^i command. Even after the reforms 

of 19i*7-U8t when the Committsee of Resistance were established ac- 

cording to the military zone system, the primary liaison between 

the political and military on the local levol seems to have been 

via the participation of the interzonc commander in the inter^one's 

Committee of Resistance, 

During the 1950's/h  ever, when the CP cell network could be 

employed with less discretion, tighter control over territorial 

military operations by the Central Committee of the Lao Dong Party 

was possible.  As a matter of fact, if a dispute arose between the 

military staff and a political commissar at any level, the decision 

51 of the  politicrl jommissar was final. 

The nature of th?ls progression toward strong central government 

demonstrates the gradual encroachment of Communist objectives on 

what was originally a revolution inspired in large part by nationalist 
: 
i 

and democratic ideals.  As had been noted, during the early years of 

the war, the DRV attempted to achieve a successful revolution with 
i 

a certain amount of local autonomy, by means of representative as- 
1 

semblies and a specialized military and administrative system.  Pri- 

marily, these democratic and relatively decentralized forms of govern- 

ment were employed to appease the Nationalist (and anti-Communist) 

51Tanham (61), pp, 35-36, 
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members of the DRV at that time, but it is also possible that the 

Vietnamese Communists themselves considered these forms practical. 

Re^a^dless 0f which of tnese assumptions is correct, the fact is 

that the DRV soon realized that greater centralization of control 

was necessary to the success of the revolution.  Moreover, they 

realized that in the last analysis the success of the war was de- 

pendent on political victories more than on military victories. 

Thus tight and absolute control on all levels by the Communist 

Party was essential and must dominate both military and adminis- 

trative operations.  It is interesting to note that despite the 

efficiency and size of the VPA in this last stage of the revolution, 

the war would be won primarily because of the emphasis the Viet Minh 

had placed since its earliest years on a highly organized political 

network, which continued to exist as the underlying cohesive element 

in both the early guerrilla period and in this later period of con- 

ventional warfare. 

■ 
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B,  COMMUNICATIONS 

Viet Minh communications? will bd  diTcvassed und'jr five main 

headirgs:  1) tactical, 2) inttiligence, 3) counter-communications 

and counter-intellisence.,, M) acquisition of communications madia, 

and 5) propaganda via radio anu the press. 

1.  Tactical 

„^ring the years of the Underercund.  As has been previously 

mentioned, tactical communications during th^ late 19 30's and early 

ISUO's were limited in ]arge part cc  secret meetings of the cadres, 

who would compare reports on progress in each village and plan for 

subsequent action.  Guerrilla warfare in these early periods was 

limited to small sc^le harrassing attacks on a local level—aimed 

at gradually forcing the enemy out of specific areas—thus little 

coordination was needed between the "arious areas. Messages from 

the Central Committee to the cadres were, apparently sent by courier-- 

but these messages were for the most part only meeting announcements. 

The actual operations plans were drawn up by the Central Committee 

itself and cisclosec tothe assembled cadres.  Documents, however, 

were never carried away from these meetings;  all directions or 

resolutions were conveyed by way of liaison,  Thic security practice 

had been taught to the cadres by Ho Chi Minh and was followed through- 

52 out the Revolution.   Thus , one can ass "me that couriers were used 

52Heroic People (60), p. 213. 
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both to send word of an approaching meeting to the cadres and to 

transmit directives and resolutions, the general outlines of which 

tne cadres ware already aware. 

The Early Years of the VUr.  As the Central Committee began 

to plan fcr large scale guerrilla operations, more emphasis was 

placed on the necessity of teaching the people about communications 

and intelligence transmission.  They realized that only by the full 

support and assistance of the people cculd the VPA hope to succeed 

against the far superior strength of the French Expeditionary Corps. 

The people served two main purposes (not counting their role as 

militia):  they communicated tactical orders f om the high command 

to the guerrilla forces, who usually remained hidden in the forests 

during the day and attacked only at night; and they communicated de- 

tailed intelligence reports on the position and strength of the 

53 French troops to the Viet M^nh High Command.    Since the success of 

guerrilla attacks depended on the elements of surprise, lightning 

offensive, and quick withdrawal, it was imperative for the guerrillas 

to receive exact information on French operations without revealing 

the?r own position or movements.  The French had no effective way 

of combatting this methoa of gaining intelligence.  Because of their 

sizes and their lack of experience in the Vietnamese jungle, they 

53 
Cooper, et al., (6U), p. 100. 

_..^.2_. _^-^~._--=7 
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were forced to travel in the open areas and thus were visible to in- 

numerable peasant sentries who were able to relay detailed intelli- 

gence reports via their local committees t" the High Command, The 

French realized too la^e in the war that courting the people's sup- 

port was vital to guerrilla and anti-guerrilla warfare.  They made 

little attempt to win their favor until it was too late and allowed 

the Viet Minh to infiltrate and win over areas which once had been 

sympathetic to the French, 
SU 

Col, C. M, Woodhouse makes the following general statement which 

is specifically applicable to "Bie French predicament: 

There has never been a successf"! guarilla war conductftd 
in an area where the populace is hostile to the guerillas, 
and conversely it is virtually impossible to stamp out a 
guerilla war in an area where the populace continues to 
support the guerillas .,,. And here rises the second im- 
portant factor of communications.  In an area of primitive» 
communications the anti-guerilla force is hopelessly handi- 
capped unless it can get the pcpulace on its side;  and it 
will only get the populace on its side if it can protect 
them against the guerillas—which it can only do if it has 
good communications.  Conversely, the guerillas can only 
survive in the long run if they have the necessary communi- 
cations to ensure supplies of arms and ammunition-^whether 
from abroad by sea and air, as in tne second worlo war, or55 
across a friendly land frontier, <'j in Greece in 1947-U9, 

54 
"or example, the "Moi" people in Central Annam had been origin- 

ally hostile to the Vietnamese, who had driven them out cf the Mekong 
delta region into the hills during the early period of the Vietnamese 
conquest, and considered the French their protectors.  The Viet Minh 
made concerter"  efforts to gain the support of these people and eventually 
succeeded.  The "Moi" were strategically important to the Viet Minh 
since they numbered one million and occupied one half of the territory 
of Vietnam.  Nonetheless "..., the Viet Minh had only limited confidence 
in their Moi allies, it only used them in secondary jobs, as guides or 
intelligence agents; quite few were armed." Jean Marchard, Dans la 
Jungle "Moi," (Paris:  Peyronnet, 1951), p. 45. 

5 Otto Heilbrunn, Partisan Warfare (New York: Praeger, 1962),p. 35. 
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Middle Years of the War» As the. war progressed, Viet Minh com- 

munications systems became more modern; more radios were available, 

until by the end of the wa., units as small as companies and platoons 

5 G 
were possessors of at least ona radio set.   In spite of this, it is 

apparent from the following quote from the Viet Minh manual that their 

communications were still largely dependent on the population.  The 

underlying reason is that, as long as guerrilla warfare was employed 

instead of conventional positional and mobile warfare (which the Viet 

Minh used extensively only in the last few years of the war), a com- 

plicated communications system was apparently thought too burdensome 

for the small, highly mobile guerrilla units, 

Heilbrunn cites the following passage fr^m the Viet Minh Manual 

entitled 'Transmission and Liaison': 

The regional detachments and guerillas form only small units. 
Since, unlike [our] regular soldiers, they have neither wire- 
less nor telephone communicaticns they must use the populat;jn 
for transmission and liaison,.,, 1\ is advisable to create at 
village or community level a body specially charged with trans- 
mission and liaison; in this way secrets can be better kept and 
the peasants are not constantly disturbed in their daily work. 
In normal times as well as during periods of operation the cadres 
and the guerillas must take the occupations of the people into 
consideration when requesting them to do liaison work.  They can 
ask the merchants, carriers and hawkers to hide documents in 
their packs in order to carry them to their addressees. They can 
use pre-arranged cries and words for sounding the alarm.  One 
should communicate by signals, gestures or prearranged sentences,   | 
In order to apply this method successfully, villages and units 
in the same region must use a special system for alerts, questions 
and answers.  The number of signals should be very limited so that 
the peasants do not forget them or mix them up.  They must fre- 
quently be changed to assure secrecy, 57 | 

Tanham (61), p, 66, 
57Heilbrunn (62), p. 87. 

•3,; 

| 
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Last Years of the War.  As the war progressed toward the "third 

stage" ir which the large-scale counteroffensive was to be launched; 

the initiative taken by the VPA's regular forces; and the guerrillas 

relegated to a subordinate position, communications naturally became 

more complicated since greater coordination of effort was required. 

Tru6*ng Chinh in his La Resistance Vaincra (19U?) states the steps 

that must be taken to rid the organization of its weaknesses in com- 

munication before a large-scale offensive can be launched: 

We should give precise orders, which must reach every 
fighter, and strictly control the implementation of 
these orders.  Liaison and communications must be rapid 
and consolidated, even in enemy-held regions.  All in- 
formation must be speedy and accurate.5 8 

From a story by Hoang-Duy, quoted in Fall's Street Without Joy. 

about the experiences of this liaison officer (message decoder?) in 

the attack on Plei Rinh (March 21, 195U), one learns that attack 

orders were issued in code by radio from Zone Headquarters to the 

regional commander.  He then issued specific orders to his subordinate 

commands via telephone. According to Hoang-Duy, command posts were 

authorized to use the radio set only once after the first shooting had 

begun because of the loud rattle-like noise made by the hancf generator 

59 
which fed the set. 

S 8 
Tru'O'ilg-Chinh, La Resistance Vaincra (19U7)  (Hanoi: 

Editions en Langaes Etrangires, 1962}, p. 174. 

5 Q 
Bernard B. Fall, Street Without Joy;  Indochina at War, 

19U6-19SU (Harr sburg. Pa:  The Stackpoie Co., 195i;, pp. 212-2145. 
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The only other tactical communication media mentioned in the 

literature are the loudspeaker and the "tam-tam,"  Loudspeakers were 

apparently used mostly in the last years of the war (e.g., at Dien 

Bien Phu) by the field commanders to issue orders during the battle. 

The "tam-tam" [a type of Vietnamese drum] was probably employed by 

smaller guerrilla units to coordinate and time their attacks,  [Roger 

Delpey, an officer in the French Expeditionary Corps, reports the* 

"the transmission of orders and of combat directives were made,,, with 

6 1 
the aid of the tam-tam, [and] 'du scott par lumiere a feu' ,6,,"] * 

2.  Intelligence 

As has been mentioned above, the Viet Minh counted principally 

on the people's bases for intelligence information (the "Popular 

Antennae"),  Since the earliest days of the underground, cadres had 

been taught to inform their villagers of basic intelligence methods. 

To the French, these messengers looked like fishermen or peace- 

able peasants; indeed most of them were women end  children.  According 

to Roger Delpey: 

The children carry the notes in the bottom of their hats, 
the women in the most intimate places, the m^n under their 
parcels, under the soles of their feet or in ar inside 
pocket of their pants at belt-height,P2 

61 
Roger Delpey, Soldats de la Bcue (Paris:  Le Livre 

Artistique, 1961), p. 3^1       *"" 

62Delpey (61), p. 36, 
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Dalpey mentions that messages by auto and boat were concealed in the 

same hiding places as wer*» smuggled arms.  Often Chinese fishermen 

served as liaison agents in these instances, since, being neutral in 

6 ^ the wars they were little suspected by the French, 

An exact knowledge of position and movements of the enemy was 

imperative to the success of guerrilla attacks, since they banked on 

being able to catch the enemy unprepared and in a vulnerable position. 

The Viet Minh manual outlines general methods of gaining this informa- 

tion: 

According to conditions in a region we can organize a 
chain for transmission, we can select a confidential 
agent for the task of carrying statements of accounts 
or information reports to their destination,.., we can 
use conventional signals such as drum beats, alarm 
bells, cymbals, rifle fire, bird c'lls, lighting a fire, 
hoisting a flag and so on, in order to keep friendly units 
informed about the position and tne number of enemy sol- 
diers, and we can install reserve liaison posts and chains..,. 
All information must be passed on without delay to the 
superior authorities and to the neighbouring villages and 
units so that they can avoid the enemy and make their dis- 
positions in time.64 

Then, it lists six conditions which are necessary for success: 

Full information about the enemy troops, their arms, moral, 
fighting spirit, their daily activities, routine, guards, 
patrols, possible reinforcements, the terrain, and the morale 
of the population.  Next comes a minutely prepared plan} 
then speed and secrecyi the selection of the principal tar- 
get for the main force which, if conditions are very favour- 
able, may encircle the enemy; quick, unobserved and coordi- 
nated approach; and finally quick withdrawal.6 5 

63 LO£. Clt. 

6,4Heilbrunn (62), p. 88. 

65 Ibid., p. 95. 



66 Prior to this, the Viet Minh had two intelligence organizations: 
a Suret^ and a Political Intelligence Service.  The findings of the 
Political Intelligence Service were not always available to the High 
Command.  Tanham (61), p. 79. 

67Ibid.t pp. 76-79. 
68Ibid., pp. 80-81. 
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What is most striking about these examples of Viet Minh strategy 

is the amount of pre-planning which even each local guerrilla opera- 

tion entailed.  Indeed, it was precisely to this careful pre-planning 

that the Viet Minh guerrilla operations owed their success. 

The intelligence system of the Viet Minh had a dual aim.  The 

6 6 
Quan Bao (or Military Intelligence), formed in 19U8,  was composed 

of specially chosen Party members who were attached to all units of 

the regular forces (and perhaps guerrilla units and regional troops 

as well), and, while principally engaged in intelligence work, were 

at the same time intended to screen the regular forces for enemy 

agents.  These men were given special training in physical-, self- 

defense», and sensory-conaitioning as well as background information 

on French reconnaissance methocs. 
*■ 

The intelligence methods used were 1) radio intercept and tri- 

angulation;  2) interrogation of population;  3) enemy personnel— 
- 

prisoners;  4) infiltration of enemy-held areas, as French-sympathi- 

68 sers. 

Infiltration by both intelligence agents and guerrilla units con- 

tinually frustrated French efforts to establish a clearly demarcated 

front from which to launch offensives and behind which could be con- 

sidered a secure araa.  Even the Red River delta area, which remained 

ostensibly French territory throughout the war, was riddled with Viet 

Minh guerrillas and intelligence agents. 
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3.  Counter-Intelligence and Counter-Communications 

The Viet Minh used both double agents and the radio for ounter- 

intelligence.  Because the Viet Minh guerrilla forces were greatly 

outnumbered, they had to depend on "surprise via speed, secrecy, and 

unsuspected objectives."  It was extremely important, therefore, to 

implement all possible means to confuse, deceive, and throw the enemy 

off guard, 

Tanham describes one of these methods: 

A favorite device, "intoxication of the enemy," involved 
a series of deliberate deceptions.  The Viet side would 
deliberately leak information to the enemy that would 
mislead him into expecting an attack in a certain place 
at a certain time.  To this end, they would make up fake 
documents and plant them on double agents and on persons 
who apparently had "rallied" to the French cause.  The 
numerical designation of regulrr units would be attached 
to regional units in order to confuse the French,  All 
units would be moved back and fo.th to give an impression 
of the movement of large numbers,69 

Bernard Fall, in Street Without Joy, mentions two examples of 

counter-communications using radio.  One incident took place near 

Muong-Chen in October of 1352, when a French master sergeant received 

a radioed message, in a seemingly French voice, indicating map co- 

ordinates for a drop zone near the march route and requesting sup- 

plies.  The Sergeant knew that French long-range commando groups 

often operated behind Viet lines and would need parachuted supplies, 

but for some reason suspected a Viet Minh trap either to lure French 

69Tanham (61) , p, 75, 
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aircraft within ranga of a Communist flak battery or to induce them 

to drop much-needed supplies. He found out later that his suspiciwns 

70 
had been correct.   As the second example, Fall describes an incident 

in which a similar method was used to deceive the French.  In ISSW, 
I 

during an attack by the Viet Minh on a French fort in Dak Doa, a voice 

in excellent French gave the oease-fi^e order over the post's radio 

sat.  Suspecting that the radio had fallen into enemy hands, the 

French troops continued to fire until, fifteen minutes later, the un~ 

71 mistakable voice of their sergeant ordered the post's surrender. 

4. Acquisition of Communications Equipment. 

Roger Delpey lists what he considers to be the main sources of 

the Viet Minh arms, and one can only assume, in the light of absence 

72 of data, that their communications equipment came from the same sources. 

First, the Viet Minh were able to gain equipment from the Indo- 

chinese guard (native troops) who were supported and supplied with 

equipment by the French during the period of French resistance to 

■apanese domination. When the French were ousted by the Japanese in 

March 19^5, the Viet Minh were quick to win over these troops and re- 

73 quisition their equipment. 

72Delpey (61), p. 34. 

'^Devillers (52), p. 283 corroborates this, as does Burchett (56), 
p. 60, who adds that the French army turned over much of their supplies 
to the Vietnamese after their defeat, rather than surrender them to 
the Japanese. 

70Fall (61), pp, 71-72. 
i 

71Ibid., p. 190, 
i 
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The second source listed are the Japarese, who, following their 

surrender in August 19^5, abandoned much of their equipment and even 

gave some to the Vietnamese rather than have it go to the Nationalist 

Chinese, who were about to replace them in North Vietnam^ 

It is interesting to note that the Viet Minh had nothing to lose 

and everything to gain in the midst of the tangled network of alliances 

and hostilities i e post-war period.  Because at this time their 

Communist aims were well concealed, they were viewed as the lesser 

of two evils at one time or another by the Japanese, the Chinese, the 

French, and the Americans, and they were able to exploit their posi- 

tion to gain arms and equipment from all of these countries. 

In 19U4-I45, the United States, wishing to support the nationalis- 

tic aims of the Viet Minh against the 'exploitive colonialism' of the 

French, sent in agents to contact the Viet Minh; liaison missions and 

advisors were detached near its command post and modern arms and radio 

714 
Hoang Van Chi refutes this information:  "Contrary to what 

some maintain, the Japanese never gave any of their arms to the Viet- 
minh.  During the first days immediately after their surrender, the 
Japanese inclined to the idea of offering part of their arms and 
equipment to the Vietminh, but they changed their m.*,nds when Vo-Nguyen- 
Giap ... attacked their garrison at Thai Nguyen on August 17, 19,{5, 
The Japanese thereafter burned all their commissariat stcre.-j and later 
on handed over to the Cninese at Haiphong U00,000 tone of arms and 
ammunition." Hoang Van Chi (54), p. 67, 

According to P. J. Honey in the introduction to Mr. Hoang1s book, Hoang 
Van Chi witnessed at first hand much of what he reports in From Colonial- 
ism to Communism.  The remainder is based upon very considerable re-  *"" 
search carried out by him.  Hoang Van Chifc although an anti-Communist, 
joined the Resistance movement at the outset in order to fight for his 
country's independence.  After the defeat of the French, he rejoined 
the nationalists in their struggle against Communism, 
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75 sets were parachuted xn. 

And the Chinese Nationalists, although hostile to the Viet Minh9 

had always resented French control of Vietnam, and therefore, although 

giving no offici&l aid, did sell arms and equipment to the Viet Minh 

across the border, 

Delpey lists contraband as the third and most important source of 

Viet Minh arms and equipment.  (No doubt, this priority was super- 

seded when the Chinese Communists gave the Viet Minh their support in 

1950,)  Devillers mentions two origins of contraband goods.  (His 

information seems to be principally about the 19U6 period vhen he was 

press attache at the Headquarters of General le Clerc.) 

First, given the easy access to the Chinese border from the Viet 

Minh base of operations, contraband trading with bands of both National- 

ist and Communist Chinese irregulars, and even with the regular troops 

77 was carried on with little chance of capture by the French, 

75 Hoang Van Chi reports that as early as 1941 the Viet Minh 
were receiving U. S. aid. At this time Ho Chi Minh was supplying 
U.S. and British forces with information about Japanese troop move- 
ments.  In return, the U.S. parachuted portable radio equipment and 
light machine guns to the Viet Minh,  Hoang Van Chi (6M), p. 59. 

76Devill';irs (52), p. 283, 

77Devillers (52) , p, 283. 
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Second, arms were smuggled in along the seacoast of Vietnam? 

Landings were made in coves along the shores of Baie d'Alo. g, in the 

Tien Yen-Hongay region, and on the coast between Moncay and Tien Yen, 

The junks had originated from the shores of Kwangtung, f.^om Hong Kong 

and Hainan and were probably sent by the Chinese and other Viet Minh 
78 

sympathizers. 

In order to finance these purchases, the DRV issued their own 

currency, which at first was not trusted and used only after coercion 

by the Viet Minh.  Soon, however, because of extensive purchase of 

arms and munitions in Hong Kong, the market was flooded with the 

newly issued piastre and its value decreased, making purchase difficult 

if not impossible.  In order to balance their economy, the DRV found 

it necessary to attract foreign capital with native exports.  They 

tried to encouragt! the sale of opium, ores, and material from captured 

French factories.  Even the export of rice was managed, in spite of 

the fact that much of Vietnam itself was undergoing famine conditions. 

An import tax was charged as a further attempt to build up capital,79 

The final «ource of Viet Minh communications equipment is that 

gained by capture in battle.  During much of the war, the Viet Minh 

badly needed both arms and communications equipment.  Therefore, in 

spite of the importance to guerrillas of a quick retreat, the Viet Minh 

instructed their troops to make every effort before retreati.ig to pro- 

cure enemy supplies—particularly guns and radios. They were taught 

78Ibid., pp. 2U3, 287. 

7Q 
'^Devillers (52), p. 285. 
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81 

to storm French tanks instead of blowinr, them up in order to get 

80 
their radio sets. 

Particularly susceptible to Viet Minh raiding attacks wera 

General .de Lattre's "Pillboxes"-'-isolated thirty by thirty foot 

concrete bunkers, holding nine men and a sergeant, used as links 

between the fortifications of the "de Lattre Line" around the Red 

River d'-lta area. These pillboxes were difficult to defend and 

thus were profitable targets for the Viet Minh—each one yielded 

a radio set and a small stock of arms (including a machine gun)« 

In spite of these sources of communications equipment, however, 

the Viet Minh faced a serious communications problem until the 

Chinese Communists alleviated the condition somewhat in 1950,  Viet 

Minh equipment was scarce and diverse and they lacked trained techni- 

cians. Although they were able to repair some of the civilian tele- 

phone and telegraph lines to use for routine messages, couriers 

continued to be the main method of communication. An elaborate sys- 

tem of runners with relay systems had been devised.  By the end of 

the war, however, with the Chinese aid, conditions had improved 

considerably.  Units as small as companies and platoons had at least 

one radio and were in touch with adjacent units and higher headquarters. 

One perhaps can assume from this that radios were still available in 

large part only to the regular forces—that guerrilla units continued 

to depand on more primitive modes of communications. 

82 

80 

81 

82 

Fall (61), p. 285, 

Ibid,, pp, 17U-177 

Tanham (61), p. 66, 

■ - 
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5.  Communications media;  Radio and the Press* 

Radio; 

The Viet Minh had its first access to a radio network when it 

occupied Hanoi after the August 1945 Revolution and took over the 

Bach-Mai radio station from the Japanese.  Presumably they retained 

control of this station at least until General le Clerc entered Hanoi 

in March 1946, This station, nicknamed by the French Radio-Nuoc Man 

(a kind of pickled fish) because of its "stupid and ignoble" anti- 

French propaganda, broadcast f^om noon tr evening in Vietnamese and 

French.  Besides anti-French propaganda, the station broadcast news 

programs, revolutionary songs to the people, and even had inter- 

national broadcasts to London, New York, and Moscow, giving often 

exaggerated accounts of French atrocities and urging their aid in 

the Vietnamese people's struggle for independence.  The French in 

Hanoi were cut off from radio contact altogether at this time and 

had no way of communicating with the outiide world until the arrival 

83 
of General le Clerc in March 19^6, 

Jean Sainteny, then Commissioner of the French Republic in Tonkin 

and North Annam, who since 1941 had been imprisoned by the Japanese 

and was in 1945 imprisciied by the Viet Minh in Hanoi, reporter* that 

the Japanese, upon their departure, had given the Back-Mai radio station 

83 Francoise Martin, Heures Tragiques au Tonkin;  9 Mars  1945- 
~- "     ger-Levrault? TOTTTppT 161,  16S, 55^-505. 18 Mars 1946  (Paris:     Berger- 
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to the Viet Minn, after h^ing promised it to Sainteny. The anti- 

French propaganda, he reported, was received by the population on 

"les pick-up" [wired receivers?] installed in numerous places In the 

town, and "went from the most veiled criticism to the most violent 

attacks."84 

It is interest  g to point out that while Radio Bach-Mai was 

presumably the organ of the DRV, it seemed, in the following instance 

at least, tc reflect views of the more aggressive government officials 

and not those of President Ho Chi Minh. Around the 25th of November 

19H5, Ho Chi Minh issued the statement that he was against bloodshed 

and was seeking a peaceful settlement with the French,  Directly 

following this statement. Radio Bach-Mai announced;  "Before the 25th, 

85 
the French must be completely wiped out," 

It may be that this is merely ai. example of Viet Minh decaptive 

strategy, but it seems to be instead indicative of a basic internal 

split in the DRV Government:  Ho Chi Minh, who seemed sincerely to 

want a peaceful solution (provided Vietnam was given independenci— 

in this desire, he was unshakable), and who spent long months in  nego- 

tiations with the French, vs, Giap and his followers, vho, while Ho 

Chi Minh was away attending negotiations, used his absence to draw the 

government more firmly toward a policy of 'bloody revolution,' 

8,4Jean Sainteny, Histoire d'une Paix Manqufe (1953)  (Paris? 
Le Livre Contemporain, Amiot-Dumont, 19J)3), p. 138, 

85Martin (HS), p. 213. 

:- - v 
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In South Vietnam too the Viet Minh had a radio station which 

according to Burchett operated clandestinely from 19H7 right up to 

the Geneva Conference,  It was located in the Plain of Reeds (a salty 

raangrove swamp to the West of Saigon), and was operateü by a small 

group of propagandists who broadcast daily hour-long nvograms through- 

out this seven year period,  "The Voice of the South" consisted of 

news from the battle fronts, songs of resistance, and commentaries 

showing the lines the resistance struggle would take.  Working in 

hideous conditions (neck-deep mud, mosquitoes), these men dismantled 

their transmitter every day, changed their location, and hid the 

parts in dispersed areas to avoid being wiped out by the French, who 

for seven years were not able to find them.  They even kept spare 

parts in hidden caches in the swamp.  The only drinking water was 

stored in ceramic pots, which, out of desperation, the French bombed 

in hopes of forcing these men to give up their broadcasts.  However, 

the surrounding villages had innumerable pots and the French were 

never able to smash enough of them to drive the "Voice of the South" 

out of the swamp. 66 

Newspapers 

The use of newspapers and journals was naturally much more wide- 

spread than the use of radio. As has been mentioned, much of the 

early organization of the underground movement was carried out by news- 

papers, journals, and leaflets. This was, of course, in addition to the 

usual propaganda use to which these media were put. 

86 
Burchett (56), p. m2. 
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The first mention of specific newspapers was made by Nguyen 

Luong Bang (nicknamed "Red Star") who established tha two first 

Viet Minh periodicals in 19U3 in the 's»f^ area» in North Vietnam, 

where he was in charge of propaganda activity. At first he had only 

a single lithographic stone, but regardless, managed the clandestine 

publication of Cu Grai Phong (Liberation Flag) and Cuu Quoc (National 

Salvation, which at least in 1952 was still in operation).87 

After the August Revolution, the Viet Minh were able to use the 

presses of th<i former Volont^ Indochinoise in Hanoi on vhich to pub- 

lish their own newspaper. La Rlpublique.  According to Sainteny, this 

paper, published in French, was used mostly for anti-French propaganda, 

and it was to combat its infl'ience that in October 19U5 he started a 

paper for the local French population, entitled L*Entente.38 

According to Martin, however, the publication of L'Entente de- 

pended on the permission of the Chinese occupying Hanoi who had made 

little attempt to control the anti-French propaganda and general dis- 

crimination against th« French. Permission was granted only under 

the condition that a committee chosen by the Commissioner of the 

Republic be responsible for ell information and articles appearing in 

8 7 
Heroic People  (60), p.   60. 

88 
Sainteny (5 3), p.   138. 

: 

i 

4 S-- 
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89Martin (48), pp. 206-207. 

the paper« Thus, although the Viet Minh paper continued to report 

on the details of the Franco-Vietnamese battles raging in the South, 

I'Entente was forbidden re print any news concerning that conflict, 
— ,  i 

All my information on the Viet Minh newspapers of the later 
i 

period comess from 'Jtarobin, a CP member and Foreign Editor of the 

official CPUSA New York newspaper» The Daily Worke-i > who as a journalist 

himself was able to interview Xuan Thuy (General Secretary of Fr-nt 

Lien Viet), at that time (1952? publisher of Cuu Quoc, the leading 

Vietnamese daily, which was the organ of the Front Lien Viet and had 

a circulation of 30,000. The FRV spoke of its Viet Bac heaaquart^rs 

as "The Forests" and it was here th. Xuan Thuya pape sa*  pub .ished 

on newsprint made from bamboo pulp. 

Xuan Thuy reported that the Icacing DRV weekly is Khan Dan 

(The People), the spokesman for the Lao Dong Party. This paper .ad 

separate editions for the North, Center and South with a circulation 

of 30,000 copies in each area. 

Both these newspapers received their news by radio and the three 

editions of Nhan Dan were directed by radio,  Xuan Thuy mentioned 

several irregular journals: The Pep}le's Army, Art and Literature, 

one journal devoted to health and hygiene, and one put out by the 

Confederation of Labor. 

S5, 
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Stairobin learned that there were five printing presses in "The 

Forests"—often as far as twenty or thirty miles away from the cen- 

tral office, all of which had to be moved if the battle moved too 

close.  In the following passage he recounts further information on 

the DRV press from his interview with Xuan Thuy: 

Free Viet Nam monitors its world news, and receives 
the French press regularly — f om across the lines, 
I assumed.  Its newspapers have their own correspon- 
dents everywhere,  "We try to choose those who have 
proved themselves in battle," said Xuan Thuy. 

Distribution is by horse, by truck, and sometimes 
the papers are carried by foot from village to village. 
Of course, their influence is greater than circulation. 
Each paper is read aloud in the branches of the Front 
Lien Viet and the Lao Dong Party, in the worhshops, 
the huts and the People's Army encampments. The main 
editorials and features are reproduced in tens of 
thousands of wallpapers, and there are local papers 
that circulate -- handwritten or mimeographed — in 
the guerrilla areas.  Often a paper will be read aloud 
by a tc i.4-crier, who mounts the high wooden platform 
that c  be seen in many villages,90 

90Starobin.(5i*), pp. 21, 123, 124, 
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IX.  CUBA:  1956-1959 

In any set of case-studies of guerrilla warfare, the operations 

of Fidel Castro's organization in the late 1950*s warrants close 

attention. Not only is it important because of its recency and th«» 

suosequent U. S, and Soviet involvement, but even more because it is 

being currently treated as if it were an inspiration and a model for 

other revolutionary and guerrilla movements in Latin America and, 

indeed, even elsewhere among the non-industrialized countries of 

Africa and Asia, 

Hence this paper incorporates this case despite its present very 

superficial treatment here, necessitated by the pressure of time and 

ignoring the richness and ready availability of sources: written 

and eye-witness, Castroite and refugee. Communist and non-Communist. 

Fidel Castro began the military phase of his revolution on 26 

July 195 3 leading an unsuccessful lS5-man attack against the 1000-man 

Moncada Army Post. Returning to Cuba r*om exile in December 1956, 

Castro landed with 82 men, only 12 of whom survived to reach the 

Sierra Maestra mountains where they rapidly grew in numbers. In 

July 1958 the various anti-Batista movements were united under Castro, 

Complete control was finally achieved with Batista's resignation and 

flight on 1 January 1959. 

Paul A. Jureidinij et al. Casebook en Insurgency and Revolu- 
tionary Warfare:  2 3 Summary Accounts (Washington, b.C;  fhe American 
University, Special Operations Research Office, 1962), pp, 167-193, 
gives a brief summary written for U.S, Army Special Warfare personnel. 
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By 195 8 at th« latest> the combat inttlliganc« of the Fiäelietas 

was superb. As Mrs. Dickey Chapelle, an American journalist with the 

guerrillas in December 1958, later put it: 

The Batista commanders could not go to the "head" /ithout 
a perspiring runner arriving a few minutes later to tell 
Castro about it. Most of the informants were volunteers-- 
farmers or villagers. 

While she states that most such reports were often incomplete or in- 

accurate, she adds that Fidel Castro "placed the greatest reliance on 

them" and illustrates this with an occasion when she was talking with 

Castro and his staff while a large Covernment patrol was only 600 yards 

distant, Castro personally corrected her mistaken assumption that he 

must b»i deliberately there to either attac. the patrol or, at least 

to isolate it.  Castro explained: 

On, no.  It's too big.  They are coming through the woods 
in a body, with men in pairs on either side. When the near- 
est pair is a few hundred meters away, people will tell me 
and we will leave. 

Symbolizing the "classic" nature of the Cuban Revolution, Major 

Ernesto "Che" Guevara published his topical summary of the strategy 

and tactics of the campaign, La Cuerra de Guerrillas, thereby fol- 

lowing in the trauition of Mao Tse-tung and Vo Nguyen Giap,  Although 

many commentators claim Guevara's book contributes little to MaVe 

2 
Dickey Chapelie, "How Castro Won," Marine Corps Gazette. 

(Feb 1960) as reprinted in Psanka (62), pp. ^25-335» Reprinted 
also in Greene (62), pp. 218-231.  See p. 330 for this quotation. 
Mrs. Chapelle was a photo-correspondent for Life, Reader's Digest 
and the Marine Corps Gazette who, in addition to covering the Cubcn 
revolution, observed the FLN in Al^e^ia, and was killed in Vietnam, 

3Chapelle (60), ->. 330. 

;% 
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expositions and indeed some claim it is mere imitation, I find this 

difficult to accept.  Pirat, the writings of these two men clearly 

reflect both the rol^s they played in their respective revolutions 

nd the stage of development which their revolutions had reached at 

the time national power was achieved.  As a major (ccmandante), 

•'"nevtra was experienced as a field commander of a force of only 100 

n, ISO Cu'jan guerrillas.  Indeed he himself states that because non- 

commissioned titles of "corporal" and "sergeant" were abolished ae 

remnants of "tyranny", therefore "lieutenants" commanded squ , s (eight 

to 12 men) anci "captains" commanded platoons (30 to 40 men).' 

Even as Castrc's right-hand engaged in staff work, Guevara was 

serving an organization which was small in size, simple in organi- 

zational structure, and primitive in its political-social super- 

structure.  Mao, on the other hand, was the leader (and more political 

than military at that) of a guerrilla force which as early as 1930 

had become large, differentiated, and attached to a relatively 

bureaucratized civil administration.  Surely it is not a coincidence 

that Mao's writings on warfare concentrate on matters of policy and 

broad strategy while Guevara^ are focused on the minute details of 

daily living and fighting by squads and platoons.  While Mao's is 

a guide for strategic policy-makers, Guevara's is a do-it-yourself 

handbook for the squad and company commander. 

i 

Guevara (in OsanKa 62), p. 356, 
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In any case, Guevara writes on guerrilla communications# while 

Mao does not. * Guevara discusses the roles of couriers and tele- 

phones in tactical intelligence collection and comr.iind-and-control. 

He states that: 

Lines of communication with the exterior must have a 
number of intermediate points in the hands of persons 
who can be trusted.  Here products can be stored and 
persons acting as intermediaries can be concealed at 
certain times.  In addition« internal lines of communi- 
cation must be establishede depending on the degree of 
development reached by the guerrilla force.  In some 
areas of operations during the last Cuban war, tele- 
phone lines many kilometers long were provided and 
roads were built.  There was always an adequate mes- 
senger service to coverall areas in the shortest time 
possible* 

In elaborating on the matter of coimnunications he states: 

Communications will be greatly facilitated by being able 
to count on a greater number of men and many ways of 
transmission.  However, there will be much more difficulty 
as regards insuring that a message will reach a distant 
point, because trust must be placed in a number of persons. 
Thus, there will be a danger of the eventual capture of one 
of the messengers constantly crossing enemy territory.  If 
the messages are not very important they may be transmitted 
orallyi if they are important they should be transmitted in 
writing and in code, because experience shows that oral 
transmission form person to person can completely distort any 
message sent in this way. 

1        s. 
5 

The sole reference to communications which I have found in Mao 
is the following oblique one:  "Modem technical developments (tele- 
graphy, radio, aeroplanes, automobiles, railways, steamships, etc.) 
have added to the possibilities of planning in war,-' Mao Tse-tung, 
On Protracted War (May 1938), p, 243, in Selected Military Writings 
f Mao Tse-tung (Peking;  Foreign Languages i-Tess, i9b3). 

Guevara (Osanka 62), p. 34S, 

Guevara (Osanka $2), p. 347, 
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Gusvara also notes that small guerrilla detachments can march 

between 30 and 50 kilometers (about 1C 30 miles) per night.  This 

march rate is comparable to the experience of the Chinese Eighth 

Route Army and can be taken as a reasonable minimum rate for couriers. 

Major Guevara then proceeds to discuss questions of strategic 

communications and tactical intelligence: 

n this type of war, the work of those not directly con- 
cerned with fighting (those who do not carry a weapon) is 
extremely important.  We have already stated several 
characteristics of communications in places of combat« 
These communications are a branch within the guerrilla 
organization.  Communication with the farthest headquarters, 
or with the farthest group of guerrillas, if there is one, 
must be so established that it is always possible to reach 
them by the most rapid method known in the region.  This is 
as true in areas easily defended—that is in terrain suited 
to guerrilla warfare—as it is in unsuitable terrain.  It 
cannot be expected, for instance, that a guerrilla force 
fighting in unsuitable terrain would be able to use modern 
systems of communications. This is because such installa- 
tions can be of use only to fixed garrisons that can defend 
such systems. 

In all these situations, we have been talking of our own war 
of liberation.  Communications are complemented by daily and 
correct intelligence concerning all the activities of the 
enemy.  The espionage system must be very well studied, well 
worked out, and its agents chosen with maximum care, 

,,,Great harm can result from incorrect information, regard- 
less of whether it tends to exaggerate or underestimate dangers. 

|.j 
•7 
'Guevara (Osanka 62), p, 3U6, 
a 
Guevara (Osanka 62), pp.  364-5. 

i 
4i :-  - 
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A most important charecteristic of guerrilla war is the 
notable difference between the information the rebel force 
possesses and that known to the enemy.  The enemy's agents 
must pass through zones that are totally hostile; they 
encounter the gloomy silence of the populace.  In each case 
the defenders can count on a friend or a relative, 

Guevara also points out two aspects of counter-communications 

warfare:  1) the "enormous harm" which can be affected by the enemy's 

counterspies in supplying false intelligence and 2) the importance of 

guerrilla operations directed toward upsetting the enemy's methods of 

supply and destroying his lines of communications thereby forcing him 

to divert large numbers of troops to restore and protect such vital 

9 services. 

Guevara (Osanka 62), p, 365, 
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X.  ALGERIA;  195U-1962 

by 

Meredith Jane Aldnch 

For seven years from 1954 the Algerian nationalists fought an 

increasingly bitter and effective war of terrorism, guerrilla tectics, 

and subversion until the French government conceded self-determination 

to Algeria in 1962.  The Algerian rebel leaders were well-educated in 

the requirements of guerrilla warfare, recognizing from the start that 

effective communications were vital.  They worked continually to set 

up and improve lines of contact within and between leadership and army, 

and to establish a rapport with their native populus and with outside 

nations. 

Despite varying degrees of Communist influence throughout the re- 

volution, the Algerian struggle for emergence in the Arab-Islamic world 

remained basically nationalist inspired and controlled.  The revolution 

did not lack experienced leadership.  Thus, Mohammed Ben Bella, Mohammed 

Boudiaf, and Belkacem Krim had served as officers in the French army; 

and Mohammed Khider had been deputy from Algiers to the French National 

Assembly.  Organizations precursor to the Front of Nation*.! Liberation 

(FLN), such as the Movement for the Triumph of Democratic Liberties 

(MTLD), the Special Organization, and finally the Revolutionary Commit- 

tee for Unity and Action (CRUA) served as excellent training schools 

for rebel command.  From 1956 on, the FLN core was strengthened with the 

addition of intellectuals and talented politicians. 

Research and original draft. 

tmm 
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ORGANIZATION 

The early narrow organization of the FLN, an inheritance from 

the MTLD, posed problems of communication and flexibility.  Indeed 

the internal-external (military-political) split which was to plague 

Algerian efficiency for :hree years, existed before its for-.alization 

at the outbreak of hostilities on 1 November 195U,  Before that date, 

members of the Internal Delegation of the CRUA, i.e., military leader- 

ship in the provinces (wilayas) held a number of clandestine meetings, 

while the External Delegation, i.e. political leadership,  worked 

from its headquarters in Cairo and from vacation resorts in Switzer- 

2 land.  As Duchemm writes: 

The six men who met 10 October 1954 under the chairmanship 
of Boudiaf to decide the day and hour of  the insurrection 
were in liaison with Ben Bella, Ait Ahmed, and Khider, 
whom they were supposed to rejoin in Cairo,  But the latter 
three were already "externals," while the group presided 
over by Boudiaf prefigured the first wilaya council," 

When the insurrection began, the CRUA changed its name to the FLN 

and split into:  the External Delegation, responsible for supplies and 

for securing aid from foreign states, with its headquarters at Cairo, 

Egypt» and the Internal Delegation, concerned primarily with the mili- 

tary.  By August 1956 lack of communication between these two dele- 

gations plus their competition for power reached near-crisis peak. 

As rebel army activity increased, its organization tco became a handicap. 

Its members:  Mohammed Ben Bella, Mohammed Khider, Mohammed 
Boudiaf, and Houssein Ait Ahmed. 

2 
Jacques-C. Duchemin, Histoire du F.L.N. (Pans: La Table Ronde, 

1962), p. 93. "" ~' ' 
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whic rested entiruly with the wilaya commanders, among whom there 
1 

was littJe if any liaison and coordination. 
ü 

In an effort to solve these problems, the Soummam Valley Congress 
I 

of 1956 replaced the delegations with a war council, the Committee for 
I 

Coordination and Execution (CCE), that was ultimately responsible to a 

supreme policy-making body, the National Council of the Algerier. Revolu- 
I 

tion (CNRA). With the CCE located in Algeria and the CNRA in Cairo and 
I 

Tunis, however, inadequate communication persisted until the Cairo 

Conference of August 195 7 answered the internal-external division by 
i 

packing CCE membership with ex-externalists and extending its execu- 

tive power.  In September 195 8 a Provisional Government was first set 
I 

up, in which the CCE assumed executive and the CNRA legislative powers, 
1 

The Soummam Valley Congress of 1956 established a hierarchal chain 

of command in the Army of National Liberation (AND, which was formally 

recognized as the military arm of the FLN, Command structure, following 

old civil divisions, divided Algeria into six wilayas. Each wilaya coun- 

cil was presided over by a colonel, who was a member of the CCE, assist- 
I 

ed by three majors:  of political affairs, military affairs, and infor- 

mation-liaison.  This organization was duplicated on all levels down 

to that of sector (i,e., wilaya, zone, region, and sector). 

In June 1957 the Algiers underground was reorganized and a liaison- 

intelligence cell ac.ded to the political and military. The Council of 

the /utonomous Zone of Algiers directed terrorist activities through a 

chain rf command similar to that in the wilayas, as in its division into 
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regions (three hei.^ introduced), liaison-intelligence branch, etc. 

In 1957 the East Base (Souk-Ahras) on the Algerian-Tunisian border 

and the West Base (Nador) on the Algerian-Moi^occan border likewise 

became autonomous zones and significant lines of communication to 

and from Algeria, 

GUERRILLA FORCES 

Determining the size of the guerrilla force fighting the French 

is difficult, but sources tend to estimate the uniformed regulars at 

30,000 (perhaps double that by 1962) and irregulars at about 100,000. 

The very tenuous strength of the army was aggravated in the beginning 

by the poor communications system.  Although the terrain further aggre- 

vated this situation, it hindered the native fellagha (Algerian fighter) 

less than it did the Frenchman, To counter the growth of the ALN, 

French forces increased from the original "peacetime" strength of 

50,000 to some half million troops by 1960. 

Recruiting and organizing a guerrilla force involved much pre- 

liminary work behind the scenes.  Belkacem Krim, regional leader of 

the Kabylia, speaking of the years before his emergence in early 1955 

2a said, "There was no village, no hamlet, no cell that I did not visit." 

By that time a primitive liaison system was operating in the Aures 

Mountains.  Young gurads were ported on heights around suspect villages 

2a Joseph Kraft, The Struggle for Algeria (New York?  Doubleday, 
1961), p. 73. 

'   a! 
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with orders to give an alarm at the least sign of danger. Rebels 

in the hills used fires and different colored flares to signal, now- 

ever much the guerrillas themselves lacked communications, they knew 

the advantage of sabotaging main enemy lines—cutting down telephone 

poles, intercepting and destroying buses and trucks, etc. When acts 

of sabotage forced large European transport companies to pull out of 

rebel-ridden areas, small Moslem outfits took over the job.  Among 

the latter the fellaghas easily established a number of free places 
3 

for their liaison agents. 

Political commissars were attached to all levels of the ALN com- 

mand,  Thesfl men helped prepare for a military operation by priming 
i 

with propaganda and information.  The area political commissar had 
i 

an auxilliary in each village who was responsible for distributing 

Front and Army news, insuring loyalty and morale, maintaining mail 
I 

service and rapid communication, and superintending elementary educa- 

tion. Another member of the village assembly handled security measures, 

provided immediate information to the Front, arranged meetings, etc. 

Civilian auxiliaries who acted as roving scouts (called Moussebellines), 

and deserters (usually Moslem) of the French Army or administration 

were the basic units for securing intelligence about the enemy. 

Serge Bromberger, Les Reb^lles Algeriens Claris:  Librairie 
Plon, ISSS), p, 33, 

Joan Gillespie, Algeria (London;  Benn, 1960), p, 3.06, 

i 
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Orgmizational and tectical effectiv«n«88 of the ALN remained 

of prime importance to rebel success, «specially in view of its slow 

laborious communications, which tended to limit the size and duration 

of s&ch  operation*  Communication depended mostly, and indeed, always 

belov battalion level, on couriers, Peter Braestrup, a journalist 

reporting the ALN in Tunisia and Algeria in September 19S8, illus- 

trated the disadvantages accruing from this with an account of a 

planned attack related by a staff officer of the ALN 6th Battalion: 

Tonight there will be a night attack.  The French will be 
drinking tonight [Saturday night], and when they are full 
of wine, we attack.  From long experience, the Army knows 
where the French artillery concentrations are.  ^hey know 
the routes by which the French will send relief columns to 
their outposts.  Each [rebel] unit knows its role.  To iso- 
late the outpost, to ambush the reinforcing columns, to 
make diversions.  Everything is arranged. 

But the operation had to be atandoned when the French unexpectedly 

increased their activity in the area in the next few hears.  The ALN 

units could not communicate a revised plan in time to meet the new 

situation, so the planned attack was cancelled. 

By fall 195 8, radio equipment was just sufficiently available to 

allow daily contact by radio between batallion and wileya headquarters 

and between the latter and main headquarters outside Algeria,  Early 

the next year, both the wilaya and external headquarters received new 

"*Peter Braestrup, "Partisan Tactics—Algerian Style," Arm; 
Magazine (Aug 1960), as reprinted in Osanka (62), for which see 
pp7 38U-385 for the quotation. 

6Gillespie (60), o, 109, 
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modern German Telefunken sets.  Yet two-way radio sets remained scarce 

7 8 and of a variety of sizes and makes•  For example: 

Wilaya I possessed in 1960 nine wireless sets—one from 
Tuni J.a (since 1957), one from Morocco (since 1959), three 
bought at Constantine, two bought at S6tif, and two taken 
from the French army in the course of attacks.  The wilaya 
had daily contacts with the zone of Batna, the Headquarters 
of Chardimaou (Tunisia) and the Headquarters of Boussouf. 
Hours of contact—9, 12, 17, 21, 

q 
Messages, it seems were sent often by code. 

Propaganda broadcasts from tba Provisional Government in Tunis 

became an important aid for unit commanders and their polit'cal com- 

missars in indoctrinating new troops.  The army published its own in- 

ternal newspapers and circulated pamphlets locally, 

IN THE CITIES 

All key cities saw the development of underground networks, the 

most important of v?hich was that of A3giers, organized in 1956-57« 

Urban conditions made word~of-mouth communication generally the easiest 

and most practical means of relaying messages. The cities too had 

their counterpart to the civilian auxiliaries of the wilaya units, 

men wbo served as intelligence agents and grides, or "human radar1* 

as aptly termed by Braestrup,  These tended to be influential members 

Braestrup (60/62), p, 38H, 
o 
Michael K. Clark, Algeria in Turmoil, (Praeger: 1959), p. 3Wt 

says that a briefcase found in the possession of Ben Bella (whe.: he 
i,nd four other rebel leaders were captured en route by air 22 October 
1955 to Tunis) contained ui address book with tho keys to two codes. 

Duchemin (52), p, 102n, 

■ ■-■:----^-~=^:E: 
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of the community whose daily business would bring them naturally into 

contact with much of the populace. Boycotts and strikes were planned 

by means of the "Arab teleps one," in which the Moorish cafe/ (located 

in every casbah) acted as the local exchange. 10 

FRENCH FRUSTRATION 

"The civil and military authorities were powerless under t <isting 

regulations to control internal communications or the movements of 

people, to conduct night searches or to ban seditious meetings."" * 

Several prefatory uprisings occurred before 1 November 1954, such as 

xhe riot at Setif on 8 May,  Before order was restored on the earlier 

date, a taxi had left the scene bearing news of the insurgency to the 

12 
Arabs in the surrounding area.   France's later attempts to regroup 

the rural population in camps so as to restrict rebel influence failed 

when the system itself became the source of many abuses against Moslem 

families by the French regroupment system. 

The rebel leaders stopped information leaks by threatening or 

coercing any natives suspected of friendship with the enemy.  Flinch 

Lieutenant Martin, in his efforts to arrive at an understanding with 

the Arab nationalists, sought out the FLN chief of his sector.  His 

J**^n-Jacques Servan-Schreiber, Lieutenant in Algeria (New York; 
Knopf, 1957), p. 3. 

11Clark (59), p. 132. 

12 
Ibid., p. 31. 
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two personal interviews with the chief on a mountain wayside were 

arranged through an "undercover go-between," When pressure from 

above forced the chief to break off all contacts, the lieutenant 

wjis notified by a letter bearing the official ALN letterhead, ap- 

13 parently written by someone else, and sent "by a roundabout way," 

RALLYING BY RADIO AND PRESS 

Months before the outbreak of the revolution, the "Voice of 

the Arabs," transmitting from Cairo, urge'* Algerians tc join in the 

revolt against French imperialism in North Africa,  The sudden re- 

sponse of numerous other attacks throughout Algeria, which the revolt 

in the Aures Mountains (1 November) ignited, demonstrated the existence 

of an already well-organized revolutionary element.  So did the cir- 

culation of a tract announcing the creation of the FLN-ALN and its 

objectives in amazingly sophisticated language to a largely illiterate 

audience.  Indeed, some sociologists in 195U estimated that about 

three quarters of the Moslem population of Algeria was illiterate in 
la 

Arabic, and about ninety per cent in French, 

FLN press and propaganda activ. ties were stepped up during 

1957,  Broadcasts from Cairo, Tunis, and Damascus were supplemented 

by a Radio Free Algeria set up inside the country in the spring.  In 

i 

13 

m 
Servan-Schreiber (57), p, 170, 

Edward Behr, The Algerian Problem (New York:  1962), p, 199, 
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the middle of the year the two FLN newspapers, the "Algerian Resis- 

tance" and the "Freedom FighterH (El Moujahid), were consolidated and 

became increasingly sophisticated in tone under the leadership of 

Ahmed Bounendjel,   The publication was printed in Tunis and dis- 

tributed weekly.  The printing o* handbills, leaflets, and journals 

always assumed a major role in FLN activities.  Wilaya IV was in 

silent competition with Wilaya III to put out its own paper, the 

"Revolution" (1958), counterpart of the "Voice of the Mountain." 

The wilaya colonel was apparently accompanied on his expeditions by 

a portable typewriter, a mimecgrapher, and the wilaya archives,  A 

stopover for a day or more would give his secretary time to distribute 

16 administrative papers. 

STRIKE IN ALGIERS 

A study of the general insurrectional strike of 1957 provides 

some important clues to the state of communications.  Ben Khedda, pre- 

decessor of Yacef Saadi in Algiers, met 24 January 1957 with communist 

labor leader Ouzegane to fix the date of the strike.  Ouzegane pro- 

posed 1 February, to allow time for distribution in the name of the 

FLN of tracts both of the General Union of Algerian Workers (UCTA), 

which provided important intelligence services to the FLN, and of the 

General Union of Algerian Merchants (UGTA).  But it had to be launched 

earlier, on 28 January, because Radio Tunis, well-listened to in the 

15Gillespie (60), pp. 152-153. 

16 Duchemin (62), p. 122. 
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Casbah, had already announced that date.  Broadcasts from Damascus, 

Morocco,  and Tunis, and distribution of handbills to rally wide- 

spread participation also forewarned the authorities to prepare counter- 

measures. 

Two women liberals had charge of dissemination of FLN tracts and 

editions of the "Freedom Fighter'* during the Algiers strike.  For 

this purpose they had installed in a private apartment two typewriters, 
i 

z 

one with Arabic, the other with Latin letters, and a mimeographer. 

17 
They delivered the paoers by car to stores serving as depots. 

Ouzegane's sole con-ospondant during the eight days of the gen- 
f 

erally unsuccessful strike was one unknown "Daniel," with whom he 

exchanged two couriers a week.  As a security measure he destroyed 

all communications received, keeping only the texts of the directives 

he transmitted to the two unions.  These he wrapped ivi  old newspapers 
1 S and placed in a basket of soiled laundry each evening,x 

With the crackdown by the authorities in February on all rebel 

activities, it became impossible for the FLN to maintain its rcucacts. 

Yacef met the crisis by tightening security measures, replacing direct 

contacts with mail-drops, in a hierarchy crowned by the four member 

19 Zone Council. 

17 
Bromberger (58), p. 192., 

18Bromberger (58), p. 186. 

1° 
Bromberger (58), p.   193, 

^ 
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ALGIERS 

Each region in the Autonomous Zone of Algiers (ZAA) possessed 

propaganda dispersal equipment, including a typewriter and mimeo- 

grapher. The idea of multiple printing sets wad to reduce to a 

minimum necessary transport of tracts.   But in fact, Region 1 

did the printing for itself and Region 2,  Reda of Region 3 took 

charge of distributing not only for this region, but also lo the 

authorities and newspapers.  The 750 papers thus mailed were taken 

directly "without risk," by an accomplice postman in a light motor 

car of the PTT (Post-Telegraph-Telephone), to the mail ^rting 

house.  El Khiam assured the distribution of tracts in the Casbah 

through a special team of five men working at six in the evening 

when the inhabitants were returning home.  Two men would follow 

on the heels of the patrol to give an alarm if one of the soldiers 

should turn, while the other three under this cover did their dis- 

21 
tributing. 

In January 195 7 at the height of the ZAA, Yacef Saadi had at 

his disposal no more than 1700 persons, including couriers and those 

22 serving as mail holders.   In May, under rather brief and vague in- 

structions sent by courier from the CCE hidden out in the bush land of 

.-layas IV,  he instructed Hood, the Liaison and Information Deputy, 

20 
Bromberger (58), p. 15u, 

21Bromberger  (58), pp,   197-198. 

22Brc:Merger (58), p.   157. 
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and LI Kh.lam, the new Political Deputy, to reinstate the committees 

that had sjerved while the CCE held Algiers, Among the results was 

a committee of intellectuals to be the FLN literature center of the 

zone. Itü job was to advise the Zone Council on French and inter- 

national politics, and to contact liberal intellectuals. Catholics, 

and important individuals entering Algeria. Committees of Informa- 

tion and Liaison drew together the regions' forces ard began creating 

a courier reception center with intermediary maildrops for contacting 

23 
the wilayas.   August brought the collapse of this efficient organi- 

zation of liaison within Algiers, especially above region level, and 

with the axterior by the arrest of Hood,  His arrest brought to light 

what little we know of that most obscure branch of th& ZAA organization,24 

The underground net extending into almost every Moslem home and 

store in Algiers and using the Casbah as headquarters served intelli- 

gence and communication-charged groups.  By September 195 7, the French 

had completely broken the formidable network and relaced it with their 

own llot (concierge-type) system. 

The FLN used a great many informers and double-agents in the 

Algiers terrorist attacks. Children and women were often used as 

messengers and carriers, for tney would not be searched by the French, 

23 
Bromberger (58), p. 2 3»». 

2UDuchemin (62), p. 23U. 

gBteiBa 
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Th« "cut-out" technique was adopted so that liaison agents could not 

divulge much information if captured. An agent of Yacef Saadi and 

Ali Boumendjel arrested July 195 7, for example, was able to admit 

little more than his personal experiences.  He was in charge of giving 

messages to two other messengers who, in turn, only carried them to 

maildrops.  Under no condition was he to leave the Casba^.  He had 

contacts with fflany whom he knew by face alone, and he was forbidden 

25 
to speak with his brother or to visit his family. 

Indeed, the high mortality of couriers often seriously delayed 

or blocked contacts.  When in the critical days of late summer 1957, 

Political Deputy El Khiam of the ZAA lost his liaison agent, all his 

contacts fell away. He suspected that Military-Political Chief 

Yacef was located at 3 rue Canton, but security precautions were such 

that even his messenger was refused entrance because he lacked the 

password. After several weeks had passed, Yacef sent his own agent 

out to search.  There remained so few maildrops not know to the police, 

but those were kept as final resorts, and liaisons were made by daily 

2 6 
meetings at street corners. 

25 
Duchemin (62), p. 225,    entire confession see pp. 223-229, 

These couriers, Hamid Dali and Boussoura Abderrahr.ö.-.e, were intimate 
asn- .iates of the organization. 

2 Bromberger (58), p. 202. 
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FÜREIGN CONTACTS 

Flanked by the sympathetic Arab states of Tunisia and Morocco, 

where FLN bases were established, and possession a long Mediterranean 

coast, Algeria was favorably situated for extensive infiltration.  As 

early as 1955 B^n Boulaid had established a supply line to the Aures 

Mountains, reaching south through the Libyan Desert to Egypt.  Egypt 

remained the foreign country (despite a temporary estrangement) most 
i 

wholly committed to Algerian independence,  FLN broadcasts were per- 

mitted from Cairo and Damascus, friendly members of the Afro-Asian 

bloc helped print and disseminate FLN propaganda, and the FLN set up 

Algerian centers of information in foreign capitals wherever it might. 

In their frequent international travels FLN representatives were gen- 

erally able to secure safe passage with diplomatic passports of Arab 

states.  In 1955 the pressure became finally strong enough to force 
i 

the United Nations to include the "Question of Algeria" on the General 
[ 

Assembly agenda. 

Yet border crossing, which was always difficult—taking up to 

three months to travel between Algiers and Tunis, when not captured 

or killed on route—became even harder when the French army stepped 

27 up its action in 1958 and erected the Morice Line, 
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The FLN delegation» transferred from Cairo to Tunis, sent 

directives to urban undergrounds by courier, and retained contact 

with imprisoned leaders in Paris through secret mails or occasion- 

2 8 
ally by intermediary.   Yet, cut off as it was from the Moslem 

public opinion within Algeria, the CNRA from 1957 on felt unsure 

of its actual power of appeal,  Algerians inside tried to contact 

the external through intermediaries in France, Italy, and West 

Germany.  The few detailed intelligence reports that reached Tunis 

were often inaccurate or distorted by their exiled recipients.  For 

whereas the latter tended to picture a very idealistic Algerian 

struggls ior-  independence, most were ready and seeking for a com- 

29 promise since the economic transformation in 195 7, 

PROVISIONAL GOVERNKLNT 

With the establishment of the Provisional Government of the 

Algerian Republic (GPRA), Ferhat Abbas, designated head of Irfor- 

mation Affairs in June 1958, was promoted to the rank of Prime 

Minister, and Abdelhafid Boussouf became Minister of Information 

and Communications,  Formal announcement of the formation of the 

Provisional Government was made 1& September 195 8 in Cairo, Tunis, 

and Rabat,  The GPRA was located in Tunis and had its foreign office 

in Cairo, probably in token respect for Egypt, 

28 

29 

Gillespie (60) , p, 99, 

Behr (62) , pp, 231-232, 
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Toward the end of 195 8 the FLN internal organization was suffer- 

ing a serious setback, with an interruption in the "hain of command 
-t. 

through the CCE and wilaya system set up in 1956.  From then on +here 
- 

existed a military stalemate between the French and the Algerians. 

Yet at the head of the communications in the Algerian cabinet 

was a man—Bous;>ouf—who understook their importance to the guerrilla 

operations.  Not only did he stand as a bridge between internal forces 
■ 

and the GPRA, but—as communications gradually improved and with 

access to German two-way radios—he became a top policymaker.  At 

his own discrimination, he monitored information that came in from 
1 

both the army of the interior and from FLN agents abrcad, and dis- 
1 

tributed thu subsequent reports to the other ministries and boards, 
i 

He also ran an active counter-espionage system, which was conmitted 

primarily to uncovering French intelligence agents,  üoussouf thus 

held such a position that he could readily manipulate persons as well 

as situations.  He was a receiving center of information and a con- 

troller of lines as well as the contents of communication. 

This man together with Krim and Ben Tobbal formed the three-man 

General Staff which emerged at the Tripoli meeting of December-January 

1959-60 in a major upset in the old GPRA leadership,  The^e three held 

significant control of contacts important to power positions.  Defense 

Minister Krim, active on the exterior since 1957, kept in touch with 

30Behr (52), pp. 227-229. 
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ieaders -  sympathetic foreign states, with rebel leaders in Paris, 

and with guerrillas in the field»  Communications Minister Bcussouf 

and especially Ben Tobbal, Minister of the Interior, both former 

31 field commanders, kept a close watch on the plusc beat of the army, 

Boussouf's three-story ministry was the most impressive--if not the 

most important—of the FLN buildings in Tunis,  Security police con- 

stantly guarded this "nerve center" which "housed some of the FLN's 

32 
most cnetly radio equipments

,: 

The change in the French government at Paris, ushering in a new 

policy toward the Algerian problem, brought the FLN above ground for 

the first time.  Algeria hastened to send official representatives 

to all countries which had formally recognized its independence. " 

During the three-monch in  ; *m between the signing of a ceasefire 

agreement and the national referendum of 1 July 1982 which announced 

Algeria's independence, certain spheres of administration were re- 

served for the French, represented by a High Commissi  -r.  Tele- 

communications, ports, and airfields fell within the area cf French 

jurisdiction.   By the end of September, however, tue  Algerians were 

35 
r^ven directing the French radio xn Algiers. 

10 7, 

31Kraft (61), pp. 09-90. 

32Behr (52), p. 228. 

33Behr (62) , p. 228. 

Dorothy Pickles, Algeria and France (Hew York: Praeger, 1953), p. 

j5Pickles (63) , p. 177. 
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SUMMING U.J 

Algeria presents an example of the successful, non-Communist 

guerrilla war. The FLN confronted the typical problems of communi- 
i 

cation on ail levels internally, with the external leadership, and 

with foreign nations. Although a circle of sympathetic foreign 

neighbors and a competent body of leaders did much to isnrove lines 

of contactv the oalance of success perhaps rested on skillful im- 

provisation on the part of the Algerians ar.d the cumbersome weight 

of French bureaucracv in the field. 

When o?<i reconsiders that the FLN won a political rather than 

a military victory, however, it seems that the propaganda network 

was perhaps its paramount achievement. The FLN, indeed, used a 
■= 

great deal of paperwork that gave the revolution an aura of legality. 

Typewritten official orders,  communiques, sophisticated language 

and use of rubber stamps- made for almost as much red-tape as in the 

French army. All FLN correspondence was carried or in French, or 

in French and Arabic.  French, too, was commonly spoken in the army 

ranks, Arabic and Kabyle normally used only among the rural fighters, 

Thos» who knew how to read, read French, The French army, erroneously 

thinking that the soldiers read Arabic, wasted much paper printing 

tracts in Arabic which were useless without an accompanying French 

translation. 

36 
"* For example, an ALN combattant could not be transferred from 

one region to another without a written order. 
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As the French became involved in a conflict of spiraling loss 

of contact and communiction with the Algerian Moslem population, 

they lost confidence.  Efforts to ruthlessly suppress xne rebel 

movement only discredited themselves mom in the eyes oi the masses. 

For in that economically underdeveloped country v.here illiteracy 

prevails and political, consciousness is reserved for only an elite 

core, action--favorable or unfavorable--of the rebel side or of the 

authorities, communicated more than the written and, often, the 

spoken word. 
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APPENDIX:  METHODOLOGICAL NOTE 

This annex discusses, in somewhat haphazard fashion, the origins 

of this paper, the questions posed for research, the analytical methods 

used in approaching these questions, the circumstantial nature of most 

of the data required for the analytical methods that were adopted, and 

the consequent caution to be observed in accepting the general patterns 

identified in Chapter II. 

As noted in Cnapter II, the dingle most evident i ^int to arise in 

any comparative study of guerrilla operations is the large number of 

similarities between them.  These similarities or patterns are seen in 

such things as styles of organization, leadership and recruitment, par- 

allels in organizational development, and techniques of intelligence 

propaganda and--most central for this paper--communication. 

The fact of such similarities calls for explanation.  Why do such 

elements often recur in the course of guerrilla operations in different 

times and places? At least three classes of hypotheses are commonly 

offered:  traditional-institutional, derivitive-diffusionist, and 

functional-pragmatic,  I have adopted a synthesis of all of these for 

reasons explained below,  The^e four approaches will now be discussed 

and both the allegation of "similarities" and the question of "why"? 

somewhat refined and redefined, 1 
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1.  The_"Blueprint" hypothesis 

Comparative studies of guerrilla operations that limit them- 

selves to case studies of Communist-organized and directed cases 

will probably tend to infer or assume some sort of grand design or 

"blueprint of world conquest"» This derives, of course, from a 

once widely-accepted but increasingly challenged approach by 

writers on international Communism,  In its simplest form this 

model is based en an assumption of a monolithic international 

Communist movement, centrally planned and directsd according tc 

a single immutable and long-range strategic scheme embodying a 

set of coherent tactical directives. 

This model may be challenged on several grounds.  Broadly 

speaking, it is a static model that suppresses in izs  data col- 

lection the long and well-documented history of inter- and intra- 

Party strife and polemic that marked major periods in the history 

of the world Communist movement.  Specifically, this model must 

2 ideally exclude consideration of such facts as the following; 

See, for example, the collection of Comintern documents by 
that title (Washington and Chicago:  Human Events, 1945),  See 
also "Ypsilon" (i.e, Julian Gumperz and Johann Rindl), Pattern 
for World Revolution (Chicago and New York:  Zipf-Davis, 1947), 
And, of course, Ro Strausz-Hupe', W, R, Kinter, J, E. Dougherty, 
and A. J. Cottrell, Protracted Conflict (New York:  Harper, 1959). 
See also Elliot R« Goodman, The Soviet Design for a World State 
(New York:  Columbia Universit Press, 1960), 

2 The examples are presented and documented in the preceding 
case studies, . ] 
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1) The Soviet guerrilla warfare advisers to Tito were 
appalled by his guerrilla tactics, 

2) Mao's own rejection of the general applicability of 
guerrilla "doctrine". 

= 
3) Despite the presence and direct .nfluence of Eighth 

Route Army veterans with the Malayan rebels, the 
Malayan Emergency failed to pass through the "Chinese" 
stages.  The MCP never grasped the need for radio cr 
other rapid communications as did all other Communist 
guerrilla movements, at least belatedly, 

I 
Perhaps even more fundamentally damaging to this theory--at 

least as an adequate explanation for the similarities—is ii»e 

fact t .at many of the so-called characteristics of Communist 

guerril.a movements are present in non-Communist guerrilla opera- 

tions, as, for example, smon: the Algerian ALN and the Mihailovic 
v 

Cetniks. 

Such "blueprint" theories are only the more sophisticated 

instances of the class of "conspiratorial theories of history", 

such as the "Merchants of Death" and "Jewish International Bankers," 

and share with them the yielded temptation to settle first upon 

the mature theory and then perceive as facts only those data that 

support the preconceived theory.  Such theories also seem to accept 

a curious assumption that equates such congeries as superhuman 

organizational efficiency, diabolical cleverness, scheming 

Bolsheviks (or Wall Street Bankers).  In such theories, the guer- 

rilla's hurried improvisation becomes interpreted, after the fact, 

as the successful outcome of a calculated strategy. , 

g 
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2,  Derivative-Diffusionist Models 

A second class of models would have us believe that there is 

nothing new under the sun, that each guerrilla movement patterns 

itself after other earlier ones.  Thus Lenin was master to Mao who 

was teacher of Guevara (and Giap and Dedijer) who is now followed 

by the Venezuelan rebels»  Similarly, Mihailovi^1s Cetnics took 

their name and style from the former anti-Ottoman Serbian national- 

ists and the Vietminh were nurtured and trained in Red China during 

World War IIt  While these examples are factually accurate, they 

are accurate only as far as they go, and this typ_ of model is 

essentially one with the Vienna School:s theory of diffusior of 

culture traits and consequent"-- suffers from the same flaws present 

3 
in that so-called heliocentric theory.   For example, the mere fact 

cf juxtaposition of several case studies, e^ch exhibiting common 

traits-~such as use of couriers, coded messages, spies, and chains-- 

will imply this model unless the author either demonstrates by in- 

dependent evidence an interlocking network of influence among the 

caöCd or accumulates sufficient negative evidence to warrant the 

(always tentative) conclusion that the commonality of traits is 

fortuitous. 

A, L. Kroeber, Anthropology (New edo, rev0, New York: 
Karcourt, Brace, 1948), pp. 311-444, selected the format of a ^ero 
textbook for the initial publication of some of his data and specu- 
lations on patterns, styles, diffusion of culture traits, and 
sin.ultaneous invention.  See his subsequent papers and monographs 
for further examination of these problems. 
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3.  Functional-Pragmatic Models 

A third class of models permits the writer to report similar 

traits without troubling to establish or trace the influence be- 

tween one case and another.  Such models assume that a common set 

of social, economic, geographical, or other comparable fundamental 

preconditions or circumstances underlie a guerrilla movement.  The 

Marxist-Leninist-Maoist theories of revolutionary warfare and "wars 

of national liberation" provide paradigms of this type. 

This type of model is readily confused with a non-model ex- 

emplified by that school of historians (R, G, Collingwood, e^ al) 

who deny that any philosophy of history can be valid, that history 

does not "repeat itself", and the search for "cycles" in historical 

processes are a will-o'-the-wisp,  I suspect tnat many comparative 

studies of guerrilla warfare do not intend to imply any systematic 

parallels among their cases; but, unless this is made explicit one 

way or the other, the reader is apt to be misled, 

4,  A Tentative Synthesis 

Three classes of models have been surveyed and judged inadequate, 

at best.  We are still left with our original question which, however, 

may now be reformulated as follows:  Why are the several guerrilla 

movements studied—varied as they are in time, locale, and political- 

social mileau—so similar in the types, patterns, and uses of com- 

munications media used? 
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I would prefer an unsophisticated explanation that borrows from 

all of the above models. No single explanation suffices for all 

case studies.  Thus any given case may be explained by a directly 

borrowed example (diffusion), and explicitly communicated directive 

(central Communist rule), or local tradition (the folklore of 

conspiracies), 

However, three ca.-eats should be kept in mind by both the 

purveyor and receiver of any "patterns" that emerge from such a 

free-wheeling flitting amongst systematic theory.  First, this 

approach is  conducive to the identification of pseudo-patterns, 

mere coincidental similarities. Hence the most rigorous applica- 

tion of rules of historical evidence is required of the investigator. 

Second, because the available evidence is largely circumstan- 

tial, it is difficult to definitively establish cause rather than 

mere coincidence.  If, as the number of case studies is increased, 

the circumstantial evidence holds firm, the area of reascnauie 

doubt diminishes accordingly.  Hence the necessity of increasing 

the number and types of cases studies.  One example of such a 

pseudo-pattern that has entered the folklore of counter-guerrilla 

writings is the oft alleged ratio of guerrillas to counter-guerril- 

las.  Professor Lucian Pye's single statement about the cause of 

this in the case of the Malayan Emergency inc.cated the absurdity 
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of such a "rule": 

Viewed in military terms, the man power ratio between 
the Security Forces and the Communists might suggest 
that the British have not been as effective ^s they 
should have been.  However, since the operation is 
basically Cx a police nature the ratio is not greatly 
out of line with that between police and criminals in 
any community which places a high premium on law and 
order. 

The third possible pitfall is in this paper's identification 

of "patterns" is the rather arbitrary attribution of the quality 

of "similarity" to some items and the implied assignment of all 

remaining items to a category of "dissimilar".  In the absence of 

a rigorous treatment of this analytical problem, 1  can only plead 

that the categories selected are unchallenged in the literature 

and therefore seem to reflect some considerable degree of "common 

sense" consensus among the experts. 

Lucian W, Pye, Lessons from the Malayan Struggle against 
Communism (Cambridge:  M.I.T,, Center for International Studies, 
February 195 7, multilithed), p. 53,  See also Molnar (63), pp. 
13-15, for a refreshingly critical approach to this elusive 
question. 

This oroblem is commonly overlooked precisely because it is 
readily satisfied by the "common sense" approach. However, studies 
of.the diffusion of folk tale "themes" as well as other more recent 
research in content analysis of propaganda and rumor diffusion has 
proved that the rigorous definition of the appropriate units of 
analysis is indeed a significant problem..  Ithiel de Sola Pool 
(editor), Trends in Content Analysis (Urbana: University of Illinois 
Press, 1959), particularly pp. 202-20b, 
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